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ABSTRACT "-

Adams, George Bunch, M11. Ph.D., Purdue University, December 1984. A
FAULT-TOLERANT INTERCONNECTION NETWORK AND IMAGE -.
PROCESSING APPLICATIONS FOR THE PASM PARALLEL
PROCESSING SYSTEM. Major Professor: Howard Jay Siegel.

The demand for very high speed data processing coupled with falling

hardware costs has made large-scale parallel and distributed computer systems

both desirable and feasible. Two modes of parallel processing are single

instruction stream - multiple data stream (SIMD) and multiple instruction

stream - multiple data stream (MIMD). PASM, a partitionable SIMD/MMD.-

system, is a reconfigurable multimicroprocessor system being designed for

image processing and pattern recognition. An important component of these

systems is the interconnection network, the mechanism for communication

among the computation nodes and memories. Assuring high reliability for such

complex systems is a significant task. Thus, a crucial practical aspect of an

interconnection network is fault tolerance.

In answer to this need, the Extra Stage Cube (ESC), a fault-tolerant,

multistage cube-type interconnection network, is defined. The fault tolerance

of the ESC is explored for both single and multiple faults, routing tags are

defined, and consideration is given to permuting data and partitioning the ESC

in the presence of faults. The ESC is compared with other fault-tolerant

multistage networks. Finally, reliability of th ESC and an enhanced version

of it are investigated. ( ., )
.-. ,'.. . . ..-. .

.. .-. ,,,..,
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x ix

A knowledge of the performance of various switching element designs is

* important to the engineering of interconnection networks. Typically, networks

proposed for parallel systems have been designed with two-input/two-output

4' switches. VLSI technology allows implementation of complex circuits as a

single device. The performance of four-input/four-output switches under

various message loading conditions is analyzed and their use in the ESC

considered.

Finally, a parallel digital image processing scenario for implementation on

a computer system such as PASM is analyzed. Contour extraction is chosen as

the focus because it is a key step in many applications and presents a

multifaceted challenge to a parallel computer. Issues studied include parallel

formulation of the constituent algorithms, mapping the algorithms and sizing i'-

the machine, quality of results, and implications for network design and system

architecture.

,,,.,,,,,,::,.,.,., -- ^ ;,^-, .- ^..,,.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation -

Consider the experience of the Boeing Commercial Airplane Company in a

project to improve the propulsive efficiency of the Boeing 737 aircraft [RuT83,

TiC84]. The 737 was originally designed with low-bypass ratio turbojet engines

mounted below the wings. Advances in technology have led to high-bypass

ratio turbofan engines, which are more fuel efficient than the turbojet engines

they replace, yet, are inherently larger in diameter.

Conventional aerospace engineering practice prescribes a certain separation I.

between an engine nacelle, or housing, and wing so as to avoid excessive drag

due to airflow interference between the two structures. Figure 1.1(a) shows a

generalized wing and nacelle with the relevant dimensions indicated. Figure

1.1(b) shows the state of the art concerning nacelle installation, achieved

through years of wind tunnel testing. Aircraft designers found that a nacelle

positioned so as to be above the dotted line in Figure 1.1(b) gave rise to

excessive drag (three to five percent of the total aircraft drag). The precise

nature of the drag was unknown. Thus, the dotted line represents both a

family of closest installations for nacelle and wing, based upon conventional

design as supported by wind tunnels, and a baseline from which to measure

new design techniques... ".
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nacelle installations for a Dumber of transport jet aircraft
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Using conventional design for the 737 engine refit project results in the

high-bypass engines contacting the runway (see Figure 1.2) due to their large

diameter and the prescribed separation between wing and nacelle. To "" '.

eliminate this problem the landing gear would have to be lengthened, requiring

redesign and sharply reducing the possible attractiveness of the refit to owners

of existing 737 aircraft due to the additional expense to install new landing

gear. Further, the longer landing gear would have a greater weight, offsetting

some of the fuel efficiency gain of the new engines. I-

The relatively recent availability of sufficiently powerful computers made

study of engine/wing interference drag, via aerodynamic simulation, feasible.

This research revealed the source of the drag tdaC78] and the design solution:

proper choice of the shape of the nacelle and nacelle support strut. Computer

simulation guided the designers in the 737 project to nacelle and strut shapes

that afforded acceptably low drag and achieved adequate ground clearance with

the existing landing gear while being compatible with housing the engine and

its accessories (see Figure 1.2). An additional benefit of the close-coupled

installation is the reduced size, and hence, weight, of the nacelle support strut.

Flight testing this year of the refitted 737 (known as the 737-300) has

shown the interference drag due to the nacelle installation to be much less that

one percent of total aircraft drag [Tin84J. Figure 1.3 shows the relationship of

the computationally-derived nacelle installation for the 737-300 (as well as for

similar projects for the 707, 757, and 767 aircraft) to that possible with

conventional wind tunnel methodology. It also shows the range of nacelle and

strut shapes used. These computationally derived nacelle shapes and

installations lie above the dotted line shown in the plot of Figure 1.3 indicating

a close installation, yet they do not incur high drag.

'ii
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Impact of Close Nacelle Coupling on the
737-300 Design

CLOSE-COUPLED
7730NACELLE

NACELLE POSITIONED ON THE WIND TUNNEL

BASELINE BOUNDARY

LI-
Figure 1.2 Position of nacelle using the best (baseline) wind tunnel

technology and a computationally-derived installation close-
coupled with the wing (RuT831.
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The alternative to computer simulation, empirical efforts to develop low

drag nacelle installations via wind tunnel experimentation, has not been too

successful (RuT83I for several reasons. One reason is that wind tunnels readily

provide information about total drag, but not the drag due to individual ',

airframe components. Another is that it is not always possible to measure

wind tunnel air flow phenomena in fine detail. The development of the 737-300

would not have been accomplished without high-speed computers.

High-speed computation is vital to the future of many human endeavors in

addition to aircraft design. Continued progress in such disciplines and

activities as theoretical physics and chemistry, flight simulation, fusion energy

research, image generation and processing, integrated circuit design and

simulation, hydroc.-rbon exploration and reservoir modeling, continuous speech

recognition, structural analysis, and weather forecasting depends upon the

continuing availability of yet faster computers. There are important problems

in each of these areas that can neither be feasibly solved using available

computers nor be solved without computers.

Modern high-performance computers deliver up to roughly several hundred

million floating point operations per second (MFLOPS) when executing actual

applications programs; speeds typically average more nearly 10 to 50 MFLOPS.

Careful programming can increase these achieved rates, but only by a factor of

two to four. Over the next ten years, a computing performance increase by a

factor near one thousand will be needed to sustain normal progress in many

disciplines [AdD84]. This computational need cannot be dismissed as the result

of inadequate algorithm design. Continued progress with algorithms will

reduce the execution time of many problems, but faster hardware will still be

essential. The demand for increased computational power is growing rapidly

. - 7 1
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and will continue to grow for the long term future.

The uniprocessor design of computers is today approaching fundamental V

physical limits to ultimate performance. While circuit switching speeds and

circuit packing density will continue to improve, the impressive historic rate of

increase is likely to slow. It is unlikely that uniprocessor technology will

provide sustained speeds beyond 1000 MFLOPS in this century. Yet, this is

the realm of computational power that is needed. An opportunity to achieve

greater processing speeds lies with computer systems employing multiple

processing elements acting together. The truly large gains will be made if

hundreds and even thousands of processors can be made to work effectively in .-

concert.

The demand for very high speed computing coupled with falling hardware

costs has made large-scale parallel and distributed computer systems both

desirable and feasible. An important component of these systems is the

interconnection network, the mechanism for information transfer among the

computation nodes and memories. Assuring high reliability for such complex , .

systems is a significant task. Thus, a crucial practical aspect of an

interconnection network is fault tolerance. Study of a fault-tolerant multistage

interconnection network is one of three topics in this work

A knowledge of the performance of various network switching element

designs is important to the engineering of interconnection networks. VLSI

technology opens up wider possibilities for network implementation by allowing

more complex, sophisticated switching elements. An analysis of alternative

switching element designs suited for VLSI implementation is a second area ..- "-

addressed in this work. The switching elements investigated could could "-""

replace the simpler ones used in numerous interconnection networks, including

S. * 5 °. * ,,
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the one studied here, lowering cost and/or improving network performance.

Finally, the interaction of application programs and parallel/distributed

systems is a fundamental question. Detailed investigation of a particular

application from a problem domain can guide many aspects of system design as

well as illuminate the issue of mapping the application to the machine. The

third aspect of this work is an investigation of digital image contour extraction

using a parallel computer.

1.2 Overview

The approach taken in this work attempts to be cognizant of engineering

considerations for building a parallel computer system. For example, not only

must an interconnection network have desirable theoretical properties, these

properties should be feasible to attain and/or use. The intent is to attain

useful knowledge for design of parallel and distributed computer systems.

Chapter 2 surveys five existing or proposed parallel processing systems

that use multistage interconnection networks in their designs. These systems

could potentially incorporate the fault-tolerant interconnection network

developed and studied in later chapters. The information presented in this

chapter is intended to provide a context in which such networks can be viewed.

The fault-tolerant interconnection network that is the focus of much of

this work is the Extra Stage Cube (ESC), which derives from the Generalized

Cube network. Chapter 3 is the first of four chapters to deal with the ESC

network. In it the Generalized Cube network is defined and its basic properties

stated, then the ESC is defined.

% . - . . °W.......................... ,



Properties of the ESC are set forth in Chapter 4. Its single fault tolerance

is established and capacity for coping with multiple faults studied. Routing o
.4r

tags for network control under both fault-free and faulted conditions are

defined. Partitioning the network and permuting data using it are also .

discussed. W ,-

Chapter 5 reviews the state of the art in fault-tolerant multistage

interconnection networks. The characteristics of these networks are described

and the nature of their fault tolerance discussed. Each network is compared Pik

with the ESC.

With the fault-tolerant capabilities of the ESC determined, Chapter

presents an analysis of ESC reliability. Reliability is measured as the

probability that there exists at least one path between any network input and

output. A exact solution for the case of two faults is developed based on the

ESC fault model stated in Chapter 4.

Consideration of the results in Chapter 6 shows possible areas for

improvement in the ESC design and operational protocol. In Chapter 7, an

enhancement of the basic ESC topology is described. This provides increased

fault tolerance with only a small increase in system hardware complexity; no

logic need be added to the ESC. The effect of the enhancement on ESC

properties and reliability is investigated. Large networks are shown to benefit

more than small ones from this modification.

Chapter 8 presents a performance analysis and comparison of two

switching elements suitable for use in the ESC and many other interconnection

networks. These switching elements are alternatives to the traditional

interchange box and are suited to very large-scale integration (VLSI)

manufacture.

..... .. . .... ~.. ,o........... .................... .• - ,a .' . _._,.:,- _-. . . . . . ..*, .... .......... I .] ....... ] i 1 2_ . ,].,
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PASM is a parallel computer system intended to be suited for image

processing and pattern recognition tasks. To insure that the design

architecture can meet this goal, it is useful, probably even necessary, to .j'.

consider selected image processing tasks to learn what is required of system a

hardware for their execution in a manner satisfactory to users. In Chapter g a

scenario for image contour extraction based on parallel computation is

developed and used to explore the advantages of parallel computation and

issues in parallel computer design. Parallel forms of edge-guided thresholding

and contour tracing algorithms are constructed and analyzed to highlight

important aspects of the scenario. The implications that the scenario has for

parallel computer architecture are considered, including interconnection

network design. Various important system attributes are identified and j
described.

The remaining sections of this chapter present the basic vocabulary and

definitions needed in subsequent chapters. Descriptions of the major parallel ' -

computer architecture classes and some of their important characteristics are

included. Fundamental interconnection network terminology is defined.

1.3 Parallel Computer System Terminology

An SIMD (Single Instruction Stream - Multiple Data Stream) [Fly661

machine typically consists of a control unit, N processors, N memory modules, +

and an interconnection network. (e.g., Illiac IV [BDM72]). The control unit

broadcasts instructions to all of the processors, and all active processors

execute the same instruction at the same time. Thus, there is a single .

instruction stream. Each active processor executes the instruction on data in

its own associated memory module. Hence, there are multiple data streams.



The interconnection network, sometimes referred to as an alignment or

permutation network, provides a communications facility for the processors and

memory modules (Sie79b, Sie85]. Illiac IV [BDM72] and the Massively Parallel

Processor (MPP) [Bat80] are examples of SIMD systems.

Many architectural variations are possible within the class of SIMD

machines. One subclass of SIiMD machines are those with the proceessing

element-to-processing element (PE-to-PE) organization. Figure 1.4 shows this

type of architecture. In this scheme, each processor is paired with a memory
module to form a processing element (PE). The interconnection network need

only support unidirectional information transfer, as each PE has access to both

a network input and output to transmit and receive information, respectively.

The network may be able to connect a given PE to all or a subset of the other

PEs. If two PEs cannot be directly connected through the network, then

indirect transfer of information through one or more PEs is necessary. Each

successive transfer is accomplished by an additional pass through the network. Ti
The Illiac IV computer used the PE-to-PE organization and had an

interconnection network that allowed direct connection between a given PE

and only its four nearest neighbors, where PEs were arranged in a square mesh

fashion [BBK68, BDM721.

Another SIMD machine subclass is the processor-to-memory (P-to-M)

structure, which utilizes an interconnection network placed between the

processors and memories. Figure 1.5 shows this architecture. Note that the

number of processors and memories need not be the same. The interconnection

network must support bidirectional information transfer in these machines. A

memory module is said to be common to two processors if both can access it

directly through the network. Two processors can thus communicate directly

p -°o ° o
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through a memory module they have in common. If no such memory module

exists, information can be passed by intermediate processors through

intermediary memory modules. The P-to-M structure is used in the Texas

Reconfigurable Array Computer (TRAC) [KPL80, PKM80, SUK80; the

number of memories is larger than the number of processors for this machine.

An MSIMD (multiple-SIMD) machine is a parallel processing system which

can be dynamically reconfigured to operate as one or more independent SIMD

machines of potentially various numbers of processors and memory modules.

Each independent SIMD machine is a partition of the MSIMD system and is

referred to as a virtual SIMD machine. An MSIMD system typically consists of

N processors, N memory modules, an interconnection network, and Q control

units, where 1 <Q < N. Proposed systems capable of MSIMD mode operation

include MAP [Nut771 and PASM [SSK81]. Illiac IV was originally intended to

be an MSIMD system [BBK68]. MSIMD systems can be of either the PE-to-PE

or P-to-M type.

Possible advantages of a MSIMD system relative to an SIMD system with

a similar number of PEs include the following [SSK81].

1. Fault detection - For situations requiring high reliability, three or more

partitions can process the same data identically and compare results.

2. Fault tolerance - If a single PE fails, only those virtual SLMD machines

(partitions) that include the failed PE are affected. The rest of the system

can continue to function as before.

, s -tf . Aih ] i "
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3. Multiple simultaneous users - Since there can be multiple independent

virtual SIMD machines, there can be multiple simultaneous users without

having to support multitasking.
. V .i'

4. Program development - Rather than debugging an SIMD program on the

entire system, a user can select a small partition for program testing.

5. Efficiency - If a task requires only a subset of the available PEs, the other

PEs can be used for a different task.

6. Subtask parallelism - Two or more independent SIMD subtasks that are

part of the same job can be executed in parallel, sharing results if necessary.

An MIMD (Multiple Instruction Stream - Multiple Data Stream) machine

[Fly66] typically consists of N processors and M memories, where each

processor can execute an independent instruction stream. As with SIMD

architectures, there are multiple data streams and an interconnection network.

Thus, there are N independent processors which can communicate among

themselves. These systems can be organized as either PE-to-PE or P-to-M.

There may be a coordinator unit to help orchestrate processor activity. Cm*

ISFS771 and C.mmp [WuB72] are two MIMD systems that have been

constructed.

A partitionable SIMD/MIMD machine is a parallel computer that can be

reconfigured as one or more independent virtual SIMD and/or MIMD machines

of various sizes [SMM79). Such a machine has the same structure as an

MSIMD system, but the processors are capable of fetching, decoding, and

. .° .. .
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executing their own instruction streams in addition to acting on an instruction

stream from a control unit. Thus, each partition that can be formed by the

system can function as either a virtual SIMD or MIMD machine, and the mode

of operation within a partition can change over time. PASM [SSK81] and

TRAC [KPL80, PKM80, SUK801 are examples of partitionable SIMD/MIMD,

systems.

The processors, memories, and interconnection network of a partitionable

SIMD/MIMD computer can be organized in various ways, as discussed for

SIMD machines. PASM uses the PE-to-PE organization, while TRAC uses P-

to-M. The advantages of an MSIMD system relative to SIMD machines are

available with partitionable SIMD/MIMLD systems. It is possible to switch

between SIMI) and MIMD modes to best accommodate successive algorithms or

successive phases of one algorithm. -.

1.4 Interconnection Network Terminology

An interconnection network is a device designed to provide high-speed

communication among a set of processors that typically are physically close

and more or less closely coupled in operation. It is a key element in computers

of each of the parallel computer classes discussed in Section 1.2. For

convenience, the term "network" will often be substituted for the more

cumbersome "interconnection network" in the following. Networks are

comprised of a collection of switches, or switching elements, and links, or wires.

Switching elements are also referred to as nodes. A network may consist of a

single stage, or bank, of switches, or multiple stages connected by links. A

single stage network utilizes only one stage of switches, and data sent by a

device using the network may have to pass through the network repeatedly to

I.
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reach its intended destination. A multistage network is constructed from two

or more stages of switches, and, typically, data can be sent to the desired

destination via one pass through the network. '.

The hardware complezity of an interconnection network is a measure of

the number of components required for its construction. This parameter is !

frequently used to make general comparisons between networks because it gives

an approximate indication of relative implementation cost. An asymptotic

complexity measure is typically used for this purpose since it can clearly

express basic trends. Let f be a function representing the number of network

components as a function of network size. Then, f(x) is of order g(z) (written

O(g(x)) ) if there exist constants c and x0 such that

f(x) ! c g(x)

for x > x0 [Knu76, AHU74].

A network that supports information flow in only one direction through

the stage(s) is unidirectional. Each device using such a network must have

access to both a network input and output in order for communication between

two devices to be possible. Network inputs and outputs are generically referred

to as ports. For a unidirectional multistage network, the stage to which input

ports are connected is the input stage, and the stage connected to the output

ports is the output stage. A bidirectional network allows data to pass through

the stage(s) in either direction. There is no distinction of network ports vis4-

vis the classes input and output for bidirectional networks; a device need have

access to onl) one port to communicate in this case.

The topology of a network is the pattern of connections in the structure of

the network. It is determined by the nature of the switching elements, the

.-.- -.-- ."'
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connections between network ports and switching elements, and the

connections between stages of switching elements (for multistage networks).

Network topology is often used to compare different networks [McS82b, Thu74,

WuF80]. This is because such comparisons are independent of the particular

implementation of a network. The network analyses performed in the

following chapters are based on network topology. Thus, the results obtained

are not specific to any particular hardware technology.

Patterns of data flow through a network can be classified into three basic

categories. With one-to-one connections information is passed from one

network port, the source, to another network port, the destination. The exact

route taken by the information is its path. Some networks provide multiple

paths between a source and destination. Often, information flow from one

source to two or more destinations is supported by a network. Such a transfer

is termed a broadcast connection, and the route taken by the information is a

broadcast path. Finally, consider a set of non-intersecting one-to-one

connections, that is, a set such that no two one-to-one connections have the

same source or destination. If these connections can be created simultaneously

within a network, a permutation connection results.

Many networks will not support all permutation connections. A

permutation is not supported if there is a conflict between two of the one-to-

one connections, i.e., both connections require a single output of some

switching element. Two such paths are said to contend for the switching w
element output, and if one path is given control of the switch, the other

experiences blocking. A network that does not pass some permutations due to

conflict between paths is a blocking network. Switching elements can be viewed

as small interconnection networks and, hence, may also be characterized as

. . . -- ."



blocking if they do not support all permutation connections from their inputs

to outputs.

In addition to various types of data flow patterns that may be allowed by

a network, there are two basic variations of information transfer protocol. One

is circuit switching. In this protocol a complete path from the source to the

destination is established before information transmission begins. If the

network provides multiple paths they may be searched to find one that is Dot

blocked. The complete path is maintained until the data transfer ends, then it

is relinquished. Complete broadcast paths are used to support circuit-switched

broadcasting.

The other protocol is packet stitching. In this case, a complete message is

subdivided into a sequence of message fragments called packets. Each packet

carries information that 'directs it through the network. The packets are

presented one at a time to the network by the source. In a multistage network,

packets move stage by stage toward their destinations. At each stage the

appropriate link to the next stage is determined and its use requested. If the

switching element to receive the data in the next stage can accommodate the

packet, permission to send is granted to the switching element with the packet.

If not, the packet either waits for passage to be granted or is sent on an

alternate link (if one exists and is available). Both unidirectional and

bidirectional networks can be designed to operate under either circuit or packet

switching protocols, or both.

There are three basic types of network control for multistage networks

[SiS78]. One is individual stage control. With this method a single command

signal (which may be several bits) sets the state of all switching elements in a

stage. Partial stage control is characterized by two or more groupings of

I
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switching elements per stage, each group having separate control. With

individual box (or switching element) control the state of each network switch

can be set independently.

Network control can be implemented in either a centralized or distributed

fashion. More typically considered for centralized control are networks with a

small number of input/output ports and/or those using individual stage or

partial stage control. The advantage of centralized control is that switching

element hardware need only include circuitry to handle information flow, not

establish or maintain the avenues of flow. The disadvantage is that network

performance is limited by the central controller. Central controller speed

requirements become more extreme as network size increases (larger N) and for

networks in which selection of a route through the network is computationally

involved.

Distributed control is particularly well suited to larger networks and those

with individual box control. Routing tags are a way of encoding information

describing a path through a network. They can be generated by the devices

using the network, thus distributing control of the network. There are a

number of advantages to distributed control. One is that the speed of network

path creation is not limited by any potential central controller processing

bottleneck, as it might be with centralized control. Another is the ability (for

certain networks, e.g., Augmented Data Manipulator network [McS82b]) to

reroute information while it is in transit. Switches must be able to change

state based on the contents of the routing tags, and there must be provision in

the switch for arbitration if there are multiple needs for a single switching

element output. These greater hardware requirements may result in high

logic-to-pin ratios, allowing switch implementation to take advantage of VLSI.

7 7
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A disadvantage of distributed network control is the potential higher cost of

switching elements. lw

Dividing a network into independent subnetwork., each of which has all

the properties of the original network only for a smaller number of ports, is

called partitioning ISie80]. Partitioning is useful for networks serving in

MSIMD or partition able SIMI/M[MD systems. A subnetwork can be assigned

to each virtual SIMD or MIM) machine. Since subnetworks are disjoint,

machine independence is guaranteed.

1.5 Summary

In this chapter the aircraft design example illustrated one specific instance

of the need for very high-performance computing and gave motivation to the

study of parallel processing computers. The nature and organization of the

work presented in this document was outlined. Finally, basic terminology and P L

definitions to be used throughout this work were given.

... .- , -
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CHAPTER 2

SURVEY OF SELECTED PARALLEL COMPUTER SYSTEMS

2.1 Introductlon

The field of parallel computation research is an active one. Much of the

activity revolves around new machine designs, and well over one hundred have

been described in the recent literature. It is feasible, therefore, to present only

a sample of the work that has been done.

Although the computers described in the following range from systems for

which there is only a design, through those that have been prototyped, to a

machine that has been sold commercially, all have a common trait. Each

utilizes, or is designed to utilize, a multistage interconnection network for

communication among various system components. Thus, study of these

systems provides information on the environment in which a multistage

interconnection network will operate.

These machines also represent a range of architectural ideas for parallel

computers intended for signal or image processing, pattern recognition, and

related tasks. They thereby illustrate the influence of the application on the

machine design for parallel computers. Because the motivation for parallel

computation is speed, most parallel computers are optimized for a particular

application domain. Consequently, it is important that parallel computer '.p-I

architects study the intended applications of their machines. In this way they

can build confidence that the finished machine will perform as desired

. . . . ... ,
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(typically, meet execution speed requirements).

2.2 PASM

PASM (partitionable SIMD/MIMD) is a special purpose, dynamically

reconfigurable, large-scale multimicroprocessor system being built at Purdue .--.- '

University [SMS78, SSK81, SSD84]. Due to the low cost of microprocessors,

computer system designers have been considering various multimicrocomputer

architectures as a way of achieving high performance. PASM combines the

following features: (1) partitionability, allowing operation with many

independent SIMD and/or MIMD machines of various sizes; and (2) a design

guided by a variety of problems in image processing and pattern recognition.

Figure 2.1 is a block diagram of the basic components of PASM. The

heart of PASM is the Parallel Computation Unit (PCU) which contains N = 2n

processors, N memory modules, and an interconnection network. The PCU
-2.4 ,

processors are microprocessors that perform the actual SIMD and MIMD

computations. The PCU memory modules are used by the PCU processors for

data storage in SIMD mode and both data and instruction storage in MIMD

mode. Figure 2.2 shows that the processors and memory modules of the PCU

are organized as processing elements. Each memory module consists of a pair

of memory units. This double-buffering scheme allows data to be moved

between one memory unit and secondary storage (the Memory Storage System)

while the processor operates on data in the other memory unit.

The interconnection network provides a means of communication among

the PCU PEs, which are physically numbered (addressed) from 0 to N-I.

PASM will use either an Extra Stage Cube type network [AdS82dj or an

Augmented Data Manipulator type network [AdS80, McS82c, SiM81a]. Both
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consist of n =log 2N stages of switches and are controlled by routing tags

[Law75, SiM8la]. Both can be partitioned into independent subnetworks of

varying sizes, which are powers of two, if all of the PEs in a partition of size

P = 2P have the same value in the low order n - p bit positions of their

addresses [Sie80. Studies are currently being conducted to choose one of these

networks to implement in the PASM prototype (e.g., [McS82b]). This work is

relevant to that effort.

The Micro Controllers (MCs) are a set of Q =2 q microprocessors,

physically numbered (addressed) from 0 to Q-1, that are the control units for

PCU processors operating in SIMD mode and orchestrate the activities of PCU

processors in MIMD mode. Each MC is attached to a memory module which, ..

like the PCU memory modules, consists of a pair of memory units so that

memory loading and computations can be overlapped. Control Storage

contains the programs for the MCs.

Each MC controls N/Q PCU processors. The physical addresses of the

N/Q PEs connected to an MC, shown in Figure 2.3, have as their low-order q

bits the physical address of the MC, so that the MCs can support system

partitioning with either an Extra Stage Cube type or Augmented Data

Manipulator type network [SSK81]. Possible values for N and Q are 1024 and

32, respectively. Loading R MC memory modules with the same instructions

simultaneously yields a virtual SIMD machine (partition) of size RN/Q, R =2.

and 0 < r < q [SMS78]. In SIMD mode, the R MCs are synchronized and each

MC fetches instructions from its memory module, executing the control flow

instructions (e.g., branches) and broadcasting the data processing instructions

to its PCU PEs. Similarly, a virtual MN4MD machine of size RN/Q results from

combining the independent efforts of the PCU processors of R MCs. In both

• :~~~~~~~~~~~~. •:.. .. . . . ...-.:-. . .. .. -. .....-........-.. .. . . ... . .:'-: .,-.,.:.:.-. :--
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cases, the physical addresses of these MCs must have the same low-order q-r

bits so that all of the PCU PEs in the partition have the same low-order q-r

physical address bits.

The basic MC organization can be enhanced to allow the sharing of

memory modules by the MCs in a partition. The MCs can be connected by a

shared reconfigurable ("shortable") bus such as described in [ArP76). This is

shown in Figure 2.4 for Q=8. The MCs must be ordered on the bus by

increasing order of the bit reverse of their addresses so MCs that agree in their

low-order address bits can share memory modules. Figure 2.5 depicts the MC

processors and memory modules with the reconfigurable bus for Q 16. This

enhanced MC connection scheme provides more program space for jobs using

multiple MCs and a degree of fault tolerance, since known-faulty MC memory

modules can be avoided in multiple-MC partitions. These advantages come at

the expense of additional system complexity. The use of such a reconfigurable

bus to share memories is also discussed in (KaK79].

Within each partition, the PCU PEs have logical addresses. Given a

virtual machine of size RN/Q, the PEs have logical addresses 0 to (RN/Q)-I

(the high-order r + n-q bits of the physical addresses). Similarly, the MCs are

assigned logical addresses from 0 to R -I (for R > 1, the high-order r bits of

the physical address). The PASM language compilers and operating system

will translate between logical and physical addresses, so a system user need

deal only with logical addresses.

The Memory Storage System provides secondary storage for data (SIMD

mode) or programs and data (MIMD mode). Multiple devices are used to allow

parallel data transfers. The Memory Storage System consists of N/Q * V.,

independent Memory Storage Units, numbered from 0 to (N/Q) -1. Each
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Memory Storage Unit is connected to PCU memory modules. For

0 <i< N/Q, Memory Storage Unit i is connected to those memory modules

whose physical addresses are of the form (Q * i) + k, 0 < k < Q. Thus, Memory

Storage Unit i is connected to the ith PE of each MC as shown in Figure 2.6 for

N =32 and Q =4.

The advantages of this Memory Storage Unit connection scheme are that

for a partition of size N/Q all of the memory modules can be loaded in parallel

and the data is directly available no matter which partition (MC group) is

chosen. This is achieved by storing in Memory Storage Unit i the data for a

task which is to be loaded into the ith logical memory module of the virtual

machine of size N/Q, 0< i < N/Q. Thus, no matter which MC group of N/Q
r.h

processors is chosen, the data from the it Memory Storage Unit can be loaded

into the ith logical memory module of the virtual machine, for all i,

0 < < N/Q, simultaneously, i.e., in one parallel block transfer. This same

approach can be taken if only (N/Q)/2d distinct Memory Storage Units are

available, 0 < d < n-q, however, 2d parallel block loads will be required instead

of just one. In general, a task needing RN/Q processors, 1 < R < Q, logically

numbered 0 to (RN/Q)- 1, will require R parallel block loads if the data for

the memory module whose high-order n -q logical address bits equal i is loaded

into Memory Storage Unit i. This is true no matter which group of R MCs

(which agree in their low-order q-r address bits) is chosen. If only (N/Q)/2d

distinct Memory Storage Units are available, 0 < d < n-q, then R*2d parallel

block loads will be required instead of just R. ' "

The Memory Management System (MMS) controls the loading and

unloading of the PCU memory modules. It employs a set of four cooperating,

dedicated microprocessors. The Directory Processor (DP) receives requests I .°
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he from the SCU and the MCs to load or unload PE memory modules. In turn it

generates commands for and coordinates the actions of other MMS processors.

,r" The Memory Scheduling Processor (MSP) receives the commands from the

Directory Processor and determines the order in which they should be

performed. The Command Distribution Processor (CDP) issues these

commands to the MSUs and processes command completion acknowledgements.

I The Input/Output Processor (IOP) handles the transfer of files between the

MSUs and peripheral devices. It also coordinates the reformatting and

distribution of files among the MSUs.

This distributed processing approach is chosen in order to provide the __

Memory Management System with a large amount of processing power and

high speed (due to the parallelism possible) at low cost. A large amount of

power is requited because it is not desirable to burden the SCU with any

memory management tasks. Furthermore, the number of files to be managed is

enormous: a user request for an input file for a 1024-PE SIMI program would

involve the management of 1024 file directory lookups and transfers. The

management problem becomes more severe when multiple simultaneous users of

PASM are considered.

The System Control Unit (SCU) is a conventional machine, such as a b -

PDP-11/70, and is responsible for the overall coordination of the activities of

the Memory Management System and the Micro Controllers. In addition, the

SCU is capable of functioning independently as a serial processor. While the

rest of PASM executes a parallel computation, the SCU can handle such tasks

as program development and job scheduling. In order to perform these

functions, the SCU must contain the PASM language compilers and assemblers

and portions of the PASM operating system, PASMOS [Tuo83].

i'il ~~~~~~~~~~~~~....... i. ' 2221..:l ..... .. . ...il~i :.. ... i..-........-'. '..'.. i'..illi.i......-.'i~l-.
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Figure 2.7 shows a block diagram of the PASM system prototype that is

under construction. The interconnection network used in the prototype, which

will be an Extra Stage Cube (see Chapter 3), is not shown in this figure. The

prototype will include N = 16 PEs and Q = 4 MCs. Thus, each MC will control

4 (= N/Q) PEs. The System Control Unit will be a dedicated microprocessor.

Users will access the PASM prototype system via a Purdue University

Engineering Computer Network (ECN) machine as shown in the figure.

Commands (jobs) initiated by a user are sent from the ECN machine on which

that user is logged to the prototype SCU. Response(s) to a user command

(other than large files, such as processed imagery) are returned by the SCU. '-.*;*

For additional information about various aspects of PASM see: W-7

organization ISMS78, SSK81], instruction set [SMS78J, masking schemes for

enabling and disabling PEs [Sie77a, Sie77b, SMS78, SSK8IJ, interconnection

networks [AdS82b, AdS82d, Sie77a, Sie79a, Sie79b, Sie8O, SiS781, operating

system [SSK81, TuS82a, TuS82b, TuS83, TuS84a], programming language

[CIS83, MSS80a], memory management system [KSG83, SKW79, SSK81,

TuS83, TuS84b], prototype design and simulation [KSH821, and examples of

possible applications [KST8S5, MSS80b, SSE80, SSF82, WaS82]. A reading list

of over 50 PASM-related papers is in ISSD84].

2.3 Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation Facility

The Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation Facility (NASF) [Bur79l is

intended to support execution, in ten minutes or less, of time-averaged Navier-

Stokes computations on steady fluid flow problems involving a million grid

points. Scientists at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration need .

this processing power for their research. This requires an average rate of

: . .: :..= : . : .- . . .- .. .: .. . . - . . : :. . : . . . ... . .... . . . . . . . - . . !
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execution of roughly one billion floating point operations per second. A block

diagram of system hardware is shown in Figure 2.8..-

The Flow Model Processor (FMP) is the core of the system. Figure 2.0

shows the organization of the FMP. The FMP has a structure akin to the P-

to-M model shown in Figure 1.2. It has 512 processors (that meet the

definition of PE given in Chapter 1); a bidirectional, circuit-switched,

multistage interconnection network [BaL81] (called the Connection Network

(CN)) based on the Omega network [Law751; 521 Extended Memory (EM) I

modules; a Data Base Memory (DBM); a Coordinator (CR); and a Diagnostic

Controller (DC). There are four on-line spares each of processors and EM

modules to enhance FMP reliability. The processors each contain a scalar

execution unit and storage for data and programs; both integer and floating

point arithmetic units are included. The EM contains the data common to the

processes being independently evaluated by each of the processors. The DBM

is slower than the EM and is provided to hold the past, present, and future

jobs scheduled on the system.

The CR has connections to both sides of the network (24 signals each)

which allow it to access any memory module or processor. There is a four-bit

command bus plus strobe connected to all processors for synchronization and

diagnostic purposes. The CR has an I/O channel to the host and generates

clock signals for and receives error interrupt signals from the memory modules.

It can also issue descriptors to and receive status from the DBM, and there are

connections to the DC.

Under normal operating conditions, the switching elements of the CN "" '"-.

provide straight and exchange connections bidirection ally. Under special

command from the CR, a broadcast connection can be established. A path is
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created from the CR's connection on the memory module side of the network

to all processors. The CR can also specify that an arbitrary module broadcast N

a specified data item to all processors.

Another special connection that can be initiated by the CR is a direct

exchange of data by pairs of processors. This "wraparound" connection allows

all pairs of processors whose addresses differ in the i-th bit to swap data items.

The CR is also responsible for program initiation and diagnostics. It has

access via the network to every processor register and, generally, can exercise

any intraprocessor activity. Program loading, transfers between disk and

DBM, and some diagnostics are handled by the host computer. The DC is an

interface between the host computer and the CR; it allows the host to diagnose . -

the CR.

All connections established in the CN are strictly circuit switched. Two

options were, however, considered for establishing circuits. The first method

provides two registers in each node for latching routing tag and memory

address information. This makes establishing a circuit very fast since the

interface does not have to wait until the circuit is complete before transmitting

the memory address. The second method, tentatively chosen because of its

lower cost, includes no such registers. The interface must hold the routing tag

on the data path until the circuit is complete. Due to the anticipated use of

the system in which all processors participate in computations, there is no

attempt to take advantage of the partitioning abilities of the network ISie80].

Partitionability is considered only to distribute sections of the network

advantageously among equipment cabinets.

4~~~~~~ 77 4 , .. ".=.
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The Support Processing System serves as the central control, interfaces

with users and peripherals, maintains data files, and provides computational "T

support necessary to keep FMP utilization high. It consists of three

subsystems: the Support Processor, the File System, and the Peripheral

Support System (see Figure 2.8).

The Support Processor, which acts as a system host processor, is a dual-

processor Burroughs B7800. The planned configuration includes redundancy in

most elements of the B7800 for high availability. Since the Support Processor

is the master control for the NASF facility, most user communication is

supported by it. Up to 96 input lines are envisioned.

Study of output device requirements indicated that some anticipated

peripherals would need a significant amount of computational support. The

Computer Output to Microfilm (COM) device is the most demanding of these.

NASA postulates a COM load in excess of 10,000 frames per day, with output

assumed to be graphic images. The majority of this load is for "movies" of

simulation results. The Peripheral Support System is configured with two

high-end minicomputers with special-purpose software for handling these tasks.

The volume of data and programs to be moved in and out of the FMP .".W.

together with the amount of file management required for the total system

indicate strongly that a separate system be provided for this purpose, rather

than using the Support Processor (B7800) itself. Also, with file management

functions in a processor separate from processors executing user programs,

security capability is enhanced. The File System includes the disk packs, the

archival store, and the file manager. It performs directory management and

storage allocation functions and is responsible for data ownership and access

controls. The DBM may also be considered part of the File System because it

. .. . . . -°. .
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is a staging area for FMP programs and data.

Achieving adequate fault tolerance is an important design issue for NASF.

Many features are built into the system to provide fault tolerance. First, each

48 bit data word is accompanied by a 7-bit single-error-correcting/double-

error-detecting (SECDED) code throughout the system. To maintain the long

term integrity of the data stored in the DBM, each data item is periodically

"scrubbed." That is, all single bit errors are corrected often enough to reduce

drastically the chance of a double error. Second, whenever a memory request is

made, the selected memory module compares the incoming routing tag to its

own address, detecting misrouted packets. Any discrepancy is reported as an

error by sending an interrupt to the CR. Third, there are four spare

processor-memory pairs and four spare memory modules, all on-line. If

diagnostic tests detect a faulty processor, for example, a new processor-memory

pair can be automatically switched into its place. The switch is accomplished

by performing an address transformation in hardware. Finally, automatic

recovery of the file system is to be implemented in software. All errors of any

kind are recorded and reported.

Effort has been made toward developing a language for NASF called FMP

FORTRAN. FMP FORTRAN is based on American National Standards

Institute (ANSI) FORTRAN 77 [ANS78] with extensions and modifications to

improve its utility for the planned applications and to allow more efficient use

of FMP hardware. The additional language constructs provide means of

describing both spatial (geometry and state) and temporal (processes)
.* 

.'.

relationships in a simulation model. The additional language constructs are as

follows.

4".".. . . . . . .
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1. DOMAIN: Used to define all those discrete points in the simulation

model grid at which state information will exist and/or processing will

occur (similar to array dimensioning).

2. REGION: Allows creation of a virtual domain of interest through

dynamic selection of elements of a DOMAIN.

3. INALL: Provides for deelaration of variables associated with grid points

in a simulation model without using subscripts.

4. DOALL ... USING

ENDDO ... GIVING: Used to express the inherent concurrency in a

program loop. The USING and GIVING portions of the construct

explicitly define data dependency of the simulation model so that the

compiler can anticipate requests for data transfer between the EM and

processors.

5. SUMALL: Instructs a processor to sum all instances of an indicated

variable stored in that processor's associated memory.

6. LOCATION: Returns the instance number of the successful instance of

the most recent execution of MAXALL (or MINALL), which finds the

maximum (or minimum) value in a data structure.

7. RECURRENCE: Uses recursive doubling to solve recurrence relations

on one-dimensional domains.

During normal NASF operation, all data and program code for a task is

first loaded into the DBM. DBM loading is scheduled by the Support Processor

via the File System. The Support Processor scheduler initiates a task on the

FMP through interaction with the coordinator (CR). When task execution is

* - :...-..
-.. -.- ,-;-.:- .- ..-- - -•v " ..A. . '
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to begin, software in the CR starts transfer of code files from the DBM to the"- ' ?

EM. From there, the CR causes its code files to be loaded into its memory and"- x-..--

causes processor code files to be broadcast to each processor. The initialization, -.- 'a

phase of the program (now in the CR) then transfers necessary data to the EM.

With data in place in the EM and code files in place in the CR and processors,

task execution starts. While task execution is in progress, the CR serves as a

high-level "instruction sequencer"; processor tasks are explicitly initiated, and

when all processors complete their tasks the CR initiates the next task.

2.4 Texas Reconfigurable Array Computer

The Tezas Reconfigurable Array Computer (TRAC) is a microprocessor-

based partitionable SJMD/MIMD system [LiT77, SUK80. A prototype has

been built at the University of Texas at Austin. The important attributes of

the design include memory space sharing, reconfigurability, varistructuring,

inter-task communication ability, and its appearance as a virtual machine to .

the user. Memory space sharing means independent or interacting tasks can - "" .

run simultaneously. TRAC can dynamically change existing partitions of

processors and other resources, making it reconfigurable. Varistructuring refers

to the fact that processors can be grouped to process various data widths. The

system is virtual in that programs need not know on what set of processors

they are executing. Figure 2.10 gives a block diagram of TRAC.

TRAC processors operate on eight-bit data, but can be linked together for

multi-byte operations [KPL80]. Each contains a microcoded Register

Arithmetic Logic Unit (RALU), several control units, a packet buffer, control . '

storage and a sequencer, and status registers. The RALU uses two 2901 bit-

sliced, microprogrammed processors. The status registers store substantial

% - .°. %
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information concerning system operational and structural condition. NO

An SW-banyan multistage, bidirectional interconnection network links the ,p

processors to the memory modules and I/O ports (MIOs) [PKM8O]. The

network consists of apex, base, and intermediate nodes. Processors are

attached to the apex nodes, while MIOs are connected to base nodes. The

intermediate nodes represent switching elements. The network as implemented

is capable of three tree-structured types of connections: data trees, instruction INK

trees, and shared memory trees. A data tree links a single processor to several

MIOs for Single Instruction Stream - Single Data Stream (SISD) mode

operation. An instruction tree connects several processors to a base node of

the network, making SIMD execution possible. A shared memory tree is

similar to an instruction tree except that any one of the processors on a shared - -

tree can exclusively acquire the shared MIO of the tree. An explicit release of
= .

the MIO is required before other processors of the tree have the opportunity to

establish control of the MIO. There is also a controller for the network used to

create the trees.

Embedded in any instruction or shared memory tree is a General Purpose

Communication (GPC) link. The GPC link provides a high speed, bit serial,

bidirectional communication path among the group of processors associated

with an instruction or shared memory tree. For instruction trees the GPC

paths might be used for carry propagation in high precision arithmetic. Also,

conflicting memory requests in shared memory trees can be arbitrated through

use of GPC links.

Data transfer in the trees is via circuit switching. However, the network

also supports packet switching in the background. The MIOs are synchronized,

so during the memory access cycle the links of the network are idle and, thus,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
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free to forward packets. Packets are sent by explicit instruction or as an

implicit part of some processor microinstruction.

Secondary storage, called the Self-Managing Secondary Memory (SMSM),

is attached to one 1/0 port. It is capable of storing variable length records

along with a label; SMSM hardware can search for records by their labels.

Other 1/O ports can support various peripherals including terminals.

2.5 STARAN M _

STARAN is a system built by Goodyear Aerospace Corporation, designed

to combine the attributes of parallelism, associativity, and low cost [Bat741.

An associative processor is an SIMD machine in which data can be retrieved

using the associative concept, i.e., by contents rather than by physical location

[Bae80]. Low cost was achieved by using off-the-shelf components. A more

recent version, the STARAN Series E, is essentially the same system, but with

more memory and implemented with some higher speed circuitry [Bat77b.

Applications envisioned for STARAN by the designers included Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT) operations, sonar post-processing involving FFTs, high-speed

character string searching, file (data base) processing, and air traffic control.

Figure 2.11 shows a block diagram of a typical STARAN system.

A host computer is not required for STARAN operation. The port is

provided so that STARAN can be operated as a special-purpose peripheral with

respect to a host. STARAN hosts have included a Honeywell 11S-645

connected via an I/O channel and an XDS E5 computer interfaced through a

direct memory access port.

U7
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The AP Control exercises control over its attached Array Modules; all

arrays follow the same instruction stream. It fetches instructions from the

Control Memory, which holds the AP Control programs, PIO control programs,

and microprogram subroutines. AP Control includes registers to hold the

current instruction; a program status word; a comparand word, operand for the

array modules, or result from the array modules; the active/inactive select for

each array module; four pointers for use in array module memory access; three

loop counters; and two array module memory access mode words.

The Parallel Input/ Output (PIO) is used for high bandwidth I/0 and data

transfers between array modules. The PIO Control Unit controls the PIO Flip

Network and the attached array modules. It receives data and instructions

from the control memory. The PIO flip network switches data among eight

256-bit ports. Ports 0 through 3 connect to the four array modules. Port 7

connects to a bus in the PIO Control. Ports 4, 5, and 6 are spares and can be

used for high bandwidth peripherals or additional array modules. The PIO

Control Unit transfers data to and from array modules not being used by AP

Control.

A Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP-11 minicomputer is used for

the Sequential Control, performing peripheral handling, system console, and

diagnostic functions. Sequential Control can access any part of control

memory. Synchronization of Sequential Control, AP Control, and PIO Control

is accomplished by the External Function (EFX) logic. Control units issue

commands to EFX logic to cause system actions and read system states.

The array modules perform the data processing for STARAN.

Figure 2.12 is a diagram of an array module. A key component of an array

module is the multidimensional access (MDA) memory. The MDA memory

.w....
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stores 215 = 64K bits of information, implemented as 256 words of 256 bits. In

STARAN Series E, an enhanced version of STARAN, the maximum MDA -

storage in each array module was expanded to 224 = 16M bits [Bat77b].

Reading and writing is controlled by specifying the shape and position of an

access stencil [Bat77a]. An eight-bit access mode word, M, specifies stencil

shape, and G, an eight-bit global address word, determines stencil position.

Every stencil refers to exactly 28 = 256 bits of storage. The specified bits can

be fetched or stored in one memory cycle.

A flip network is also used in each array module to provide

communications between the MDA memory and the 256 one-bit processing

elements of the module, and between processing elements. The network

operates in circuit switched mode. The Selector determines the parties to an

information transaction. Given the structure formed with the aid of the

Selector, STARAN can be considered both a PE-to-PE and P-to-M parallel

processor (even though the network is unidirectional).

In an array module there are three 256-bit registers (M, X, and Y) that

perform bit-oriented operations, one bit associated with each processor.

Register M drives the write mask bus of the MDA memory to select which of

the MDA memory bits are modified in a masked-write operation. Registers X

and Y are used for data processing. If fi is the i'h output of the flip network, xi

and yj are the ith bits of X and Y, respectively, and 4' denotes any Boolean

function, then an array module can perform the following operations.

1. xi  - O(xi, fi).

2. y (Yi, fi)." -

. . . . .
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3. Operations (1) and (2) simultaneously using the same Boolean function.

4. Operation (1) only when yi -1, else xi unchanged.

5. Operation (4) with the current yi, plus operation (2) simultaneously

producing a new yi.

There is a resolver connected to the Y register. The resolver reads the

state of the Y register, and if any bit of Y is set, the activity-or output of the

resolver is set. If some Y bits are set, the address output lines of the resolver

indicate the bit position of the first set bit. The result of an associative search

of the MDA is stored in the Y register. The resolver thus provides a

SOME/NONE match flag and information to implement the SELECT FIRST

RESPONDER function [Fos76].

2.6 PUMPS

PUMPS is a systems being designed at Purdue University for pattern and
; ',- ,

image analysis [BFH82]. An underlying concept used in designing PUMPS is

that cost-effective solutions to many applications such as pattern analysis

require some form of functional specialization in the computer architecture.

Figure 2.13 depicts the architecture of PUMPS.

Functional specialization is expressed in PUMPS on a system level by its

three major subsystems: man-machine interface, image analysis, and data

base management. There are P task processing units (TPUs), each of which is

multiprogrammed. They can operate in an interactive fashion through the

shared peripheral processors and VLSI units (PPVUs) and shared memory

(SM) system. The special resource arbitration network (SRAN) can link a

TPU to a chosen PPVU or provide a path between PPVUs. It is some low

wi.

7 ..-.
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conflict multistage interconnection network. Allocation of PPVUs to the TPUs

is dynamic and depends on the needs of the currently executing task. The

specific functions provided by the PPVUs can be varied to suit application

requirements. Thus, the PPVUs realize functional specialization in PUMPS on

a more local level. The PPVUs together are the heart of the image analysis

subsystem of PUMPS. The TPUs pass information among themselves using

the task processor communications (TPC) bus. Such communication is

envisioned as consisting mainly of interrupts, synchronization signals, and

control signals. TPCs initiate PPVU tasks, execute purely sequential tasks,

and participate in both MIMD and operating system processes.

Within a TPU there is a task processor (TP), a task cache (TC), a task

memory (TM), a task memory management unit (TMMU), and a resource

controller with data channels (RCDC). The TP, TC, TM, and TMMU together

form a conventional serial processor. When there is a TP data request

resulting in a TC miss, the TMMU fetches the data from the TM if it resides

there. If a TM page fault results, the block-transfer oriented processor-memory

interconnection network (PM[N) links the TPU with the shared memory to

service the fault.

The shared memory is connected to the file memories (FM) via the E !.

backend image database management network (BDMN). This network is

designed to handle data transfer from the multiple disks comprising the FM.

The database subsystem of PUMPS, mentioned earlier, consists of the FM,

BDMN, and a backend computer (not shown in Figure 2.13) connected to the

BDMN. %J

,. . . .
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The front-end communications processor (FECP) provides the man-

machine interface of PUMPS. It performs such tasks as editing and terminal
/0.-.

2.7 Conclusions

This chapter has overviewed the PASM, NASF, TRAC, STARAN, and

PUMPS parallel processing systems. These machines utilize multistage

interconnection networks and, so, could potentially employ the fault-tolerant

network, or concepts from it, that is defined and studied in chapters that

follow. Further, these systems illustrate that the specific applications to be

performed can profitably be taken into account when specifying a parallel

computer architecture. With this motivation, a subsequent chapter

investigates an image processing task and uncovers what it would require of a

parallel computer architecture and its interconnection network.

...-.........
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CHAPTER 3

DEFINITION OF THE EXTRA STAGE CUBE

INTERCONNECTION NETWORK

3.1 Introduction

The Eztra Stage Cube (ESC) [AdS82a, AdS82c, AdS82d, AdS82e, AdS84a]

is a fault-tolerant interconnection network intended for use in large-scale

SIMD, MSIMD, MIMD, and partitionable SIMD/MIMD computer systems. The

ESC is derived from the Generalized Cube interconnection network [SiS78,

SiM81bI. It consists of a Generalized Cube network with one additional stage

of switching elements at the input and additional hardware to allow the

bypass, when desired, of this extra stage or the output stage.

Multistage cube-type networks such as the baseline [WuF80], delta

[Pat81, Generalized Cube [SiS78], indirect binary n-cube [Pea77], omega

[Law75], STARAN flip [Bat76], and SW-banyan (S=F=2, L-n) [GoL73] have

been proposed for use in parallel computer systems. These include PASM

JSSK81I, the Flow Model Processor of the Numerical Aerodynamic Simulator

(Bur7g], TRAC [LiT77, SUK80], STARAN [Bat74], PUMPS [BFH82], the

Ballistic Missile Defense Agency distributed processing test bed [McW78],

Ultracomputer JGGK83], and data flow machines [DBL80]. The ESC can be

used in any of these systems to provide fault tolerance in addition to the usual

cube-type network communication capability. '-

,.-.1o,
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The ESC can be used in various ways in different computer systems. For

example, consider how the ESC could be incorporated in the PASM and -'-

PUMPS systems. In the context of PASM (see Figure 2.2), the network would

operate in a unidirectional, PE-to-PE packet-switched mode [SiM81b]. The

PUMPS MIMID architecture (see Figure 2.13) [BFH821 consists of multiple

processors with local memories which share special purpose peripheral

processors, VLSI functional units, and a common main memory. The network

would serve in a bidirectional, circuit-switched environment for this

architecture, connecting local memories to the common main memory.

3.2 Definition of the Generalized Cube Network

The Generalized Cube network is a multistage cube-type network topology

which was presented in [SiS78]. This network has N input ports and N output

ports, where N = 2'. Figure 3.1 shows it for N =8. The network ports are

numbered from 0 to N-1. Input and output ports are network interfaces to

external devices, called sources and destinations, respectively, and have

addresses corresponding to their port numbers. The Generalized Cube topology

has n = log 2N stages, where each stage consists of a set of N links connected

to N/2 switches. Thus, the Generalized Cube has O(N logN) physical

components. Note that neither a network input port nor output port is

considered a link.

Each switch is an interchange box, a 2-input/2-output device, and is

individually controlled. An interchange box can be set to one of four states.

Assign the label i to the upper input and output ports of a box, and the label j

to the lower input and output ports. The four functional states are: 1) straight

- input i to output i, input j to output j; 2) exchange input i to output j,
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Figure 3.1 The Generalized Cube network with N =8, and the four states of
an interchange box.
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input j to output i; 3) lower broadcast - input j to outputs i and j; and 4) upper eM_

broadcast - input i to outputs i and j [Law75]. Figure 3.1 shows these four

states.

All Generalized Cube links and interchange boxes are assigned labels. The

input ports of the boxes of the input stage are labeled by the number of the

network input port to which they are connected. In all stages the upper output

of a box has the same label as the upper input of that box; the same

relationship holds true for the lower box input and output labels. Links take

the label of the box output to which they are connected. Links give their label

to the box inputs to which they attach. This is shown in Figure 3.1.

An interconnection network in an SIMD environment can be described as

a set of interconnection functions, where each is a permutation (bijection) on

the set of PE addresses, or network input/output (I/O) port labels ISie77a).

When interconnection function f is applied, network input S is connected to

output f(S) = D for all S, 0 < S < N, simultaneously. That is, saying that the

interconnection function maps the source address S to the destination address

D is equivalent to saying the interconnection function causes data sent on the

input port with address S to be routed to the output port with address D.

SIMD systems typically route data simultaneously from each network input via

a sequence of interconnection functions to each output. For MIMD systems,

communication from one source is typically independent of other sources. In

this situation the interconnection function is viewed as being applied to the

single source, rather than all sources.

The connections in the Generalized Cube are based on the cube

interconnection functions [Sie77a]. Let Pn-1-.PnP be the binary representation

S - S -S .S S
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of P, 0 < P < N. Then the n cube interconnection functions are defined as %

cubei(Pn-'... Po) = Pn-I...Pi + IPA- I"...PPO

0 < i < n, 0 < P < N, and Pi denotes the complement of pi. This means that

the cube interconnection function maps P to cubei(P), where cubei(P) is a label ,

that differs from the label P in just the ith bit position. Stage i of the

Generalized Cube topology contains the cube i interconnection function. The

input labels of each stage i box differ in the ith bit position, hence, the

exchange setting will implement cube i in mapping the box input labels to the

box outputs. Thus, data items input to that interchange box are transferred as

specified by the cubei interconnection function. When set to straight, data

items input are transferred according to the identity function, where

identity(Pn-I...P 0 ) = Pn-n..-PP. Since each interchange box is individually

controlled, each stage i may perform the cube i interconnection function on

some subset of the data items depending on the settings of the interchange

boxes. Stage i is the only stage which can map a source to a destination with

an address different from the source address in the ith bit position.

This network is called the Generalized Cube by virtue of a geometric

relationship that can be established among the network port addresses.

Network port addresses can be assigned to the corners of an n-dimensional

cube is such a way that all address pairs of the form {P, cubei(P)) are on

adjacent corners. Further, for a given i all edges defined by {P, cubei(P)} are

parallel. Data transfer in the Generalized Cube can be visualized as movement

along hypercube edges in a fixed sequence of dimensions. Figure 3.2 shows a

three-dimensional cube with the vertices labeled in base 2 to correspond to the

Generalized Cube for N =8. The edges of the cube correspond to the three

cube functions for a network of this size. Vertically oriented edges correspond

. .° .
........- "
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to the cube2 function, as they connect vertices with labels differing in the high

order, or second, bit position. Diagonal edges represent the cube, function, and

horizontal edges the cube0 function. .

There is a class of cube-type networks of which the Generalized Cube is

representative. By combining the results of [Sie79a, SiS78, FeW81, WuF80] it

can be seen that all of the following networks are topologically equivalent: the

Generalized Cube [SiS78J, the STARAN flip network jBat768, the omega.

network [Law75], and the indirect binary n-cube network [Pea77I. (The SW-

banyan (S=F=2, L=n) is defined as a graph [GoL73] and has the same

topology as a multistage cube [WuF80].) For this reason the Generalized Cube

can be used as a standard for comparing cube-type networks with other

interconnection networks. In this case the comparison will be with the Extra .-

Stage Cube.

More information on the Generalized Cube can be found in [SiM81b,

Sie85]. Implementation details are discussed in [McS80].

3.3 Properties of the Generalized Cube Network

The Generalized Cube has been shown to have many useful properties,

summarized below. This listing is provided as background for considering the

ESC network. The ESC has all of the properties of the Generalized Cube

network in addition to certain other capabilities discussed in Chapter 4.

The Generalized Cube can

1. handle up to N simultaneous transfers of information;

2. be controlled in a distributed fashion using routing tags;

7 .. 
. --
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3. be partitioned into independent subnetworks;

4. perform broadcasting of information from one device to all or a subset of

devices using the network;

5. function in SIMD, MSIMD, MIMD, and partitionable SIMD/MIMD

modes of parallel processing; and

6. be implemented in numerous ways.

3.4 Definition of the Extra Stage Cube Network

The ESC is formed from the Generalized Cube by adding an extra stage

along with a number of multiplexers and demultiplexers. Figure 3.3 illustrates

ESC network structure for N =8. The extra stage, stage n, is placed on the

input side of the network and implements the cube0 interconnection function.

Thus, there are two stages in the ESC which can perform cube0 . The

incremental increase in hardware complexity for the ESC relative to the

Generalized Cube is O(N); overall ESC hardware complexity remains

O(N log N). Thus, it has relatively low incremental cost over the Generalized

Cube network.

For the ESC, as for the Generalized Cube, a stage is considered to consist

of a bank of interchange boxes and the links from their outputs. Thus, the

links connecting stage i boxes to stage i-I boxes are stage i links. This

definition is used for the consistent treatment it allows of both boxes and links

with respect to the fault tolerance discussion of Chapter 4. The supporting

reason for this decision is given in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.3. Note that there

are no stage 0 links under this definition (recall that network ports are not

considered links).

S. . . . . .
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Stage n and stage 0 can each be enabled or disabled (bypassed). A stage is

enabled when its interchange boxes are being used to provide interconnection.

It is disabled when its interchange boxes are being bypassed. Enabling and

disabling in stages n and 0 is accomplished with a demultiplexer at each box

input and a multiplexer at each output. Figure 3.4 details an interchange box

from stage n or 0. One demultiplexer output goes to a box input, the other to

an input of its corresponding multiplexer. The remaining multiplexer input is

from the matching box output. The demultiplexer and multiplexer are

configured such that they either both connect to their box (enable) or both

shunt it (disable). All demultiplexers and multiplexers for stage n share a

common control signal; those in stage 0 also share a common control signal.

The ESC uses stage n multiplexers to prevent stage n box output failures

from affecting stage n links. The multiplexers provide the links with isolation

from box output stuck-logic-level faults. The stage 0 input demultiplexers

serve the same function for stage I links. Preventing these box faults from

affecting associated links is important to the fault tolerance capabilities of the

ESC, which are discussed in Chapter 4.

Stage n and 0 enabling and disabling are performed by a system control

unit. Normally, the network will be set so that stage n is disabled and stage 0

is enabled. The resulting structure is that of the Generalized Cube. Figure 3.5

shows stage n disabled, stage 0 enabled, and the path from input 2 to output 1

under this circumstance for an ESC with N=8. If after running fault

detection and location tests a fault is found, the network is reconfigured. A

fault in a stage n box requires no change in network configuration; stage n

remains disabled. If the fault is in stage 0 then stage n is enabled and stage 0

is disabled. Figure 3.6 shows an ESC with N = 8 and stage n enabled, stage 0

S S ".S.o.S
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Figure 3.4 (a) Detail of interchange box with multiplexer and demultiplexer
for enabling and disabling. (b) Interchange box enabled. (c)
Interchange box disabled.
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Figure 3.5 The path from input 2 to output I in the ESC for N =8, when
stage n is disabled and stage 0 is enabled, Stage n and 0
multiplexer and demultiplexer settings are shown explicitly
[Sie85].
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disabled, and the path from input 2 to output 1 in this case. For a fault in a

link or in a box in stages n-I to 1, both stages n and 0 will be enabled.

Enabling both stages n and 0 provides tolerance to this type of fault by

providing two paths between any source and destination, only one of which can - -

contain the existing fault. This is discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

Intuitively, for both the Generalized Cube and the ESC, stage i,

0 < i < n, determines the ith bit of the address of the output port to which

the data is sent. Consider the route from source S - s I... sis to destination

D = d,-...dld o. If the route passes through stage i using the straight

connection then the ith bit of the source and destination addresses will be the

same, i.e., di =-si. If the exchange setting is used, the ith bits will be

complementary, i.e., di = g. In the Generalized Cube, stage 0 determines the

0th bit position of the destination in a similar fashion. In the ESC, however,

both stage n and stage 0 can affect the 0 th bit of the output address. Using the

straight connection in stage n performs routings as they occur in the

Generalized Cube. The exchange setting makes available an alternate route

not present in the Generalized Cube. In particular, the route enters stage n-I

at label Sn-l...siTo, instead of S.-l...S1SO.

For convenience in later discussion, the term network component is defined

to be any element comprising the structure of the ESC. Thus, the term could

refer to an interchange box, a link, a multiplexer, or a demultiplexer.

4.J*:
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stage n is enabled and stage 0 is disabled. Stage n and 0
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3.6 Conclusions .

This chapter has presented the Extra Stage Cube interconnection network.

The Generalized Cube network was defined and the derivation of the ESC from

it was shown. The ESC is only slightly more physically complex that its '

parent network. Properties of the Generalized Cube, which are also properties

of the ESC, were listed. Its extra stage of switching elements and its bypass

circuitry allow the ESC to tolerate faults, a property not shared with the

Generalized Cube network. Operation of ESC bypass circuitry was described.

..
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CHAPTER 4

PROPERTIES OF THE EXTRA STAGE CUBE

INTERCONNECTION NETWORK -

4.1 Introduction

The discussion in Chapter 2 of parallel systems has demonstrated that an

important component of a parallel computer is a mechanism for information -.

transfer between the various system components. Because of system

complexity, assuring high reliability is a significant task. Thus, a crucial aspect

of an interconnection network used to meet system communication needs is

fault tolerance.

The formal description of the fault tolerance of an interconnection -

network requires the definition of both a fault model and fault tolerance

criterion. With these in hand the fault tolerance of the ESC will be studied.

After considering the effects of a single fault, the response of the ESC to

multiple faults is considered as well, because of the desirability of graceful

degradation capability. Other important aspects of any interconnection

network include: method of control, routing capability, partitioning capability,

and permuting capability. Each of these issues is explored in this chapter. All

will be related to the fault tolerance of the ESC, demonstrating the feasibility %

of achieving fault tolerant communication for a parallel computer with this

network.

-'..7 Ai~
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4.2 Fault-Tolerance Model -

Networks that can continue, in at least some cases, to provide

interconnection service even when they contain faulty components are said to

be fault-tolerant. A network is termed ingle-fault tolerant if it can function in

spite of a single fault. If up to i faults can be tolerated then the network is i- -

fault tolerant. A network is robust if it can tolerate some instances of i faults,

but is not i-fault tolerant. A fault is hard if it is not of a transient nature; all

faults will be assumed hard unless otherwise stated.

It is only meaningful to speak of a network as i-fault tolerant with regard

to a particular fault-tolerance model. A fault-tolerance model consists of two

components. The first is the fault model, which characterizes all faults that are

assumed to occur in the network. The fault model for a given network may or

may not correspond closely to actual or predicted experience with hardware.

In particular, fault models are often chosen to have characteristics suited for

performing an analysis, even if those characteristics may depart widely from

reality. The second component is the fault-tolerance criterion, the condition

that must be met for the network to be said to have tolerated a given fault or

faults. This criterion varies due to differences in the definition of what

constitutes functionality for a given network (basically, what amount of

degradation from the fault-free condition is allowed). *."

The fault model chosen for the ESC is the following.

1. Any interchange box or link can fail.

'--ft'.

;, ., ..S
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2. Faulty boxes and links are considered unusable until such time as the fault

is remedied.

3. Faults occur independently.

4. All interchange boxes have identical reliability, which may differ from the

identical reliability characterizing all links.

5. Input stage multiplexers and output stage demultiplexers have no effect on

the reliability of their associated links.

Item 1 of the fault model implies that network ports, input demultiplexers, and

output multiplexers are always fault-free. Devices cannot access the network if

these components fail. Chapter 7 shows that physical implementation of the

ESC need not involve input demultiplexers nor output multiplexers.

The ESC fault-tolerance criterion is retention of full access [CiS82]. Full .'

access capability is the ability to connect any given input to any output, a

property of the fault-free network. This implies that the ESC with a single

fault retains its fault-free interconnection capability.

Once a fault has been detected and located in the ESC, the failing portion

of the network is considered unusable until such time as the fault is remedied.

Specifically, if an interchange box is faulty, data will not be routed through it, "

nor will data be passed over a faulty link. The extra stage of the ESC does

increase the likelihood of a fault, compared to the Generalized Cube, due to the

additional hardware. It should also be noted that a failure in a stage n

multiplexer or stage 0 demultiplexer has the effect of a link fault, which the

ESC can tolerate, as shown in Section 4.3.

Techniques such as test patterns [FeK82, FeW81, Lim82, LeS83], dynamic

parity checking [SiM81b, LLY82J, or write/read-back/verify [ThN831 for fault

-.. ..- .. ., . ..: ..-: ., .. : ...:.: .: .: -. . .. .. . ... . . . . .. .. -.-... . . .- . . .. .... . . -.. . . . . .., ..
..- .., -.. ..- ... .. ;. ..--..-.. -. ,.,, .:.. ...... . .. ..... .. .. . .. ,. .. .... .. -.,. . ,... .. . . . . .. -.,... ,. . .. ... .. .. .
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detection and location have been described for use in the Generalized Cube

topology. Test patterns are used to determine network integrity globally by

checking the data arriving at the network outputs as a result of N strings (one

per input port) of test inputs. With dynamic parity checking, each interchange

box monitors the status of boxes and links connected to its inputs by

examining incoming data for correct parity. It is assumed that the ESC can be

tested to determine the existence and location of faults. This chapter is not

concerned with the procedures to accomplish this, but rather with how to

recover once a fault is located. Recovery from such a fault is something of

which the Generalized Cube and its topologically equivalent networks are

incapable. The Generalized Cube is neither single-fault tolerant nor robust

with respect to the ESC fault model and fault-tolerance criterion.

4.3 Single-Fault Tolerance

The ESC achieves its fault-tolerant capabilities by having redundant paths

and broadcast paths. This section formally establishes the existence of these

redundant paths. Then procedures for finding a fault-free path or broadcast

path in a faulted, but functional, ESC are set forth.

4.3.1 One-to-One Connections

The first step towards establishing the fault tolerance of the ESC is to

show that it can provide more than one path between any source and

destination. '"."

7 1
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Theorem 4.1: In the ESC with both stages n and 0 enabled there exist exactly

two paths between any source and any destination.

Proof: There is exactly one path from a source S to a destination D in the

Generalized Cube [Law75]. Stage n of the ESC allows access to two distinct

stage n -I inputs, S and cubeo(S). Stages n - 1 to 0 of the ESC form a

Generalized Cube topology, so the two stage n -I inputs each have a single

path to the destination and these paths are distinct (since they differ at stage

n-i1 at least).
:13

Figure 4.1 shows the two paths available between input 1 and output 4 in

an ESC with N -8 when both stages n and 0 are enabled. The settings of the

stage n and 0 multiplexers and demultiplexers are shown to explicitly depict PUP

stages n and 0 enabled. One path from 1 to 4 uses the straight setting in stage

n; the other uses the exchange setting.

The existence of at least two paths between any source/destination pair is

a necessary conditicu for fault tolerance. Redundant paths allow continued

communication between source and destination if at least one path remains

functional after a fault. It can be shown that for the ESC two paths are

sufficient to provide tolerance to single faults for one-to-one connections.

Lemma 4.1: The two paths between a given source and destination in the ESC

with stages n and 0 enabled have no links in common.

p e

. .,.
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Figure 4.1 The two paths in the ESC network for N =8 between input 1
and output 4 when both stages n and 0 are enabled. Stage n and
0 multiplexer and demultiplexer settings are shown explicitly.
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Proof: A source S can connect to the stage n -I inputs S or cube0(S). These

two inputs differ in the 0 th, or low-order, bit position. Other than stage n, only

stage 0 can cause a source to be mapped to a destination which differs from the

source in the low-order bit position. Therefore, the path from S through stage

n -I input S to the destination D contains only links with labels which agree

with S in the low-order bit position. Similarly, the path through stage n - 1

input cube0(S) contains only links with labels agreeing with cube0 (S) in the

low-order bit position. Thus, no link is part of both paths.

0

Lemma 4.2: The two paths between a given source and destination in the ESC

with stages n and 0 enabled have no interchange boxes from stage n-1

through I in common.

Proof. Since the two paths have the same source and destination, they will

pass through the same stage n and 0 interchange boxes. No box in stages n-.I

through 1 has input link labels that differ in the low-order bit position. One

path from S to D contains only links with labels agreeing with S in the low-

order bit position. The other path has only links with labels that are the

complement of S in the low-order bit position. Therefore, no box in stages

n - I through I belongs to both paths.

0

Theorem 4.2: In the ESC with a single fault there exists at least one fault-free

path between any source and destination.
U
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Proof: Assume first that a link is faulty. If both stages n and 0 are enabled,

Lemma 4.1 implies that at most one of the paths between a source and

destination can be faulty. Hence, a fault-free path exists.

Now assume that an interchange box is faulty. There are two cases to

consider. If the faulty box is in stage n or 0, the affected stage can be disabled.

The remaining n stages are sufficient to provide one path between any source

and destination (i.e., all n cube functions are still available). If the faulty box

is not in stage n or 0, Lemma 4.2 implies that if both stages n and 0 are

enabled then at most one of the paths is faulty. So, again, a fault-free path

exists.

Two paths exist when the fault is in neither of the two paths between

source and destination.

Figure 4.2 shows one example of how the ESC tolerates a single fault. A - -

stage 2 link is indicated as faulty by the dashed line. The two possible paths

from stage n when it is enabled are shown, since it will be enabled due to the -:

existence of a fault in a network component other than a stage n box. Despite

the fact that stage 0 is bypassed as a result of the fault, one of these paths

remains fault-free.

4.3.2 Broadcast Connections

The two paths between any source and destination of the ESC provide

fault tolerance for performing broadcasts as well.

. . . . . .. .
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Figure 4.2 ESC network with N =8 and a faulty stage 2 link (indicated by
the broken line) showing the two paths from input 1 to output 4,
one of which is fault-free.
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Theorem 4.3: In the ESC with both stages n and 0 enabled there exist exactly

two broadcast paths for any broadcast. *".'-

Proof: A one-to-many broadcast path is just a collection of one-to-one

connections with the same source. There is exactly one broadcast path from a

source to its destinations in the Generalized Cube ISiS78, SiM8Ib]. Stage n of

the ESC allows a source S access to two distinct stage n-I inputs, S and

cube0 (S). Any set of destinations to which S can broadcast, cubeo(S) can also

broadcast, because any broadcast can be performed.

.0

Figure 4.3 illustrates the two broadcast paths available to connect input 0

to outputs 2, 3, 6, and 7 in an ESC with N =8 when both stage n and 0 are

enabled. The bold line indicates one complete broadcast path, the dashed line

denotes the other.

Lemma 4.3: The two broadcast paths between a given source and its

destinations in the ESC with stages n and 0 enabled have no links in common.

Proof: All links in the broadcast path from the stage n -1 input S have labels

which agree with S in the low-order bit position. All links in the broadcast

path from the stage n -I input cube0(S) are the complement of S in the low-

order bit position. Thus, no link is part of both broadcast paths.

o.4.g
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Figure 4.3 The two paths from input 0 to outputs 2, 3, 6, and 7 in the ESC

network for N=8. The bold lines indicate one complete

broadcast path, the dashed lines denote the other [Sie85J.
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Lemma 4.4: The two broadcast paths between a given source and its

destinations in the ESC with stages n and 0 enabled have no interchange boxes

from stage n-I through I in common.

Proof: Since the two broadcast paths have the same source and destinations,

they will pass through the same stage n and 0 interchange boxes. No box in

stages n - 1 through 1 has input link labels which differ in the low-order bit

position. From the proof of Lemma 4.3, the link labels of the two broadcast

paths differ in the low-order bit position. Therefore, no box in stages n- I

through I belongs to both broadcast paths.

0

Lemma 4.5: With stage 0 disabled and stage n enabled, the ESC can form any

broadcast path which can be formed by the Generalized Cube.

Proof: Stages n through 1 of the ESC provide a complete set of n cube

interconnection functions in the order cube0 , cube,,-, ... , cube,. A path exists

between any source and destination with stage 0 disabled because all n cube . .-

functions are available. This is regardless of the order of the interconnection

functions. So, a set of paths connecting an arbitrary source to any set of

destinations exists. Therefore, any broadcast path can be formed.

Theorem 4.4: In the ESC with a single fault there exists at least one fault-free

broadcast path for any broadcast performable by the Generalized Cube.

;°'..... .......... .......... •-: .... ,. .. .
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Proof: Assume the fault is in stage 0, i.e., disable stage 0, enable stage n.

Lemma 4.5 implies a fault-free broadcast path exists. Assume the fault is in a -

link or a box in stages n-I to 1. From Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, the two

broadcast paths will have none of these network elements in common.

Therefore, at least one broadcast path will be fault-free, possibly both. Finally,

assume the fault is in stage n. Stage n will be disabled and the broadcast

capability of the ESC will be the same as that of the Generalized Cube.

0

4.3.3 Finding Fault-Free Paths

The ESC path that routes S to D and corresponds to the Generalized

Cube path from S to D is called the primary path. This path must either

bypass stage n or use the straight setting in stage n. The other path available

to connect S to D is the secondary path. It must use the exchange setting in

stage n. The concept of primary path can be extended for broadcasting. The

broadcast path, or set of paths, in the ESC analogous to that available in the

Generalized Cube is called the primary broadcast path. This is because each

path from the source to one of the destinations is a primary path. If every

primary path is replaced by its secondary path the result is the secondary

broadcast path.

Given S and D, the network links and boxes used by a path can be found.

As discussed in [Law751, for the source/destination pair S with binary

representation s- ...sis0 and D with binary representation dn,_...dnd 0 the path

followed in the Generalized Cube topology uses the stage i output labeled

dn1 ...di+ jdiSiI...s1sO. The following theorem extends this for the ESC. Note

that given y,,_1 ...xjx0  and y 1...Y y 0 , the notational convention that
P. l
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Xn-I ...Xi+lxiYi-I--.. YYo = Yn-I'"YYo, if i = n, is used. Also,

Xn-l... Xi+ lxiYi-l...yY = xn_1...xlXo, if = 0.
ifb

'% -~. '..

Theorem 4.5: For the source/destination pair S = sn-....sIs 0  and a

D = dn-....d1d0 , the primary path uses the stage i output labeled

dn- ...di+jdjsj_...s1so and the secondary path uses dnI...di +disi-j... s10, for

0O<i<n.

Proof: Stage i, i 9 0, is the only stage in the ESC that can map the ith bit of a

source address (i.e., determine the ith bit of the destination). Thus, if S is to

reach D both ESC paths must use a stage i output with a label that matches D

in the ith bit position. This matching occurs at each stage, so the high-order

n-i bits of the output label will be dn-l...d+d. At the output of stage i, bit PRO

positions i-1 to 1 have yet to be affected so they match source address bits

i-I to 1. The low-order bit position is unchanged by stage n for the primary

path. The secondary path includes the cube o connection (exchange) in stage n,

therefore the low-order bit position is complemented.

When a fault has been detected and located, each source will receive a

fault label, or labels, uniquely specifying the fault location. This is

accomplished by giving a stage number and a stage output number. For

example, if the link between stages i and i- 1 from the stage i output j fails,

each source receives the fault label fi,j). If a box in stage i with outputs j and

k fails, the pair of fault labels (i,j) and (i,k) is sent to each source. Since j and

k differ only in the ith bit position a single fault label (i, hn-n... hi+jxhi_... hh0)

. . S S S . . . . . . . . . .,
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can be sent, where hm =j=ki for O<m<n-I and m ;di. The "x"

represents both a 1 and a 0. For a fault in stage 0 no fault label will be given,

only notice that a stage 0 fault exists. This is because stage 0 will be disabled

in the event of such a fault, so no path could include a stage 0 fault. Note that

the only possible faults in stage 0 are box faults. Stage n box faults require 1>

system maintenance, but no fault labels need be issued, as the stage will be

disabled. A label is issued in the event of a stage n link fault. Note also that

the number of faults may not equal the number of fault labels.

If a network fault lies outside stage n or 0 boxes, a source can check the

primary path to its intended destination for the faulty network component. ...

For any faulty link or a faulty box in stage i, I< i < n, the source forms

dn-1...di+disij...s1so and compares this with the stage output numbers of the

fault label(s). (Note that if there is a faulty stage n link sn_-...ss1 is used.) If

there is a match then the primary path is faulty; if not, it is fault-free. If the

primary path is fault-free it can be used. If faulty, the secondary path will be

fault-free and, hence, usable.

Since a broadcast path to many destinations is the union of many paths

from the source to the destinations, exhaustive checking to see if one of these

paths contains a fault may involve more computational effort than is desirable.

To decide if the secondary broadcast path should be used, a simpler criterion

than checking each path for the fault exists. For any faulty link or a faulty

box in stage i, 1 < i < n, the test is to compare the low-order i bits of the

source address and the stage output number(s) of the faulty link or box. The

primary broadcast paths must use links and stage n- 1 to 1 boxes with stage

output numbers that agree with the source address in the low-order bit

positions. Thus, if the low-order i bits of the fault label stage output

; .~ %..-K.A~ .~d~ > . ~ .. *. . iL .•. .. ,

...............................................
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hnumber(s) and the source address agree, the fault may lie in the primary

broadcast path. (The fault is in the primary broadcast path if the high-order

n - i bits of the stage output number match the corresponding bits of any

destination of the broadcast.) Using the secondary broadcast path avoids the

possibility of encountering the fault. This method is computationally simpler

than exhaustive path fault checking, but can result in unneeded use of the

secondary broadcast path. -

If there is no strong preference to using the primary versus secondary path

(or broadcast path), the test to check for any faulty link or stage i box,

1 < < n, can be reduced to just comparing on a single bit position. If the

low-order source address and fault label stage output number bits agree, then

the primary path (or primary broadcast path) may be faulty, so the secondary

path can be used. This simplified procedure will result in unnecessary use of

secondary paths (one-to-one), and more unnecessary use of secondary broadcast

paths than checking the low-order i bits.

4.4 Multiple-Fault Tolerance

Theorems 4.2 and 4.4 establish the capability of the ESC to tolerate a

single fault given its fault-tolerance model. That is, any one-to-one or

broadcast connection possible in the fault-free Generalized Cube network

remains possible in the ESC despite a single fault. For some instances of

multiple faults the ESC also retains fault-free interconnection capability. The

necessary and sufficient condition for this is that the primary and secondary

paths are not both faulty.

As faults are detected and located a system control unit can determine

whether network interconnection capability is degraded.
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Theorem 4.6: Let A = (i,an-....aao) and B = (j,b. 1 ...bjb0 ), where

1 < j < i < n, be two fault labels. If aj ...ai+ l ai 0 b,_ 1...bi +jbi, or if "

a ai ... a14 / bi_1 ...bjb0 , then there will be at least one fault-free path between

any source and destination.

Proof. A fault-free path will exist for a source/destination pair S/D if taken

together the fault labels A and B do not indicate blockage of both the primary

and secondary paths. As shown in Theorem 4.5, the primary path uses stage i

output dn-l...d i +jdisi_ .. slsO and the secondary path uses dn- l . . .d i + IdiSi-l...Sj O.

1%, The stage j outputs used are dn-1 ...di+djsi_....s 1so and dn ...d +IdjsI ...s *0.

Without loss of generality it is assumed that j < i. Thus, at stages i and j the

primary and secondary paths both use outputs with the same bits in positions

n- I through i and j - I through 1, and complementary values in position 0. If

a.- an~l...ai+ljai 1 bn_...bi +b i then at least one of the faults is in neither the

primary nor the secondary path, so at least one of the paths is fault-free.

Similarly, if a-, .. a.a14 ;e bi-,...bjb0 at least one fault is in neither path, so at

least one path is fault-free. For i = n the inequality

an 1 ...ai +jai bn-1 ...bi + l bi does not exist, and only the constraint

aj_j...aj4 7 bj_j...blbo applies.

0

When multiple faults are detected and located in the ESC, a system

control unit must determine the appropriate action. Theorem 4.6 is applied if

the multiple faults occur in links or in boxes in stages n-I to 1. The fault

label(s) of any new fault(s) is compared with all existing fault label(s). If each

pair of fault labels meets the test of Theorem 4.6, then the network retains its

J
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fault-free interconnection capability. (Note that the two fault labels associated

with a faulty box do satisfy the requirement of Theorem 4.6 since for stages

n -I through I the low-order bits of the stage output numbers of such labels

agree, satisfying the Theorem 4.6 criterion ari-...a14~ bi-,....bib 0.)

With multiple stage 0 or multiple stage n faults only, the affected stage is

simply disabled, as for a single fault in either stage; fault-free interconnection

capability still exists. If faults exist in boxes of both stages n and 0, the stages

are both disabled, and the network cannot perform cube0 . Thus, fault-free

interconnection capability is lost. If there are faults in stages n-I through I

and either stage n or 0 boxes, but not both, complete fault-free interconnection

capability no longer exists. This is because only one of stages n and 0 will be

available to be enabled, hence, there is only one path between and source and

destination. So, any faulty links or faulty boxes in stage i, I < i < n, will

block the only path between certain source/destination pairs. Finally, if a pair

of fault labels fails the test of Theorem 4.6, fault-free interconnection

capability is lost.

Figure 4.4 shows an ESC network with N =8 and two faults which do not

cause a loss of fault-free interconnection capability. The dashed lines indicate

the two faults, which have fault labels (2,2) and (1,4). The bold lines indicate

all possible paths through the network that contain the fault (2,2). The paths

are shown using only the connections in the interchange boxes to simplify the

figure. The bold lines should be taken to denote the two alternative Mw

connections through each box that could be part of a path containing fault

(2,2). The dotted lines are analogous to the bold lines, but for fault (1,4).

Note that no source has both possible stage n outputs leading to fault (2,2) or

(1,4), and no destination has both possible stage 0 inputs coming from the
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Figure 4.4 ESC network with N =8 and faults (2,2) and (1,4) (indicated by
broken lines), which do Dot cause a loss of fault-free
interconnection capability.
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faults. Therefore, no matter what destination is paired with any source there

will exist a fault-free connecting path.

If fault-free interconnection capability exists then full operation can -

continue. To continue, any additional fault labels are sent to each source.

However, a source must now check a primary path against a longer list of fault

labels to determine if that path is fault-free. Therefore, system performance

may be degraded somewhat.

For an SMD system where interconnection network routing requirements

are limited to a relatively small number of known mappings, multiple faults

that preclude fault-free interconnection capability might not impact system

function. This would occur if all needed permutations could be performed

(although each would require two passes (see Section 4.7)). Similar faults in

MSIMD or MIIMD systems may leave some processes unaffected. For these

* -situations, and if fail-soft capability is important, it is useful to determine

which source/destination pairs are unable to communicate. The system might

then attempt to reschedule processes such that their needed communication

paths will be available, or assess the impact the faults will have on its

performance and report to the user.

The exact conditions under which no fault-free path exists, for some one-

to-one connection, can be determined and the affected source/destination pairs

characterized.

Corollary 4.1: Let A = (i,an-,...alao) and B = (j,bn-I...b1 b0 ), where

1< j < i < n, be two fault labels. If a-,... ai+a = bn. 1 ...bi+b i and

.- 1 a_... an4 = bj_ ... b~b0 then there exist source/destination pairs for which no

fault-free path exists. These pairs are such that Si- ... =S2Sl- ...a2a],

" .. . .. : ,: .-. ,,--:..? .- :- .°.. . .:-. ...-... ..-.-. . ..,.,.-. .-.....-...-. , - . ... . . , .. ,: --- ,
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dn- ... di+ldi = bn-1 ...bi+[bi, and s s0, and di-I...ddo are arbitrary.

Proof: From Theorem 4.5, the two paths between a source and destination use

stage k outputs which differ only in the low-order bit, 1 < k < n. Assume a .

path contains the fault denoted by A. Then the stage i output used is such r

that dn- ...di+jdiSi, 1...s2s1 x = an-,...ala 0 and the stage j output used is

dn ...dj + idjsj_j... szsix where x equals so or 'o depending on whether the path is

primary or secondary. Now an_1...ai+iai = bn_ 1 ...bi +1 bi and

ai_1 ... aj 0 = bri_...bibo. Thus, the alternate path uses stage j output
d 1  .';.....;.s2 s.j. . ai.. 1..a.i =

dn-1 ...d dj~ i .. zl nl.a+lii .. jldjdj aj-l ... a14 , .,

bn-j... bi+bidi-,...dj+ !  djbj_1...bjb0 . If di. 1 ...dj+id = bi-...bj+ibj, then the

alternate path contains the fault denoted by B. Therefore, there exist

source/destination pairs for which no fault-free path exists.

The relationships dn-1...di+ldisi-l....s 2six an-, ...ala0  and ..

d,_ ... di +IdSl ... S2SI = bn. 1 ...b1b0 yield the constraints on the source and ,Z

destination addresses of si-l...s2s = ai--., and dn.d = bn- 1...bi+b j.

The values of Sn-1...Si+lSi, so, and di-....dod0 are unconstrained.

Figure 4.5 shows an ESC with N =8 for a case of two faults with fault

labels which fail the Theorem 4.6 criterion. The affected sources and

destinations are indicated by the circles. The affected sources (0, 1, 4, and 5) "

have paths that can lead to one of the faults on each of their stage n outputs.,:*

The affected destinations (4, 5, 6, and 7) have paths that can come from one of

the faults on each of their stage 0 inputs. An affected source cannot

communicate with affected destinations, but can with unaffected ones.

,. -." -- , ' . .- .'. .,.- .. - . 7 - .: - i - i? --- i "." . i -., '. . ." .- - '• . '
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Similarly, affected destinations can receive information from unaffected sources,

and not affected ones. Unaffected sources and destinations can communicate as

if the network were fault-free.

For broadcast paths, continued operation under multiple faults is

somewhat more complicated since faults can exist in both a primary and

secondary broadcast path without compromising fault-free (one-to-one)

interconnection capability. The tests to determine if a primary path contains a

fault, which were described in Section 4.3.3, can be applied in this case. To

check for a possible fault in a secondary path, is used in place of so. If both

paths contain faults, a combination of primary and secondary paths can be

used to perform the broadcast. However, this procedure may be too time

consuming to be practical.

The exact conditions under which no fault-free broadcast path exists, for

some broadcast, can be determined and the affected broadcasts characterized.

Corollary 4.9: Let A = (i,a_1 ...ala}) and B = (j,bn..I...b 1b0), where

< j < i < n, be any two fault labels. If ain...al= bi_,....b 1b0 , then there

exist broadcasts for which no fault-free broadcast path exists. These
k k dk -- ''''

broadcasts are such that si_1 ...s 2s, = aj...a2aj, dni... di + =a , .- y-

and d_1... d+d :- bn_ ....bj+ bi, where S = s.- .. 515 O is the source and

D ad ... a D d,_ ...d1d are two of the destinations (and are not

necessarily distinct). ..

Proof: In general, a broadcast path uses stage i outputs of the form

dn__l...di+Idii-I... s2sx , where x equals so or 9o depending on whether the

broadcast path is primary or secondary, and D = d.-...d~d0 represents one of

i.. .................... ... . . .... .............. . _ ........-.... --

-'2 ;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.2 . .-..... -- ,-..'.-..-...-.."-.--.-"----.... -...... '.... ......... . -- , .
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the broadcast destinations. As a consequence of Theorem 4.5, the two

broadcast paths from a source to a set of destinations use stage m outputs

which differ only in the low-order bit, where 1 < m < n. Thus, the alternate

broadcast path uses stage j outputs of the form dn.l....dj+ldjsri-...s 2s,1. To

construct those broadcasts with faulty primary and secondary paths due to

faults A and B, consider the following. Let the source S = sn-...s1 s0 be such

that s-I ...sSA =-ai...a2al, and, without loss of generality let x = ao. Let
k dI... dk0 one of the destinations, be such that d I ...d I~d•:

= an-,...ai+ jai. Let D' =dn .I-' , another destination (not necessarily
distinct from Dk), be such that d1_1 ...d+d b b-Give

Un l..j l j  -- bn-...bj+jb .  Given

dn-l---.di + Idi kSi---.. s2SIX -" . .

...aj 0 = bij...b1b0 , then the equalities dk k dk .-. "-

an-]...a1  and d 1 ...d!+I ds_ ...s s1 = bn_1 ...bIb o are true. Any broadcast

for which the equalities hold does not have a fault-free primary or secondary

broadcast path.

Figures 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 show how a broadcast may have to be performed

given multiple faults, even though fault-free interconnection capability is

retained. Figure 4.6 depicts an ESC for N = 8 with faults (2,2) and (1,5),

which do not cause loss of fault-free interconnection capability, and the

primary broadcast path for the broadcast from input 2 to outputs 1, 3, 5, and

7. Stages n and 0 are enabled due to the faults. The primary broadcast path

contains the fault (2,2). Figure 4.7 shows the secondary broadcast path which

contains fault (1,5). A broadcast path combining fault-free portions of the

primary and secondary broadcast paths is indicated in Figure 4.8. If 4.

•. - oo
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Figure 4.6 ESC network with N =8 and faults (2,2) and (1,5) showing the
-' primary broadcast path from input 2 to outputs 1, 3, 5, and 7.

This path contains fault (2,2).
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Figure 4.7 ESC network with N =8 and faults (2,2) and (1,5) showing the
secondary broadcast path from input 2 to outputs 1, 3, 5, and 7. -

This path contains fault (1,5).
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Figure 4.8 ESC network with N =8 and faults (2,2) and (1,5) showing a
fault-free broadcast path from input 2 to outputs 1, 3, 5, and 7
that combines portions of the primary and secondary broadcast
paths.
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Table 4.1 summarizes the information on the consequences of, or actionIWW
required in response to, multiple faults in the ESC. A set of five fault

categories can describe any instance of multiple faults in an ESC network. The

categories are: all faults in stage n boxes, all faults in stage 0 boxes, at least

one but not all faults in stage n boxes, at least one but not all faults in stage 0

boxes, and all faults in neither stage n nor stage 0 boxes. All but two of these

categories are mutually exclusive; the category "at least one but not all faults

in stage n boxes" can refer to a multiple fault situation that fits "at least one

but not all faults in stage 0 boxes." For each fault category the table either

states whether rault-free interconnection capability is present or absent, or lists

what further action is needed to make that determination.

4.5 Routing Tags

The use of routing tags to control the Generalized Cube topology has been

discussed in [Law75, SiM8lb]. A broadcast routing tag has also been developed

[SiM8lb, Wen76]. The details of one routing tag scheme are summarized here

to provide a basis for describing routing tags for the ESC.

For one-to-one connections in the Generalized Cube an n-bit tag is

computed from the source address, S, and the destination address, D. The

routing tag T = SOD, where ( means bitwise exclusive-or [SiM81b]. Let

t x..t t0 be the binary representation of T. To determine its required setting,

an interchange box at stage i need only examine t i. If t, - J, the straight state

is used; if t 1, an exchange is performed. For example, given S =001 and

D 100, then T 101, and the box settings are exchange, straight, and

exchange. Figure 4.0 illustrates this route in a fault-free ESC (which

effectively has the topology of the Generalized Cube network).
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Table 4.1 Summary of information on the multiple fault tolerance of the
ESC network. "FFIC" stands for fault-free interconnection '. .

capability.

Fault Category Consequence or Action Required

All faults in stage n boxes FFIC retained

All faults in stage 0 boxes FFIC retained

At least one but not all FFIC lost
faults in stage n boxes

At least one but not all FFIC lost
faults in stage 0 boxes

All faults in network Test all faults labels using
components other than either Theorem 4.6 or
stage n or stage 0 boxes Corollary 4.1 for one-to-one

connections, or Corollary 4.2
for broadcast connections

[- '.
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Figure 4.9 Path used when routing from input 1 to output 4 in a fault-free
ESC with N =8.
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The routing tag scheme can be extended to allow broadcasting from a

source to a power of two destinations with one constraint. That is, if there are _.___

2j destinations, 0 < j n, then the Hamming distance (number of differing bit

positions) [Lin701 between any two destination addresses must be less than or

equal to j (SLM81b]. Thus, there is a fixed set of j bit positions where any pair

of destination addresses may disagree, and n-j positions where all agree. For

example, the set of addresses (010, 011, 110, 111) meets the criterion.

To demonstrate how a broadcast routing tag is constructed, let S be the

source address and D', D2, ... , D" be the 2i destination addresses. The routing

tags are T, = SEDD' , 1 < i < 2 i. These tags will differ from each other only

in the same j bit positions in which S may differ from D', 0 < i < 2 J.

The broadcast routing tag must provide information for routing and

determining branching points. Such tags consist of two parts, each with n bits,

for a total of 2n bits. Let the routing information be R - r,-_...r1 r0 and the MW

broadcast information be B =b- .. ~o The j bits where tags T1 differ

determine the stages in which broadcast connections will be needed. The

broadcast routing tag {R,B} is constructed by setting R = T i for any i, and

B D DO , where Dk and D', where are any two destinations which differ byj

bits.

To interpret {R,B}, an interchange box in stage i must examine ri and bi.

If bi = 0, ri has the same effect as ti, the ith bit of the one-to-one connection

tag. If bi  1, ri is ignored and an upper or lower broadcast is performed

depending upon whether the route uses the upper or lower box input,

respectively. For example, if S = 101, 1)' = 010, D2 = 011, D3 = 110, and

D4  I11, then It = IIl and B = 101. The network configuration for this

broadcast is shown in Figure 4.10 for a fault-free ESC.

.......... ,.
S. . . . . . .
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Figure 4.10 Broadcast path for broadcasting from input 5 to outputs 2, 3, 6,
and 7 in a fault-free ESC with N =8.
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Both routing tags and broadcast routing tags for the ESC that take full

advantage of its fault tolerant capabilities can be derived from the tag schemes WW.

for the Generalized Cube. The ESC uses n = 1 bit routing tags. The one-to-

one routing tag is T' = tn...t't0 and the broadcast routing tag is {R',B'},

where R'= rn...rnr and B' = bn...b'b;. The additional bit position is to

control stage n. Actual tag values depend on whether the ESC has a fault as

well as on the source and destination addresses, but are readily computed.

First consider the fault-free case. For both routing and broadcast tags,

the nth bit will be ignored since stage n is disabled when there are no faults.

The routing tag is given by T' t'tn-n... t1t0 , where tn-1 ...tnt0 = T, the tag

used in the Generalized Cube. The bit t, can be set to either 0 or 1. The bits

of T' are interpreted in the same way as tag bits in the Generalized Cube

scheme. The broadcast routing tag is composed of R' = rnrn-n...r1r0 and

B' = bnbn-...blb0 , where rn-1 ...r1ro = R, b n1...b1b0 = B, and r' and bF are

arbitrary. Again, the bits of {R',B'} have the same meaning as in the - "

Generalized Cube.

Now routing tag and broadcast routing tag definitions for use in the ESC

with a fault will be described. With regard to routing tags, the primary path

in the ESC is that corresponding to the tag T' = 0t I...t 1 t0 , and the secondary

path is that associated with T' = ltn 1...tli0. The primary broadcast path is

specified by R' = Or- ....1r.0 and B' = 0bn_1 ...bib, whereas R' = lr-1..r17.

and B' = Ob,,_ 1...b1b0 denote the secondary broadcast path.

It is assumed that the system has appropriately reconfigured the network

and distributed fault labels tn all sources as required. With the condition of '

.-.
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the primary path known, a routing tag that avoids the network fault can be

computed.

Theorem 4.7: For the ESC with one fault, any one-to-one connection

performable on the Generalized Cube with the routing tag T can be performed

using the routing tag T' obtained from the following rules.

1. If the fault is in stage 0, use T' = t0tn_]...tit 0 , where t' is arbitrary. -
2. If the fault is in a link or in a box in stages n-I to 1 and the primary

path is fault-free, use T = 0t,,....tot0 . If the the primary path is

faulty, use the secondary path T' = 1tni...tt", . -
"-

3. If the fault is in a stage n box, use T' = t'tn.....t t0 , where t' is

arbitrary.

Proof. Assume that the fault is in stage 0, i.e., stage n is enabled and stage 0

disabled. Since stage n duplicates stage 0 (both perform cube0 ), routing can be

accomplished by substituting stage n for stage 0. The tag T =tt ...tlto

does this by placing a copy of to in the nth bit position. Stage n then performs

cube, as necessary. Note that the low-order bit position of T', to, will be

ignored since stage 0 is disabled.

Assume the fault is in a link or in a box in stages n-I to 1. T specifies

the primary path. If this path is fault-free, setting T' = 0t .... tjt , will use

this path. The 0 in the nth bit position is necessary because stages n and 0 are

enabled, given the assumed fault location. If the path denoted by T contains

the fault, then the secondary path is fault-free by Theorem 4.2 and must be

used. It is reached by setting the high-order bit of T' to 1. This maps S to the

• _7.
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input cube0(S) of stage n- i. To complete the path to D, bits n-I to 0 of '"

must be cube0(S)aD = t,_...tjt 0. Thus, T' = lt,-,...tjt 0.

Finally, assume the fault is in stage n. Stage n will be disabled, and the

routing tag needed will be the same as in the fault-free ESC.

0

Recall from Section 4.3.3 that the procedure for determining if a primary

broadcast path is faulty may result in unnecessary use of the secondary

broadcast path. As the following theorem shows, generating broadcast routing
tags to use the secondary broadcast path incurs minimal additional overhead

relative to primary broadcast path tags. Thus, unnecessary use of secondary

broadcast paths is of little consequence.

Theorem 4.8: For the ESC with one fault, any broadcast performable on the

Generalized Cube with the broadcast routing tag {R,B) can be performed

using the broadcast routing tag {R',B'} obtained from the following rules.

1. If the fault is in stage 0, use R= r0rn_...r1 r0? and B' = b0b,-,...b 1 4,

where ro and b0 are arbitrary.

2. If the fault is in a link or in a box in stages n-I to 1 and the primary

broadcast path is fault-free, use R' = 0r.-,...r1r0 and B' = ...bzb o.

If the secondary broadcast path has been chosen, use R' = lr._1 .. .ry 0 -

and B' =Obn- 1_... b b0.

3. If the fault is in a stage n box, use R' = rn-I ...r1r0 and

-B' 'bnI... bb o, where r' and b' are arbitrary.
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Proof: Assume that the fault is in a stage 0 box. As a direct consequence of

Lemma 4.5, any broadcast performable on the Generalized Cube using the

broadcast routing tag {R,B} is performable on the ESC with stage 0 disabled

and stage n enabled (i.e., stage 0 faulty). The broadcast routing tag substitutes m

stage n for stage 0 by having r0 and b0 copied into r' and b', respectively.

This results in the same broadcast because the order in which the

interconnection functions are applied is immaterial for one-to-one routing and

broadcasting. Specifically, if ri = 0 and bi - 0, then in the set of destination

addresses, di - si; if ri  I 1and bi  0, then di  ii; and if bi  1, then di can

be 1 or 0. When b0 = 0 and there is a fault in stage 0, if r0 - 0, the primary

broadcast path is used, and if r0 = 1, the secondary broadcast path is used. Z

When bi  I 1 and stage 0 is faulty, the stage n interchange box routing the

message performs a broadcast, and a combination of primary and secondary

paths connect the source to its destinations. Each address bit is affected

individually, making the order of stages irrelevant.

Assume the fault is in a link or a box in stages n-I to 1. {R,B) specifies

the primary broadcast path. If it is fault-free, setting R' = or.-,...r1r0 and

B' = bn 1 ...bnb o will use this broadcast path. If the primary broadcast path

contains the fault then the secondary broadcast path is fault free as a

consequence of Theorem 4.4. Setting R' = lrn-1 ...rl-f0 and B' = ...blb•

causes the broadcast to be performed using the secondary broadcast path.

Finally, assume the fault is in stage n. Stage n will be disabled, and the

broadcast routing tag needed will be the same as in the fault-free ESC.

2.3
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Theorems 4.7 and 4.8 are important to MIMD operation of the network

because they show that the fault tolerant capability of the ESC is available

through simple manipulation of the usual routing or broadcast tags. Table 4.2

summarizes routing tags and Table 4.3 summarizes broadcast routing tags for

the ESC.

In the case of multiple faults where the conditions of Theorem 4.6 are met

(i.e., there exists at least one fault-free path between any source and

destination), routing tag utility is unchanged. That is, each source checks the

primary path for faults, but against a longer list of fault labels. The routing

tag is still formed as in rule 2 of Theorem 4.7.

Broadcast tags can be used to determine if the primary or secondary

broadcast path of the broadcast specified by the tag contains a fault. To check

if a fault in stage i is in the primary broadcast path, the source constructs

H = hn ...hlh 0 such that for 0 < j < i, hi = s, and for i < j 5 n-1, if bi =

then h1 = x ("don't care"), otherwise hi = s1 Gr j . If H matches a fault label

(with "x" matching 0 or 1), then the primary path contains a fault. Note that .. .*'-

if go is used in place of so, the secondary broadcast path can be checked. This

test can be used for both single faults and multiple faults (by repeating the

test for each fault label).

4.6 Partitioning

The partitionability of a network is the ability to divide the network into

independent subnetworks of different sizes [Sie8O]. Each subnetwork of size

N' < N must have all the interconnection capabilities of a complete network of

that same type built to be of size N'. A partitionable network can be

characterized by any limitations on the way in which it can be subdivided. .

. . , .........
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- Table 4.2 One-to-one routing tags for the ESC. The symbol "x" represents
either 0 or 1.

Fault Location Routing Tag T

No Fault T' = xt.....t 1to

Stage 0 T o,- ..=j

71 otD-I1... t1to

if primary path '

Stage i box, is fault free;

or any link T= it-= . i

if primary path .

contains a fault

Stage n box T' =Xtn...1 .. tlt0  -. *'

J0
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Table 4.3 Broadcast routing tags for the ESC. The symbol "x" represents
either 0 or 1.

-'%

Fault Location Broadcast Routing Tag (R, B')

No Fault R'= =r- ..r

B' xb,-1 ... b1b0

Stage 0 RP ror.-I... r~x

B bn-I1... b1 xo

if primary broadcast path

Stagei box, isfault free;

or any link R'=rnI..rT

B'= Obn-I... b1b0

if primary broadcast path

contains a fault

Stage n box R'= xr0 1j..r~ro

I.B' xb n-.1 ... b1b0
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Such a network allows an MSIMD, partitionable SIMD/MIMD, or MIMD

machine to be dynamically reconfigured into independent subsystems.

The Generalized Cube can be partitioned into two subnetworks of size

N/2 by forcing all interchange boxes to the straight state in any one stage

.Sie80. All the input and output port addresses of a subnetwork will agree in

the ith bit position if the stage that is set to all straight is the i stage. For

example, Figure 4.11 shows how a Generalized Cube with N=8 can be

partitioned on stage 2, or the high-order bit position, into two subnetworks

with N' 4. The two subnetworks are denoted by the A and B labels on the

interchange boxes. Since both subnetworks have all the properties of a je- .

Generalized Cube, they can be further subdivided independently. This allows

the network to be partitioned into various network port groupings each with a

power of two ports. For example, a network of size N -64 could be

partitioned into five subnetworks with one each of sizes 32, 16, 8, 4, and 4.

The ESC can be partitioned in a similar manner, with the property that

each subnetwork has the attributes of the ESC, including fault tolerance. The

only constraint is that the partitioning cannot be done using stage n or stage 0.

Theorem 4.9: The ESC can be partitioned with respect to any stage except

stages n and 0.

Proof: The cube functions cube ._ through cube, each occur once in the ESC.

Setting stage i, 1 < i < n-I, to all straight separates the network input and

output ports into two independent groups. Each group contains ports whose

addresses agree in the ith bit position, i.e., all addresses have their it h bits equal

to 0 in one group, and 1 in the other. The other n stages provide the cubej

U,.

:-.," -'- -_L' " ' '" " " " " " " " " ""'" " • "" "" "" '" ' '- " '-" ':- -" ".... " : :- "" - '-" " " " . .. " . ... . . .
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Figure 4.11 Generalized Cube network with N =8 partitioned into two
subnetworks of size N' = 4 based on the high-order bit position.
The A and B labels denote the two subnetworks.



an ESC network for the N/2 ports of each group. As with the Generalized

Cube, each subnetwork can be further subdivided. Since the addresses of the

interchange box outputs and links of a primary path and a secondary path .~.'

differ only in the O'h bit position, both paths will be in the same partition (i.e.,

they will agree in the bit position(s) upon which the partitioning is based).

Thus, the fault-tolerant routing scheme of the ESC is compatible with network

partitioning.

If partitioning is attempted on stage n the result will clearly be a

Generalized Cube topology of size N. Attempting to partition on stage 0 again

yields a network of size N, in particular a Generalized Cube with cubeo first,

not last. In neither case are independent subnetworks formed.

0 '

In Figure 4.12 an ESC with N ~8 is shown partitioned with respect to

st age 2. The two subnetworks are indicated by the labels A and B.

Subnetwork A consists of input and output ports 0, 1, 2, and 3. These port

addresse agree in the high-order bit position (it is 0). Subnetwork B contains

input and output ports 4, 5, 6, and 7, all of which agree in the high-order bit

position (it is 1).

Partitioning can be readily accomplished by combining routing tags with .

masking. An (n +l)-bit mask can be used to define which stages are to be used

to establish a partition. By logically ANDing tags with masks to force to 0

those tag positions corresponding to interchange boxes that should be set to

straight, partitions can be enforced. This process is external to the network

. . . . . . .. .. .. .'

• .
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Figure 4.12 ESC network with N =8 partitioned into two subnetworks of size
N' = 4 based on the high-order bit position. The A and B labels
denote the two subnetworks.
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and, so, independent of a network fault. Thus, partitioning is unimpeded by a

fault.

In PASM partitioning is designed to be based on input/output port

addresses within a group agreeing in some number of low-order bit positions.

Figure 4.13 shows the Generalized Cube establishing a partition on the low-

order bit position. The two subnetworks are again indicated by the labels A

and B. The ESC as previously defined cannot support this type of partition.

However, a variation of the ESC can perform low-order bit partitioning. An

ESC-like network can be constructed by adding an extra stage to the output

side of the Generalized Cube network that implements cube.- 1. Call this new

stage -1. Thus, from the input to the output, the stages implement cube.-,,

cuben_2, ... , cube, cube0 , and cube.-. The same fault-tolerant capabilities are

available with this new network, but partitioning may be done on stage 0. IN gWI
Hence, low-order bit partitioning is available. Partitioning on stages n -1 and

-1 is not available. Figure 4.14 illustrates this variation on the ESC. The two

subnetworks formed by partitioning on stage 0 are labeled A and B, as before. -

4.7 Permuting

In SIMD mode generally all or most sources will be sending data

simultaneously. Sending data from each source to a single, distinct destination

is referred to as permuting data from input to output. A network can perform

or pass a permutation if it can map each source to its destination without

conflict. Conflict occurs when two or more paths include the same output of a

switching element.

The fault-free ESC clearly has the same permuting capability as the ..

Generalized Cube. That is, any permutation performable by the Generalized
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Cube is performable by the ESC. If stage n in a fault-free ESC is enabled, the

permuting capability is a superset of the Generalized Cube. Also, the ESC

routing tags discussed in Section 4.5 are entirely suitable for use in an SIMID

environment.

Because of its fault-tolerant nature, it is possible to perform permutations

on the ESC with a single fault. It can be shown that in this situation two

passes are sufficient to realize any Generalized Cube performable permutation.

Theorem 4.10: In the ESC with one fault all Generalized Cube performable

permutations can be performed in at most two passes.

Proof: If a stage n interchange box is faulty, the stage is bypassed and the

remainder of the ESC performs any passable permutation with a single pass. If

the fault is in a stage 0 box the permutation can be accomplished in two passes

as follows. In the fi-st pass, stages n and 0 are bypassed and the remaining

stages are set as usual. On the second pass, stage n is set as stage 0 would

have been, stages n-I through 1 are set to straight, and stage O is again

bypassed. This simulates a pass through a fault-free network.

While stages n to 1 of the ESC provide the complete set of cube

interconnection functions found in the Generalized Cube, a single pass through

the stages in this order does not duplicate its permuting capability. For

example, the Generalized Cube can perform a permutation which includes the

mappings 0 to 0 and I to 2. Stages n to 1 of the ESC cannot do this. The

ord,'r of the stages is important. Thus, the two pass procedure given is

necessary.

P t- . .. ..
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When the fault is in a link or a box in stages n-I to 1, then at the stage

containing the fault there are less than N paths through the network. Thus, N

paths cannot exist simultaneously. The permutation can be completed in two

passes in the following way. First, all sources with fault-free primary paths to

their destination are routed. One source will not be routed if the failure was in

a link, two if in a box. With a failed link, the second pass routes the

remaining source to its destination using its fault-free secondary path. With a

faulty box, the secondary paths of the two remaining sources will route to their

destinations without conflict. Recall that paths conflict when they include the

same box output, and the primary paths of a passable permutation do not

conflict. Thus, the stage i output labels of the two primary paths are distinct,

for 0 < i < n. The secondary path stage i output labels differ from the

primary path labels only by complementing the 0 th bit position. Therefore, the

secondary path output labels are also distinct, for 0 < i < n. Hence, the

secondary paths do not conflict.

0

Permutation passing can be extended naturally to the multiple fault

situation.

Corollary 4.8: In the ESC with multiple faults but retaining fault-free

interconnection capability, all Generalized Cube performable permutations can

be performed in at most two passes.

Proof: For a performable permutation the primary paths between each

source/destination paii are by definition pairwise nonconflicting. From the

. .. '- ...
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proof of Theorem 4.10, if two primary paths do not conflict then their two

associated secondary paths do not conflict. Thus, there is no conflict among ow

the secondary paths. Therefore, in the ESC with multiple faults but retaining

fault-free interconnection capability, a permutation can be performed by first

passing data over those primary paths which are fault-free and then passing s

the remaining data using secondary paths.

For multiple faults in stage n, that stage is disabled and permutations are

performed in one pass. With multiple faults in stage 0 the same procedure for

the case of a single stage 0 fault is used, performing permutations in two

passes.

Figures 4.15 and 4.16 illustrate how the permutation that sends data from

every source x to destination (x + 2) modulo N, for 0 <x < N and N = 8 is

performed in the presence of two faults with fault labels (2,2) and (1,4). In

Figure 4.15 the fault-free primary paths that comprise the first pass are shown. .,. .,,

The remaining fault-free secondary paths used in the second pass are indicated

in Figure 4.16.

4.8 Conclusions

This chapter has presented the Extra Stage Cube interconnection network,

a derivative of the Generalized Cube network. The ESC was shown to be

single-fault tolerant. Under multiple faults the ESC was shown to be robust,

often retaining fault-free interconnection capability. A minor adaptation of the

"exclusive-or" routing tag and broadcast routing tag schemes designed for the

Generalized Cube was described. This allows the use of tags to control a

• .,_.-_ ..........22 -.......---.......... ~.. .:.'.' ". - .',.... . .... ' , .. ,.....,....,.-....,-..,,''..."
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Figure 4.15 ESC network with N =8 and faults (2,2) and (1,4) (indicated by
broken lines) showing al fault-free primary paths for the
permutation mapping input x to output (x + 2) modulo N, for
0 < x < N.
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Figure 4.16 ESC network with N =8 and faults (2,2) and (1,4) (indicated by
broken lines) showing the secondary paths corresponding to faulty
primary paths for the permutation mapping input x to output
(x + 2) modulo N, forO 0 x < N.
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faulted, as well as fault-free, ESC. The partitioning and permuting abilities of

the ESC were discussed. .

The reliability of large-scale multiprocessor systems is a function of system

structure and the fault tolerance of system components. Fault-tolerant

interconnection networks can aid in achieving satisfactory system reliability.

The ESC seems to be a practical and useful interconnection network for such

systems.

The family of multistage interconnection networks of which the

Generalized Cube is representative has received much attention in the

literature. Because of its relationship to the Generalized Cube network (which

is representative of many multistage interconnection networks), realistic fault

model and fault-tolerance criterion, and ease of routing in the presence of

faults, the ESC network may also be useful as a standard for evaluating

existing and future fault-tolerant networks.

1

-a.
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CHAPTER S

SURVEY OF FAULT-TOLERANT MULTISTAGE

INTERCONNECTION NETWORKS AND

COMPARISON TO THE EXTRA STAGE CUBE

5.1 Introduction

Many interconnection networks have been proposed in the literature. Of

these, multistage networks compose a large subset. Of multistage networks, a

somewhat smaller group have an ability to tolerate at least some component

failures. In this latter group are those multistage interconnection networks for

which the topology, in combination with switching element structure, has been

designed specifically to achieve some particular fault-tolerance capability

(typically, single-fault tolerance). It is these interconnection networks on which

this chapter is focused.

There are a number of ways to realize a fault-tolerant interconnection

network that do not involve design of the network per se. One way is to use

error correcting codes in the data and control paths of a network not otherwise

fault tolerant [LLY821. Another scheme is to implement the network in several

independent bit-slices; failure in one or more slices can be tolerated by using

the remaining good slices (e.g., [SiM81b]). Yet another method is to replicate

an existing network and utilize the copies in parallel, perhaps cross-linking

them, so that a failure in the set does not compromise the functionality of the

whole (e.g., [KrM83, ReK84]). Often these techniques, and others, are used in

...................................... *...-.... ....
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conjunction with a basic fault-tolerant design.

Multistage interconnection networks for parallel processing designed

specifically for fault tolerance have become an active area of research recently,

and survey papers are few [AgK83, AdS84a]. This chapter presents the

Modified Baseline network [WFL82], the Augmented Delta network [DiJ82], the

Multipath Omega network [PaL83aI, the F-network [CiS82], the Enhanced

Inverse Augmented Data Manipulator [McS82al, the Gamma network [PaR82,

PaR84], the Fault-Tolerant Benel network [Agr82, SoR80I, the Augmented C-

network [ReK84], and 8-networks (ShH84I. The papers introducing all but two

of these networks (the Fault-Tolerant Benel network and #-networks) appeared

in the literature subsequent to papers describing the ESC [AdS82a, AdS82c,

AdS82d]. For this reason, this chapter appears after the development of ESC

properties contained in Chapter 4.

Following the survey, these networks are compared to the ESC on the

basis of fault models and fault-tolerance criteria. Then a common fault-

tolerance model is assumed and the fault tolerance of each network is evaluated

in that circumstance. The ESC fault-tolerance model is chosen as the common

model for this phase of the comparison because it is the most demanding of

those of the various networks. The intent of this chapter is to provide a

context in which to view the merits of the ESC fault-tolerant multistage

interconnection network investigated in this research.

-Woo';.
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6.2 Survey

The surveyed networks fall into four general categories. The Modified

Baseline, Augmented Delta, Multipath Omega, and F-network form a group

based on the Generalized Cube network [SiM81b, SiS78). The first two of these

achieve fault tolerance by adding an extra stage of switches to a basic network

which is isomorphic to the Generalized Cube topology. The Multipath Omega

uses an extra stage or stages of switches, or substitutes different switches in a

stage or stages, or some combination of these methods, to add fault tolerance

to the Omega network fLaw75], which is also isomorphic to the Generalized

Cube topology. The F-network gains fault tolerance by using a Generalized

Cube network structure with additional links.

The Enhanced Inverse Augmented Data Manipulator (Enhanced IADM)

and Gamma networks represent a second group: the data manipulator [Fen74]

class of networks. The Enhanced IADM network uses additional links, and the

Gamma network uses increased switching element complexity, to realize fault

tolerance.

The Fault-Tolerant Bene; network is a third type of network. It uses

2n -1 stages of switching elements with one additional switching element to

provide fault tolerance, compared to the n stages of switches in a Generalized

Cube, where N = 2" is the number of inputs.

The Augmented C-network and #-networks fall into a fourth network

category. Each is actually a family of networks, spanning a wide range of

topologies. The topology of Augmented C-networks is inherently fault

tolerant, while #-networks combine topology and an operational technique to '

achieve fault tolerance.

• ".,°'
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5.2.1 Modified Baseline Network

The Modified Baseline network [WFL821 is derived from the Baseline

multistage interconnection network [WuF80]. The Baseline topology consists,

in general, of a stage of N/r r-input/t-output (r x t) crossbar switching

elements connected to t subnetworks numbered 0 to t-1. This yields a

network with N inputs and N outputs. If the t outputs of each r x t switch are

N
numbered 0 to t -1, and the switches are numbered 0 to -- 1, then output i

r

of switch j is connected to input j of subnetwork i, for 0 < i < t-1, and
0 _ j N_ 1. Each subnetwork is structured in the same manner as the

r

entire network. This recursive process is carried out until the subnetworks are

r x t switches, which can be implemented directly.

The Baseline network has but one path between any source and

destination. Thus, any network component failure affects communication for

some set of inputs and outputs. To lessen this difficulty an extra stage of

switching elements is added to the Baseline network. Figure 5 1 shows the

Modified Baseline network for r= t 2 and N 8, and indicates the original

Baseline network and the additional stage. If an extra stage incorporating

switching elements with t outputs is added at the input side of the network,

then there are t connection paths for any input/output pair.

The Modified Baseline network fault model states that the only network

components that can fail are switching elements not in the input or output

stages. Faulty switches are considered unusable. The fault-tolerance criterion

is retention of full access [CiS82]. Recall that full access is the ability to

connect any givn input to any output. The Modified Baseline network is

single-fault tolerant and robust in the presence of multiple faults with respect

.-7 7• -.
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Figure 5.1 The Modified Baseline network for N =8.
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to its fault-tolerance model and fault-tolerance criterion.

Routing in the Baseline network is carried out using destination tags

[Law75] that consist of the address of the intended destination of a message. If

r x r switches are used (r = 2 for Figure 5.1) then a destination address D can

be represented by a base-r number dm.-...d 1 4d where m =logrN. This base-r

representation is used to select a path through the network in the following

way. The switching element connected to the source will use its output

numbered di.n1 to link to a switching element in the next stage. At stage i, di

is used to determine the selection of switch output, 0 < i < m-1. For the

Modified Baseline network an extra digit can be appended to Baseline network

destination tags to control the extra stage. This assumes that sufficient

information is available to determine the value of this extra digit to avoid any :.:

existing fault [WFL82I.

5.2.2 Augmented Delta Network

Delta, or digit controlled, networks [Pat8l] are a class of multistage

interconnection networks and also a subset of a very broad class known as

banyan networks (GoL73]. A delta network is, in general, an an x b network

with n stages, each consistirg of a x b crossbar switching elements. The link

pattern between stages provides a unique path of fixed length between any

network input and output. Further, the link pattern is such that information

can be routed from an input to an output using the switching element output

corresponding to a base-b digit in the base-b representation of the output

number.

An Augmented Delta network [DiJ821 can be constructed from a Delta

network, as illustrated by Figure 5.2. Let w = logbN. The Augmented Delta

.~. - . - ..- . . .. . . . . .
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Figure 5.2 An Augmented Delta network constructed from a Vx V~ Delta
network.
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network, shown in Figure 5.2, consists of a stage of N/b b x b switching

elements connected to b delta networks, each of size by - x b -1 . These b

networks are labeled Do through Db.I in the figure and each is structured in

the same way as the b x bw network. Adding a stage of N/b b x b switching

elements to this, as shown in the figure, results in a topology with b paths

between any pair of network input/output ports, given the switching elements

are b x b devices. Additional redundant paths can be provided by adding more

stages. The Augmented Delta network is similar to the Modified Baseline

network; the distinction between the two is that the definition of the

Augmented Delta network allows more than one extra stage and the switches

of any extra stage(s) are identical to all others in the network. So that this

network will be comparable with the other networks discussed in this chapter,

only one additional stage is assumed.

The Augmented Delta network fault model is the following.

1. Both switching elements and links can fail.

2. Stage 0 switching elements and stage n nodes are always fault-free.

3. Faults occur independently.

4. Faulty links or switching elements are unusable.

The fault-tolerance criterion is retention of full access capability. Under this

fault-tolerance model, an Augmented Delta network constructed from 2 x 2

switches is single fault tolerant. If b x b switching elements are used

throughout, the network is (b-1)-fault tolerant.

Consider packet-switched operation of the network. Let throughput be the

average rate at which packets exit the network. Normalized throughput is the

% %%
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ratio of throughput obtained to maximum throughput possible if no conflicts

occurred in the network. When fault-free, an Augmented Delta network has a .---

slightly lower normalized throughput than a comparable Delta network [DiJ82]. *,-.-

For the worst case single switching element or link fault in an Augmented

Delta, performance falls to about half that of the fault-free case. On the

average, however, performance is only slightly degraded.

Routing in the Augmented Delta network is performed using routing tags

with one additional digit (as compared to Delta network routing tags [PatSl])

to control the extra stage. A switching element is assumed able to detect a

fault in the switches and links to which it is directly connected and able to pass

fault information to adjacent switches [Dia81. When a fault occurs,

neighboring switches propagate notice of the fault to their neighbors, and so

on. For a bidirectional network, propagation of information proceeds to both

the "inputs" and "outputs." Eventually, network input and/or output switches

will receive information indicating which of their outputs or inputs,

respectively, is part of a path through the network leading to the fault.

Routing tags are subsequently formed so as to never use this path. Note that

output switches need not be informed of the fault in a unidirectional network.

5.2.3 Multipath Omega Network

The Multipath Omega network [PaL83a, PaL83b, Pad84] is derived from

the Omega multistage interconnection network fLaw75I. A B x BI Omega

network consists of m stages of B x B crossbar switching elements linked by

(B*Bm- )-sbu fie interconnections. An X*Y-shuffle permutes X*Y elements.

Let 0<I< X*Y- 1, where I is represented as the x + y bit binary number ..

... ............. ............................ ..... . ---

.,AA ~ ~ *~ .~ ~ ,.h - *7-7
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I = ii +y-1...ilio, x = log 2X, and y = log2Y. Then

X*Y-shuffle(l) =iy-iy- 2 ...i 1ioix+Y- 1... iy+iy,

i.e., I is rotated left by x bit positions. Figure 5.3 shows an Omega network

for B =2, N =8, and m =3.

An Omega network has only one path between any input and any output;

it is not single-fault tolerant. To overcome this difficulty, Omega networks

with multiple paths were proposed. For the Multipath Omega network the

fault-tolerance criterion is full access. Its fault model is the following.

1. Both switching elements and links fail.

2. Input and output stage switching elements are always fault-free.

3. Faults occur independently.

4. Faulty components are unusable. EU

Figure 5.4(a) shows a Multipath Omega network for N = 16. Its structure

is described by the pseudofactorization <4,2,2,4> of N. A pseudofactorization

of N is an f-tuple <B1 ,B2,...,Bt> of integers with BI *B2* ... * B = B, such

that B is a multiple of N. Let B/N = R, then an R-path Multipath Omega

network corresponding to the pseudofactorization has f stages with stage i

consisting of Bi x B, crossbar switches. Links entering stage i switches

implement the k. j* shuffle interconnection, where ki _ 1, and ki is an

integer chosen so that there are exactly R ways to connect any network input

to network any output. For the network of Figure 5.4(a), k- 1, k2 =-1,

k3 =8, and k4 = 1. R is known as the redundaney of the Multipath Omega

network. For the network of Figure 5.4(a), B/N = (4 *2 * 2 *4)/16 4, so the

°-% •
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Figure 5.3 An Omega network for B =2, N =8, and m =3.
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Figure 5.4 (a) A Multipath Omega, network for N =16 corresponding to the
pseudofactorizaton <4,2,2,4>. (b) Its associated redundancy
graph [PaL83a].
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redundancy of this network is four. This can be illustrated by a redundancy

graph, which shows the topology of the redundant paths. -

Redundancy graphs are directed graphs with the following properties.

1. Graph nodes form S classes corresponding to the S stages of switches in

the network.

2. Each edge in the graph connects a node in class i to one in class i + 1,

I<i< S.

3. All nodes of a class share the same in-degree and out-degree (numbers

of entering and exiting edges).

The redundancy graph of a network is a subgraph of that network

corresponding to all paths between any given input and any given output.

Figure 5.4(b) shows the redundancy graph for the network of Figure 5.4(a).

Figure 5.5 depicts other possible redundancy graphs, each relating to a

different network structure.

The line connectiidt of a redundancy graph is the number of distinct

paths from the node in the class corresponding to the input stage of the

network to the node corresponding to the output stage, i.e., the number of

distinct paths between any input and any output. The redundancy graphs of

Figure 5.5(a) has a line connectivity of four; that of Figure 5.5(b), two. The

graph of Figure 5.5(c) has a line connectivity of one; it is the redundancy

graph for an Omega network with four stages of switches. A Multipath Omega

network having a redundancy graph with line connectivity X is ( -l1)-fault

tolerant, so a network with the redundancy graph of Figure 5.5(a) is three-

fault tolerant.
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Figure 5.5 Several redundancy graphs [PaL83aJ.
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Routing in the Multipath Omega network is controlled by routing tags

and is similar to the procedure used for the Omega network [Law75I. Stage i

switch settings are controlled by bi = log 2Bj bits. A routing tag consists of

bi bits, where this sum is n + r, r = log2R. The destination address

determines n bits of the tag; the remaining r bits select a particular path out of

the R alternatives. These r bits are termed redundant bits.

Routing tags that specify a fault-free path are generated by one of three

possible methods described in [PaL83a]. In non-adaptive routing a source

learns of a fault only when the path it is attempting to establish reaches the

faulty network element. Notice is sent back to the source, which tries the next

alternative path (the redundant bits in the routing tag are changed so as to

increment the binary number that can be formed by concatenating these bits).

This approach requires little hardware but may have poor performance. Two

forms of adaptive routing are proposed. With notification on demand a source

maintains a table of faults it has encountered and uses this information to

guide future routing. With broadcast notification of a fault, all sources that

can use the faulty component in a path are notified and keep a table, as with

notification on demand.

5.2.4 F-Network

The F-network [CiS82] connects N- 2 inputs to N outputs via n + 1

stages of N switching elements which are, in general, 4-input/4-output devices

that connect one input to one output. A switching element in stage j, Pj, is

-7.-...°° -

. .-. .-
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denoted by a bit string P- Pn-='" p p" It connects to the stage j + 1

switching elements

Pj + I = Pn-1..-PP. .';'.'"

Qj+~~~~~,. I D-... .-jpi.. I

Rj +I =PA- ...PJ +jPJPJ-I'"..PlPo 'and,---.

Si+ I= PD-i...Pi+ PP1j--.PPo • a-d

Figure 5.6 shows the F-network for N =8. Stages are numbered from left to

right ranging from 0 to n, and within each stage, switching elements are

numbered from 0 to N-i. The F-network contains the structure of the

Generalized Cube network and can emulate it using only the Pj+ and Qi+ -

connections. Thus, the fault tolerance approach of the F-network is to add

links (Rj + and S + 1) to the Generalized Cube structure, unlike the approach

of the Modified Baseline and Augmented Delta networks.

The F-network fault model assumes the following [CiS82J.

1. Only switching elements fail.

2. Stage 0 and n switching elements are always fault-free. """'_

3. Faults occur independently.

4. A faulty switching element is unusable.

The fault-tolerance criterion for the F-network is retention of full access. The

network is single fault tolerant and robust in the presence of multiple faults

[CiS82] with respect to its fault-tolerance model. An expression for network

mean time before failure (MTBF) is derived in [CiS82].
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Routing in the F-network is accomplished with routing tags defined as

follows [CiS82]. Let the source have address S and the destination address D.

Define the routing tag C =nc, 1 ...c c 0 = S9D, where D is the bitwise

exclusive-or of the binary representations of S and D. Let r be a binary

variable initially set to 0, and let rJ be the value of r after j steps of the routing

algorithm in Figure 5.7.

At each step of the algorithm it is possible to calculate the choice of next

stage switch in two ways. Two different switches can be selected for all stages

except n, the output stage, by changing the value assigned to x. The fault

tolerance of the F-network arises from this ability to choose two switching

elements in the next stage to continue a path. A faulty or busy switch can be

avoided by taking the appropriate path. This is done by changing the value of

x upon detecting that the selected next switch is faulty or busy and

.. recalculating the choice of next switch based on the new value of x. Because

all paths from a given source go through the same stage 0 switch, and all paths

to a given destination go through the same stage n switch, only interior stage

switching element faults (not stage n or 0) can be tolerated.

6.2.5 Enhanced Inverse Augmented Data Manipulator Network

The Enhanced Inverse Augmented Data Manipulator network is derived

from the Inverse Augmented Data Manipulator (IADM). The IADM network is

an Augmented Data Manipulator (ADM) network [SiS78] with the order of

stage traversal reversed. The ADM is derived from the data manipulator

network [Fen74J. Figure 5.8 shows the IADM for N 8. It consists of

n = log 2N stages, where each stage consists of N switching elements and 3N w .

links that are connected to the succeeding stage. Each switching element

_e_:;
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for j =0 ton-i begin

assign x to be either 0 or 1;

if x = 0 then begin

If j (@ ri = 0 then

choose stage j + 1 switch Pp.+I

else choose stage j + 1 switch Qj + I;

+ -a-

end

else

if 2 + (cj 0r)=2 then

choose stage j+ 1 switch Sj +I

else choose stage j+ 1 switch Rj +I1;

end;

Figure 5.7 Routing algorithm for the F-network.

.~~~~~~. . . . . . .
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Figure 5.8 The Inverse Augmented Data Manipulator network for N =8.
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connects one of its three inputs to one of its three outputs. At stage i,

0 < i < n, the first output of switching element j, 0 <J < N, is connected to an M

input of switching element (j- 2') modulo N in stage i + 1. The second output

is connected to an input of switching element j in stage i + 1. Finally, the

third output is connected to an input of switching element (j + 2i) modulo N in

stage i + 1. These links are known at the minus, straight, and plus links,

respectively. Since j - 2n
- is congruent to (j + 2 -1) modulo N, there are

actually just two distinct logical data paths from each switching element in

stage n-I (stage 2 in Figure 5.8). There is an additional set of N nodes at the

output stage to receive data.

Performance and fault-tolerance improvements for the IADM are discussed

in (McS82a]. The resulting network is called the Enhanced IADM. Its fault

model is the same as for the Augmented Delta network, as is the fault-

tolerance criterion. Note that the IADM is a robust network with respect to P UP

this model and criterion, but it is not single-fault tolerant.

One method of providing fault tolerance for the IADM is adding

redundant straight links. A faulty straight link can be avoided by using the

second straight link. Faulty plus or minus links can be avoided by taking the

alternative path available at the stage just prior to the faulty link [McS82a].

However, switching element faults cannot be tolerated by adding redundant

straight links.

A second, more effective modification to gain fault tolerance is to add half

links to each of stages 1 through n - 1. Half links connect a switching element

m in stage i to switching elements (m + 2i-1) modulo N and

(m-2'- 1) modulo N. This is shown for N =8 in Figure 5.9. Adding half links

provides single-fault tolerance to any switching element or link failure. This is

.. -. .
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because at any switching element (except those in stage n- 1, the last stage)

along a route from a network input to output there are at least two (sometimes

three) links leading to distinct switching elements in the successive stage, any

of which can be used to satisfy the overall routing need. With a single-stage

look-ahead technique [McS82a] the network becomes dynamically two-fault

tolerant. That is, messages will not be sent along a route on which all

alternative paths to the next stage are blocked by the two faults. Further

modifications of the two hardware enhancement schemes presented are

discussed in [McS82a].

Routing for the Enhanced IADM network with redundant straight links is

exactly the same as for the IADM network [McS82a], because no new paths

between inputs and outputs are provided by the additional links. A routing

tag, T, for the IADM network (with or without redundant straight links) is

computed as T = tntny...tt 0 = D-S, where S is the source address, and D

the destination address. The tag T is expressed in signed magnitude notation,

where tn is the sign bit.

For the Enhanced IADM network with half links the routing tag scheme

uses a tag T computed as T = D-S if D >S, else T = 2n-(S-D). Each

switching element is assumed to have the ability to determine if the switching

elements or links to which it is connected are faulty and, if so, to modify

routing tags dynamically to avoid a faulty component. Considerable switching

element logic must be devoted to interpreting and modifying tags as _____

information flows through the network if the full fault-tolerance capabilities of

the network are to be achieved. This makes the switching elements "

appropriate for VLSI implementation. Note that no burden is placed on

devices using the network in achieving these fault-tolerance capabilities.
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5.2.8 Gamma Network

The Gamma network [PaR82, PaR84] is an adaptation of the IADM
network (see Figure 5.8) and has redundant paths connecting 2n = N inputs to

N outputs and consists of n stages of N switches. The Gamma network is

shown for N =8 in Figure 5.10. However, unlike the IADM, each of the

switching elements is, in general, a 3-input/3-output crossbar switch instead of

a one-of-three inputs to one-of-three outputs selector. Switching elements in

the input stage have only one input and three outputs, while output stage

switches have three inputs and only one output. The link connection pattern is

identical to that of the IADM.

The fault tolerant nature of the Gamma network can be related to certain ..

number systems. A number system is a method for expressing numerical

values. In a radix r number system, values are represented by digit strings

where each digit can have any of the r values {0, 1, ... , r- 1}. Number systems

in which digits have more than r possible values can be constructed. Let each -

digit be in the set (-a, -(a- 1), ... ,-1, 0, 1,..., a). When r > 2 and a=r-I a

radix r fully redundant number system is formed in which each digit is in the

range {-(r- 1), -(r-2), -1, 0, 1, ... , r-1}. This number system is

redundant in the sense that some values will have more than one

representation. In fact, all non-zero values have multiple forms. A radix 2

(binary) fully redundant number system can use the digits 1, 0, and 1, where "

corresponds to -I.

Consider a source, S, a destination, D, a:;. their difference

(D-S) modulo N. Each representation of (D -S) modulo N and

(D-S) modulo Nj-N in the binary fully redundant number system

corresponds to a path in the Gamma network connecting S to D. Thus, as long
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as S ; D there will be multiple paths. This is the source of Gamma network

fault tolerance. If S = D, only one path exists (as in the IADM). In general, S....

the number of paths is given by I ".
X °°,,,.%-

Pn-1 modulo N x even
125

Pn- 1x-2moduloN + Pn x modulo N, x odd

where x = (D-S) modulo N, Pj(0) = 1, and PI(I) = 2. Note that P 0 ) = 1

for all n and that Pn(x) > 1 for x ;0. Table 5.1 lists the number of paths as a

function of the value of (D-S) modulo N [PaR82] for N up to 16.

The Gamma network can be controlled by n digit routing tags, the value

of which is the difference modulo N between the numbers of the network input

and output to be connected. The digits of the tag may be 1, 0, or -1,

corresponding to the +2 i, straight, and -2' links, respectively. Control of the

Gamma network when faults occur is not explicitly specified.

The Gamma network can perform all permutations passable by the IADM

network and some that it cannot. For example, the IADM cannot perform all

permutations for N = 8 or the perfect shuffle for all N > 8 [SSM80, AdS82b],

but the Gamma network can perform these permutations.

A fault model that can be used for the Gamma network assumes the

following.

1. Only switching elements fail.
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Table 5.1 Number of paths in the Gamma network for possible values of
(D-S) modulo N [PaR82I.

N 2 4 8 16

(D - S) modulo N Number of Paths

0 1 11 1

1 2 3 4 5

2 2 3 4

3 3 5 7

4 2 3

55 8

6 3 5

7 4 7

8 2

g 7

10 5

11 8

12 3

13 7

14 4

15 5

Total 3 g 27 81
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2. The input and output stage switching elements are always fault-free.

3. Faults occur independently.

4. Faulty switching elements are unusable.

The fault-tolerance criterion appropriate for the Gamma network is full access

with the exception that an input need not be able to connect to the identically . -

numbered output. Under this fault-tolerance model the network is single fault

tolerant. For a computer system with a PE-to-PE structure, not requiring the

ability to connect an input to an identically numbered output (an identity

connection) is reasonable since a PE should not need to communicate with

itself. For the P-to-M model on the other hand, identity connections are likely

to be important.

5.2.7 Fault-Tolerant Benel Network
The Fault-Tolerant Bene; Network is derived from the Bene network

[Ben65]. A Bene network connects N =2 inputs to N outputs via 2n-

stages each with N/2 2-input/2-output switching elements and is a particular

instance of the more general Clos network [Clo53J. The switching elements can

be set to one of two states: straight or exchange. Figure 5.11 shows the Bene;

network for N = 8. The Bene' network is a rearrangeable network in that any

idle input/output pair can be connected by rerouting any established one-to-

one connections as necessary. In other words, any one-to-one connection can

be established regardless of any existing one-to-one connections. Thus, the

Bene; network can perform any permutation of inputs to outputs. .-.

The fault model used in [SoR80] for the analysis of fault tolerance of the

Benes network is a switching element stuck-fault model. That is, a switching

* . . . *. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. .. . ...... ... ... ... ... .. , ... ... ..--. * *.*
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element can be stuck in the straight setting, or stuck in the exchange setting.

Specifically,

1. Only switching elements fail, and they fail by becoming stuck in one of

their two states.

2. Faults occur independently.

3. Faulty switching elements are usable.

This is a relatively weak fault model, in that it supposes an optimistic view of

hardware behavior. For example, other switching element failure modes may

well be possible, such as ones where continued use of the switching element is

not possible. Link failures may also occur in a physical network.

The Benes network fault-tolerance criterion is retaining the ability to

perform any permutation connection in a single pass through the network,

known as full connection capability. It is the most stringent fault-tolerance

criterion of all the networks surveyed, but the Bene network is the most

capable of these networks, in terms of permuting capability. The Bene.

network can tolerate most single faults, as defined by this fault-tolerance

model. Some multiple switching element faults not in the center stage can be

tolerated as well, so the network is robust. However, if any single switching

element in the center stage is stuck at the exchange setting then the identity

permutation, which connects each input to the identically numbered output,

cannot be performed. Also, if any center stage switching element is stuck at

the straight setting then the uniform shift connecting each input i, 0< i < N,

to output i + N/2 modulo N is one permutation no longer possible.

. -. 5,..\,:. S
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Any center stage fault is correctable by adding a single switching element

at the input or output stage (SoR80. The configuration ot the fault-tolerant

network with the extra switching element at the output is shown in

Figure 5.12 for N = 8. Tolerance of a fault is achieved by using the extra

switching element to correct for the misrouting (if any) caused by the fault. -

Further modifications of the Bene' network allowing multiple-fault tolerance to

switching element stuck-at faults, but requiring extra stages of switches, are - -.

described in [SoR80].

Fault-Tolerant Benes network routing is performed by computing the

necessary settings of all the switching elements, and then imposing that state

on the network through control lines, one per switch. The algorithm for the

Bene network to compute control information for any permutation requires

O(N logN) time for execution [OpT7l] and global knowledge of the control

state of the network, i.e., centralized control. The algorithm does not avoid

faulty switches; required switch settings can be adjusted to match the state of

a stuck switch. Faulty switches must be used if permutations are to be

performed in only one pass through the network.

A new algorithm for controlling the Bene network was presented in

ILee84]. Unlike the algorithm in JOpT71J, it is not recursive and requires only

knowledge of the control state of the previous stage, rather than the entire

network. However, it too has O(NlogN) time complexity, and also implies

centralized network control.

In the Fault-Tolerant Bene; network, routing in the case of a fault not in

a center stage switching element is performed as in the fault-free network,

except that the reducible connection set assignment, which determines

subnetwork settings, is changed, if needed, so that the subnetwork with the
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Figure 5.12 Fault-tolerant Beneg network for N=8
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stuck switch is assigned the reducible connection set that requires the faulty

switch to be set as it is stuck [SoR8O]. For permutations affected by a fault in

the center stage, routing is accomplished by first computing the control signals

that would be used in the Bene' network if outputs 0 and 4 of the permutation

were interchanged. The outputs 0 and 4 are then exchanged by the additional

switching element.

In general, the combination of centralized control and O(NlogN) time

make both the Beneg and the Fault-Tolerant Beneg networks unsuitable for a

parallel/distributed system in which the network is often reconfigured.

5.2.8 Augmented C-Network

The Augmented C-network (ACN) is derived from the C-network [ReK84].

The C-network connects N inputs to N outputs via m stages, m > 0, of 2 x 2

switching elements, each stage with N/2 switches. Stages are numbered 0 to

m -1 from input to output. C-networks are a broad family of interconnection

networks. The Baseline, Omega, Generalized Cube, and Bene networks are all

instances of C-networks.

Let one output of a switch be labeled 0 and the other, 1. For a switch S

in stage i, i m-1, its 0-successor, denoted succ(S), is the switch in stage i + 1

connected to its 0 output. The 1-successor, succ'(S), is the stage i + I switch

connected to its 1 output.

The topology of a C-network is defined by the following relationship. For

each switch Si in stage i, 0 < i < m-1, 0 j < N/2, there exists a switch Sk,

0 < k < N/2 and k j, in stage i such that succ(S) =succ(Sk) and

succ'(S)=succ1(Sk). Switches Si and Sk and said to be conjugate; this is

,- . . . . . . . . . . . ..

* .. *. . . . . . . . . .
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denoted as conj(Sj) = Sk and conj(Sk) --Sj.

The notion of conjugate switches was discussed in [Agr83] using the term

output buddies. The concept of input buddies, the 0- and 1-successors of a

switch and its conjugate, was also noted. A network in which two pairs of

input buddies also constitute two pairs of output buddies has the strict buddy

property. C-networks do not necessarily have this property.

A C-network with the additional property that succ°(S) 0 conj(succ'(S))

and succ'(S) 9 conj(succ0 (S)) is the basis for the ACN. So that all networks in

this survey can be compared on an equal basis the C-network will be assumed

to have n = log 2N stages. Beginning with such a C-network, an ACN is

constructed by replacing all the 2 x 2 switching elements with 4 x 4 crossbar

switches with inputs labeled 0, 1, conj(O), and conj(1). Switch outputs are

labeled similarly (see Figure 5.13). Those switch inputs and outputs labeled 0

and I are connected exactly as in the base C-network. The conj(0) and conj(1)

ports are connected as follows. In stage 0, switch S inputs conj(O) and conj(1)

are connected to the sources connected to the 0 and 1 inputs of switch conj(S),

respectively. This is shown in Figure 5.14(a). In stage n-1, switch S outputs

conj(O) and conj(I) are connected to the outputs connected to the 0- and 1-

outputs of switch conj(S), respectively (see Figure 5,14(b)). The conj(0) and

conj(1) outputs of switches S. and conj(S.) in stage i, 0 < i < n-i, are

connected to the conj(O) and conj(1) inputs, respectively, of conj(succ°(S.)) and

conj(succ'(S.)), where succ°(S.) = Sb and succ'(S.) = S, (see Figure 5.14(c)).

The ACN fault model implied in [ReK84] is the following.

I Both switching elements and links fail.

.. ..
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0 0

conj(0) conj(0)

conj( 1) oj1

Figure 5.13 Switching element of an ACN network.

.................................................
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N ~ tI

T '

STAGEO STAGE n-I

(a)(b

S1..

STAGE i i+1

Figure 5.14 (a) Connections to stage 0 switches in an ACN. (b) Connections
from stage n -I in an ACN. (c) Connections from a conjugate
switch pair in an ACN.
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2. Faulty switching elements are usable.

The ACN fault-tolerance criterion is retention of full access capability. The

ACN provides 2" distinct paths between any source and destination, however,

most of these paths are not disjoint. In general, there are at least two switches

at any stage and two links between stages by which a given source and

destination can be joined. Thus, the ACN is single-fault tolerant to both

switch and link failures.

Routing in the ACN is predicated on a routing tag scheme existing for the

base C-network. It is assumed that a switch can determine when a successor

switch is faulty. In the case of no faults, the C-network routing tag is

determined and interpreted as for the base C-network; the standard path is

taken through the ACN.

In case there are unavailable switches (either due to failure or previously P -

established data transfer) two routing strategies are proposed (ReK84. Each

strategy begins with the routing tag for the base C-network. The first strategy

is defined by the flow chart shown in Figure 5.15. The second strategy is

similar to the first, and is shown in Figure 5.16. Either routing scheme takes

full advantage of the fault tolerance characteristics of the ACN.

5.2.9 6-Networks

A /-network is formed by interconnecting a set of /-elements [ShH841. A

/-element is a 2-input/2-output switch that can perform the two permutations

straight and exchange. That is, a /-element is a two-state interchange box

[SiS78, Sie79a]. Thus, many networks, including the Fault-Tolerant Bene and

Modified Baseline, are /-networks. An example of a simple #-network is shown

4 L-
AZ, -
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in Figure 5.17. Although they may duplicate the topologies of other surveyed

networks, f-networks are included for their fault model and fault-tolerance

criterion, as these differ substantially from those of the other networks

considered in this chapter. This provides a more complete view of the state of

the art in fault-tolerant multistage networks. In the sense that /-networks can

be designed to enhance their ability to tolerate faults, they are included in this

survey of networks so designed.

A /-network is defined as having the dynamic full-accea. property if any

given network input can be connected to any single network output in a finite

number of passes through the network. Between passes it is assumed that each

output can connect to its corresponding input (i.e., the input with the same

number as the output) via a path outside the network. The /-network is said

to tolerate a fault if the fault does not destroy dynamic full-access capability. P5

This is a considerably less restrictive fault-tolerance criterion than those of the

other networks surveyed. The purpose in using the dynamic full-access

measure is to better characterize the connectivity requirements of computer

systems than either full-access or rearrangeability (full connection) capability

IShli80]. However, the multiple pass method of network operation implied by

the dynamic full access criterion may be unsuited for some, if not many,

applications.

The fault model used for /-networks includes two failure modes in the #- - '"

element only. These failures are stuck at straight and stuck at exchange. The

/3-elements are assumed to remain able to pass data despite faults. This is the

same failure mode assumed for switching elements in the Fault-Tolerant Bene"

network.

Wit-' °.

C2, : .-.
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A graph model is used to study faults and fault tolerance in #-networks.

A #-graph is a directed graph with vertices representing the #-elements, and

edges representing the links in the f-network. There is an edge from vertex i

to vertex j of the fl-graph if an output terminal of f-element i connects to an

input terminal of f-element j. Figure 5.18 shows the f-graph of the example

fl-network in Figure 5.17. For multistage f-networks, edges in the f-graph can

denote network links or devices using the network. The edges representing

devices using the network are called computer edges.

A critical fault is a collection of stuck f-elements which destroys the

dynamic full-access property of the f-network. A faulty f-element is stuck at

either straight or exchange, so in the f-graph it can be represented as a split

vertex. A strongly connected directed graph is one such that between each pair

of vertices a and b there exists a path from a to b as well as from b to a

[JoJ72. Thus, the dynamic full-access property is lost by a fault which

disconnects the originally strongly connected fl-graph. A network design that

retains dynamic full access for the maximum number of faults is discussed in

[AgL84].

A minimal critical fault is a critical fault for which no proper subset

constitutes a critical fault. Minimal critical faults can be characterized in two

ways. One is by circuit partitions, a collection of edge-disjoint elementary

circuits of a fl-graph such that each vertex belongs to exactly two elementary

circuits and each edge belongs to exactly one elementary circuit. Figure 5.19

illustrates two circuit partitions of the example f-network.

For every circuit partition there is a circuit adjacency graph which is an

undirected graph whose vertices represent the elementary circuits of the

partition, and whose edges represent the vertices of the fl-graph. Figure 5.20

.. . . . ... • ..1'
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Figure 5.19 Two circuit partitions of the example 6-network IJhH8OI.
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shows the two circuit adjacency graphs for the example #-network circuit V

partitions. -M

A cutset is a minimal set of edges in a graph with p separate parts, the

removal of which results in a graph with p + 1 parts [JoJ72]. Every cutset of a

circuit adjacency graph represents a minimal critical fault. Also, every minimal

critical fault can be represented by a cutset of a circuit adjacency graph. That

is, a one-to-one correspondence between circuit adjacency graphs and minimal

critical faults exists.

A second way to characterize minimal critical faults is with Eulerian

circuits, which are circuits that use every edge in a directed graph once [JoJ721.

Figure 5.21 gives the two Eulerian circuits of the example fl-graph. A /-

network fault is critical if it is not compatible with any Eulerian circuit of the

fl-network. Two network setting are compatible if all specified #-element -

settings (straight or exchange) match. Unspecified #-element settings ("don't

care" settings) always match. A fault can be considered a partial setting where

the faulty #-elements are specified and the remainder are "don't care."

There are two important disadvantages to the #3-network approach to

fault-tolerant networks. One is the computational complexity of using the

critical fault characterizations. Even when faults have been detected and -

located considerable work remains to determine the operational status of the

network. Specifically, the set of located faults must be tested to see if it

comprises a critical fault. This can be done by checking to see if any subset of

the faults constitutes a minimal critical fault. A specific testing technique is

presented in [AgL84]. A list of minimal critical faults can be precomputed for

a given /-network structure. The second disadvantage is that by allowing a

- finite number of passes through the network, data transit time becomes

' . ,z ,' _- , _ .,_ , . .. . . . . . . . . - - ,_' . -. -... .- . . .- ° ..... - - ' - .. .••-. . . . .. . .
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Figure 5.20 The two circuit adjacency graphs for the two circuit partitions,
respectively (ShH8O].
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Figure 5.21 Two Eulerian circuits of the #-graph of the example #3-network
(ShH8oJ.
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variable. This will impose burdens on an SIMD system attempting to maintain

synchronization. .

Routing in a #-network can be accomplished using binary routing tags

with as many bit positions as there are stages in the network. However, /3-

networks constitute such a broad class that no one routing tag scheme is

generally applicable. Also, realization of dynamic full access capability may

incur significant computational expense for routing tags, since a set of tags

leading from the original source via a finite number of passes through the

network to the ultimate destination must be generated. No scheme for

generating such a set of tags is given in [ShH80].

5.3 Comparison

Table 5.2 summarizes the network fault tolerance information presented PUP

in Section 5.2. It gives the possible faults that can occur in each network

under the assumed fault model, whether or not faulty components are usable,

the fault-tolerance criterion, the method by which the network copes with

faults, whether the network is single-fault tolerant, and how it performs when

there are multiple faults. Note that the phrase "internal node faults only" used

in the table is another way of saying input and output switching elements are

always fault-free.

There is a growing literature on fault-tolerant multistage interconnection

networks as is demonstrated by the survey of Section 5.2. However, as pointed

out in [LLY82J the results have several limitations, including:

1. unrea.sonally optimistic fault-tolerance models, and

.............
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Table 5.2 Summary of fault tolerance information for the networks surveyed.
"SE" is an abbreviation for switching element.

Network Fault Fault,. Fault,. Single- Multiple-
Model Tolerance Tolerance Fault Fault

________________Criterion Method Tolerant t  ToleranceL
Modified internal full alternate yes robust
Baseline SE only; access route

__________unusable ______ _____

Augmented internal full alternate yes robust;
Delta SE or access route (b-l)-fault

link; tolerant
unusable with bxb

____ ___ _ __ ___ ___ ___ ____ __ ____ ___ switches

Multipath internal full alternate yes robust
Omega SE or access route

link;
unusable ____________

F-network internal full alternate yes robust -

SE only; access route
__________unusable __________________

Enhanced internal full alternate nO robust
[ADM SE or access route
(straight link;
link) unusable ______

Enhanced internal full alternate yes robust;
* .IADM SE or access route 2-fault

(half links) link; tolerant
unusable with

_________ ________look ahead

Gamma internal full access, alternate yes robust
SE only; but nO route
unusable identity

connection

Fault- SE stuck, full correct yes robust
Tolerant but usable connection misroute
lBenes ______ capability

Augmented any SE full alternate yes robust
C-network or link; access route

_________I unusable ______

(3-networks SE stuck, dynamic repeated depends typically
_______but usable full access pass on network robust

Answer depends critically on fault model and fault-tolerance criterion. *
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2. increased data routing complexity.

To place the ESC in perspective, it is compared with the fault-tolerant

multistage interconnection networks surveyed in Section 5.2. Table 5.3 %

summarizes that comparison. Note that Table 5.3 gives qualitative

information; for example, in the column on fault model the phrase "slightly less

strict" generally means input and output stage switching elements are assumed

fault-free, while the phrase "less strict" typically includes the previous

restriction and adds the assumption of fault-free links. For specific details see

the appropriate subsection of Section 5.2. The facts and reasoning supporting

Table 5.3 are discussed below.

As noted in Chapter 4, the choice of fault model and fault-tolerance

criterion plays a key role in determining the fault-tolerance characteristics of a

network. ESC fault tolerance is evaluated in light of a fault model that

presupposes the possibility of failure of any network component except the

stage n demultiplexers and stage 0 multiplexers. (Stage n multiplexers and

stage 0 demultiplexers are treated as stage n and stage I link faults,

respectively.) As can be seen from Table 5.3, this fault model is stricter than

all but one of the fault models of the comparison networks. The ESC fault

model assumes at least as many possibilities for failure within a network (both

switching elements and links) and dire consequences for such failures (any

faulty component is unusable). It may well be the most realistic of those fault

models.

The fault-tolerance criterion for the ESC is the same as that for most of

the networks surveyed. Basically, what is required is that one-to-one

interconnection capability be uncompronised.

° ,

.. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ..-
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Table 5.3 Comparison of surveyed networks with the ESC. Entries give the
relationship between the network in question and the ESC as
regards a particular attribute. "SE" is an abbreviation for
switching element.

Network Fault, F ault- Routing Hardware Fault-
Model Tolerance Complexity Complexity Tolerance

_____Criterion -- Capability'

Modified less same similar slightly similar
Baseline strict less
Augmented slightly same similar slightly similar
Delta less less

_______strict W

Multipath slightly same similar to sligh tly similar
Omega less slightly less

_________strict greater _______

F-network less same similar slightly similar
_______strict _______greater

Enhanced slightly same similar greater less
IADM less
(straight strict

links)_______ ____ __

Enhanced slightly same similar; greater greater if
IADM less complexity complex
(half links) strict hidden in routing

_____SE _ ____used

Gamma less same similar greater similar
_____________ strict ________ _______

Fault, much stricter much much similar
Tolerant less higher greater
Bene"9 strict________________

Augmented as same similar; much similar
C-network strict complex ity greater

hidden in
_____ ___ _ ____SE

3- networks much much much less jo similar to

le___ _ strc less strict higher greater' g e tr

*Using the fault model and fault-tolerance criterion defined for that network.
Depends on specific instance Of network structure.
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Table 5.4 Fault toplerance caipabilitics of the netwo~rks using the PIS( network
fault mo del and fault toleran re criteOrion.

A. Singlf-fault tolerant using ESC fault model and fault-
t' irancr' criterion.

IV Single-fauklt tolerant if ESC fault model is relaxed to assume
Input and o)utjuit stage switching elements are fault-free.

Netvwrk 1A 1

x t ra S tage Cube (es

NI lified Baseline( no yes

E A iignivnt ed D~elt a no s

Niult ipat h Omega no WIS*

le,0 work n o Ves

Enhanced IAI)M 1io no0

Enh ancedl IADM no v es

( aina jno no

aaift -T derant fies no N

Alignifntedo (-notwork v es ves

1\ ~ thi pdil\ \ . utI'k -in specific' inst ance (,f nttw.rk structure.

* \l: I m-hIf.\ (,rrrl lwl 1(ip ticihiwc fault 1iterance under this miodel

Vr
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The Gamma network is not single-fault tolerant under the relaxed modelW

because it has only one path from an input to the identically numbered output.

The LS( fault -tolerance criterion is full access, so a straight link fault will

p)revent an injput fromi commnunicat ing with the identically numbered output 11

(as it would in the IAD)N network on which the Gamma network is based).

Thus, the (,arnima net '& rk d 'es not sat isfy the ES( fault- tobrance criterion of

full access.

The F ault-Tolerant Benevs net work is capable of single- fault tolerant

op~erat i( i u nder the relaxed ESC fault model. Although faulty comp~onents

ca!nni t be lued to Iia-Ss dat a under the ELSC fault model ( unlike the Fault,

T ileran t Bln faulIt na ide ). only nv i-to-one connectI(ins need be supported (as

(minla rid to) permuttation curl nect ions for the l'au It-Tolerant Ben el fault

rliifj Thue I-aullt-TIolrant Bvnfc:' nd work can perfourm any one-to-on e

c 'rinect)1 inIwit out using a given faulty component. However, the control

itowd givn In lsr,lP 80] must 1w rwdified to achieve this fault tolerance

C-11:111 so t0:0t faoItN net'1,A,rk coriiuponents are avoide d (the given algorithm

* N u -r 'r ,!I r. tht V:_t rtl jio01je! 91-1d fiqtdt-

* I ut i II*~- ui *'i~utlit, clue- at thle fprice (.r Significantly
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their first and last 4-elenients between any source and any destination. This

restriction must hold for all passes through the network that may be required

for the two paths.

5.4 Conclusions

Nine fauilt-tolerant multistage interconnection networks have been

described. The particular characteristics considered included fault model,

fault-tolerance criterion, fault-tolerance method, single- and multiple-fault

toeane ro ;n complexity, and hardware complexity. Wi th this

background, the networks %%ere compared with the ESC'.

There are wide variations in topology and switching element design among

the networks surveyed. The Augmented Delta, Modified B~aseline, and

Mirlt ipath Omega networks are cub(--tvpe networks. The Augmented Delta

and Niodifi(d Paiseie networks each incorporate an extra stage of switching

elements to provide redundant paths. The Multipat h Omega may use an extra

st afe o)r st ageos (f s%% itching elements, or substit ute a stage or stages of different

sw e. lr-,or use s ine c( nil'in at ion of these methods. Thlie G amma net work uses

3 x 3 crosslhar s,. it duing ele ments and the same link connection pattern as the

IADII The Enhanced IAI)M and I-network use 5 x 5 and 4 x. 4 switches,

r r(s(ftivl\41, whih b pass one, it em at a t urne The Augment ed ('-net work uses

4 x .1 crossbar sIt ching eleme)nts with a general family of topologies. The

4 1 ait-Volf-rant Pten' network and 3-net works are both composed of 3i-

vlcrlfiwntS-. but havv dill"erent link patterns.

'I'lo.ue1( lI( nwk pr'vii'- suuugl-fault toler-ance despite Its challenging

faiult odlarid E fl- tor:t r i'. crileruon'[h faili mde and fault-tolerance

crit eri. vere ('hwi ee for the4ir (owrulst ency %ith engineering pragmatism. It vi



ristraightforward to implement the fault-tolerance c apab ilies. of thle ESC, and

its hardware comnplex ity is ucrnpetiti~e with other fault-tolerant. multi-stage

netNork,,. The FS( is intended to 1e a % jable answer to real parallel computer

Iintercl ~nnection needs
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CHAPTER B

RELIABILITY OF THE EXTRA STAGE CUBE

INTERCONNECTION NETWORK

8.1 Introduction

Th'le ternil rchabity has many different technical meanings; one that is

c )IiIIIflO11 v 3c(cejite(( is thiiat the reliability oa component or syst em at time t,

(I(, ItIk I~ t N*. nI) V N . 1?t -7 1(T > t0, where 71 is the time to failure and

P ( T >t I, the p it ab iiit v thIiat 'F> t [Mey.701 Time to failure can be

C ((I ircd I a TItinuoul rando111 variable of some probabilityv density~ function.

fofa In T( lohav i% )i f COMponents (,an be studied and a probability density

fun et i( n ('hi>en to represent that behavior as accurat ely as possible.

An a ii'gusreliAbiit v measure for In tercon nect ion net works, termed

termtn al-pat r rclza ihty {I? A 8 1 has been applied to the G ammna network

-.?,2 l'I'vi- erintal-pair reliability i'the probahilit v that there C ist

at lst o 1 th ot~eenany net work in put and out put . This reililit v

nin as ,i I k a ppori rate fi'r the I-S( as well as the G antina network. For the

I "SU It em ht~e c aIc ulmi-td aq onte minus the probabilityv of loss of fan It -free

U in''r't~l'(t~f (a~llili .InI the case of one fault, the USC was shown ill

Chq:#r I t,, lrir :a Y-ru prohlbibty of such (is f capability, hence, a

r I I lit\ it ~. i c i h-ri w I u In I, I mut~ef aiu III-f tu irn co f t he v C



6.2 Fault Model

Tlhe fauilt nie 'el chosen for the FSC 1)rovides a stroiig challenge to fault

leI'ra n cf n: Iv becaluse it suppjoses both boxes and links fail, and fall with

ditf'.reit likelilood(. Thel( comldex nature o)f a p)hysical network is thus more

accurately capt u red, but incorporating this complexity, In an analysis is

((rr~p~idigl)more involved.

~A A it h anN- faulit model, the accu rac-v with iil(hih reliability predictions

mnat cl nwIuIred rt l aW lit vIs the touchstone for the vallIOiN' of the miodel. The

:Lsm i nqthinN miad e f ir the model used here are more stringent with respect to

OWial i to he1 rfNI' thtan tie re typically' ww~d for simnillar P~rohems.

1iie ->illitf link faire v, often ignored in Ohe literature onl fauilt-tolerant

lilt] It t ientrcnreinvnt%%w rk- [.Agr% 2, ()'Sx2. lPal82, 'ShI 180. SoR8O,

\\Il~!~,fault i(.eraiwe analI sis [Shce 21, andi network reliability [CiSv 21.

6.3 Study of Multiple-Fault Tolerance

w- n -?K n miid (0 ld 1Ia x'i, are bvja).Lsed when faulty., an

ANI I- i .f A, itlli i fo (,r faiilt-free interc nunection cap~ability of the

I I:~r I' :iI i T, ! V ~r i Ii i InI fu Ir * a:, -h' I'a ) on rclazse, o)f ph sical fault

,r~ ~ I ifu h ror -!, are co-'xrclated tk the 11%,- fault categori%~ !Lsted

I I- ] 'I lit- fir>? ca.,e i>, deri vd jo)int IN from the first afl(i second

4'- II Iii (i f i L Vh , rc aitonfr, t1hri' ii, (rr-N I)I(Id t, the third,

If 1'' jw t1,:il jiiirjiI'; f j,, are r k flt, pr.-c t III all

rk I ,r Owi Fir- :i,,' -t-i i ll,,t r ill A' fmitII art -t;Iu, it 1,,) fauilt! (,r

r Ii II ti I I I:t I : It II i It : 1 , Ii iI i %. ] II ' o IIr0



1 - 2

1 IT I i I[ 11f'All- OWl 5t ti k VIll all (i owe fauits v.1! he (cald it t Iet

:0 :!l.,:L.t 4)111' hut not aill f, faults, are taen ti(x faults. Fault-freev

1. fl , :I p:dKiti 1, 1 -1 11 this Iciru] M I k cerause Stape ti n

' :f 7111c, t h at t Ii- aldt It )11:11 fail It ( I niii t ;IfT., t tlic sligle patti1

f.fa t re4, :~ 0 1)() faullts VI nallN if all f fall lt are InI

%k ( nnn.-& tir th-i staufe ii ()r 0 lmjxes, thien theorern 4.6 can 1)e

1 I .r'nr. wi hrfault -frcee int'reoTInictitl cap,7it.ility IS availahle.

!I I. it i It swt> (f pat t cmIr tf farit a ~( ,d A'I v it h t liese four a s

- f c i :If r r,, ('i irrI e of fi ilrs I; i t he IC (' F igure f. I Illus't ratvs

.1 !.~' i rg \ I set nw t 1\ 0'~> ,I it pi r If a

till- :w- , ii V.it : f fault OCCn rIIM Tnie for tOw 1 ".- ' I i irA c:Lsef I'<

It, l\ , 1, -i ' I ,- i d i , 0 - i 5(it l all, I hiW intersec

r, m itit i ii I 1. ,toe i tix faults aImd 10 St age 0 box faults,

, - m!r 1 --< f ITh#-e a.ses %re (lelliti liN the, tOA iirectiinisl

ITt Th Li .j: , t kisa d'c tt h-,I %it lwil~ hadnqii I ft

r li m 1i i f h: I,;tn ti ho i I! if tn i~ r i riot) v iseio 1)y the tIotI l1ie

K ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~If iti p*~ 1i :- i i ntnttPt riprtirial to, the

IMTiP1 -:fnt u7 ~ ng tlning theilisrr1ItIIili oif that ca-se- huit rather tip

r. *r '-i- IA i \r :Ii q on't~k
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The last term covers all other ways fault-free interconnection capability can be

lo)st.

It is, useful to est alish sorn basic relationships before p)roceeding with the

exN aluatioiiI (if j)(I' los N. f)

P( box fault a fault) 1 - PIlink fault Ia fault),

SilCe a1 fault must be in ither a box or link. Noeta tIcl

J)( ox fault IN, a fault) / JP(box fault fa fault).

because

number of boxesnlik

n +
3n +1

a fuiict (in of N (nilg) Ihowever, the ratio of the number of boxes to the

n + I
11uruber of bo(xes and links, - , rapidly approaches the value - for

3n+ 1 3

iricreairing N. hlecause ( of this behavior In the limit, and the assumrption that all

lwv hav t h' sariie re-liability regardless of other circumstances, the

alIpt( \ matilul

1P(lbx f'11lt N, a ftuult ) I(box fault a fault)

V, 11i'1 t' inpi1 lify I he mm]Nh\su Sliuijl IN th appri) M iiat ion

Phiuk f'tilt N, a fault) :l: (fink fault 1a fault)

us ui.'d \Ii- t hat if ,tiqv~ () %u'rv ;i-,uuutwd to have, links (which would contiet

I hf n -tk rk 1 t ut ii t pit I rt I tou t he ItAt) abov ap Ir( uiniat(iiis beco mef
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exact relatiomrhips Fo)r n(tati(Inal compactness P(box fault a fault) and

IP(link fault I a fault) A iIl hereinafter be written '(BIF F) and P(LF F),

repect iv ,lv.

let .\ h , :in event and iA its conplenentarv event. That is, A denotes the

set of all J il,], ,UtC(ITIef ' ; Ither than th,,se in A. Assume an experiment is

repeafed k tires %%ith P(A) conistant for all repetitionis. Define x to be the

nun lr <f ti1-s A occurs. Then x is the binomial random variable with

parancters k and P A ), and

P x I) A I~()P() -Al J ) *(I -P(A)) k

f.r 0. 1, K.Mey7O1. Recall [a) - a for a > b > 0, where

0! 1.By definition 1) f or a < 0) or b < 0. The number of

bo, (s in the(' net ,work is N(n 1'2/, so 0 < b < N(n + 1)/2 (where b is the

numjr,,r (of box faults): the number of boxes and links is N(3n+l)/2, so

0 < f < N(3n + 1 )/2 (mTnlbining the relationship for the binomial random

,ari'lhk, ,,th tite aipproxiniation IP(box fault N, a fault) 1(I I fF) yields

N', j'.". f):- l'(h,'-j f)li

Ij(lF F .) * (I -I')rBF

I: t o I') - 1 i(l .1 ) , 1 i(6.2)

f,rt j + I ' :,mid 0 f < i /2. -"I '.

i . -

ili.
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6.3.1 Terms with Input or Output Stage Box Faults -

Terms in the expression for P(loss N, f) can now be considered. The first

termi is considered first.

Theorem 6.1.

P(1 I< 1'n < f Nf) I'(b n =j IN, f)

0, 0<f<I

y N/2J[N\n/2J

N~n 1)/ Pj(3FI F) P'i(l Fl F) I1< f < N

Nn+/2 -2

N J NNn
I- I ~ ~j(13F F) *P' j(LFj F),_<f

1= Nfn)+J)/2 2J. 2

I'roof ihe c'. ,tf 0 < f < I is given for completeness.

(',,nsier i < f < N/2. ('harly

P(I < t,,, < f N. f)= P(1 < br < j N, b=j) P(b=j N, f)

fir I < f "_ N 2. Vrom (ILtLatin 6, 2.

miro~ ,r :t fi\,d I
1 '~I~ NO

._.,. -; .. -, . . 2 ::.::L ? : .? , = - .; ,; . . . ; . ., . . . . ,.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. . - -- :-



P(1 < bn < i N, b-') P (t, IN, b~j
b.=~ I

For a given b,, there, are (N2 N/1possible fault con figu rations. The factor

N2 represents the number of ways 1),, faults can he located in stage n boxes,

while f-1n/ I enumnerates the ways - bn box faults can fall outside of stage n.

Note tha-t L(n +10/21 denotes the number of ways j box faults can occur in

the ESC network without constraint. So,

_ N/2ltNn/21
P~( b,,N, bz N +1/

jZI N~n~l)/2 + ,j1/23F

T b

Fo or N/ 2 K f < N n /2 it is alw*%ays the case that 1), < f. Thus, any pattern

of faults with at least one fault in stage n contributes to this case. It is easier

to count those fault dist ributions which do not contribute, i.e., those with

*b b 0. Formially,

i'(i <Th K) r~ N. i i- PjI(b[1Z70 'N, 1)...-j*(- N. f)

fr N/2 < f < Nn/2. There are \nI/2J wavs b ox faults can all occur outside



of stage n. So,

1P(bn =0 N, b~j) = (n~
N(n +10/2

Thus.

r Nn/2)
1tI < bn<fjiN, f) I - \1 I J*P.3(BF F) P'-i(LFIF)

0* N(n +1)/2)

for N/2 < f < Nn/2.

0

Corollary 6.1:- PI1 < bo <A fN, f) P(1 < bn < fjN, f)

Proof: The corollary follows from the structural symmetry of the ESC.

0

Theoremn 6.1 and Corollary 6.1 address the first two terms of the equation

f~r 1P(loss jN, f), respect ively. The next theorem considers the third term of

that equation. U

0rt
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Theorem 6.2.

P()h > 1 and bo > i N, f)/

0 o<f< 1 -"r br ~(

° , [,-- , o  0 t-(b° , o +
i [~n 1)/PjI(BF [F) * Pt-j(LF F)

(N(n + 1)/2 U) ' '
j=2 AW

l<f<N

Proof: The ca e for 0 < f < 1 is trivial. Consider now I < f < N.

Pi n > I and bo >! I N, f) P(b > 1 and b0o> I N, bj) *P(b=j N, f).

1"rom Equat)ion 6.2

l'(b=IN. f) = PJ(BF F) *I j(LF jF)

For a fixed j,

(b > 1 and 1)0> I N, bj)-'P P(bn > , bo> ,and bt +boilN, bj).
i=2

The expression N/2 is the number of ways bn box faults can be located in

stae N/2st eaab e N(n-l) (2 eueae
st age D. [b °  is the anah)gus expression for bo, and (bn+ () enumerates

the ways j-(hr,+ h0 ) 1 )x faults can occur in stages n- I through 1 Now, given

the c,)ntraints , > .,) > 1, and )f, + b0  < j there are u "

I

0
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b ._= b N/2 N/2 Nn-l)/2 
.

bob,= I

possible fault configurations. The limits on the double summation are such :

that all possible b)n and b0 values meeting the constraints are generated. The

number of ways j box faults can be placed in the network without constraint is

[N(n± 1/2J So,

boI bo l b ++y IN/21IN/2'j N(ri-I)/21

P1)>_, and bo> IN. b=j) N(n + 1)/2

Thus,

S~(N/21fN/21 N(n-I)/21b Ib ° noiI b l +b0)J
f, I bo=  II

'(t11> and )o>  1 IN, f) N(n + 1)/2*

OW l FilI F) * d J(lF F)

0

Tlhe fourth tvrii of t he geiier:il tqiuati<n for IP(loss I N, f),

(,, -4 b0 :i 0 and loss N N, f)

I, i ,r li ultl I, ,v i atu than t1 , first thre.. In the lext section it is

Auill/ d', , fr f 2 w th res tilts ' ,ldnl iw th iN>h O w ork of thi. section,

' 1 tiI(I f, r f 2, to vielI l'(iloss N, 2)
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6.3.2 Term without Input or Output Stage Box Faults

Not all fault groupings satisfying the const raint 1), + bo result in os

of faitilt -fre Hot co~n nec t i n capability. hlils i a d1irect reflect ion of the

robust ness (4 the- ESC in the face of multiple faults, and so is a positive

at t Iri1hu i. tl, et ermi ning the fou rt h te~rm of the equation for P( lossl N. 2) is,

consequlent IN-, mv olved.

A lossy pair is a fault pair, or pair of faults, that causes a loss of fault-free

interconnection capability~ . A ltD-fault pair (box-box fault pair) is a fauilt pair

consisting of two faultyv interchange boxes. An LB-fault pair and an LL-fatilt

pair involve a faulty ink and box, and two faulty links, respectively. The

terms '118-fauilt pair" and B1L-fault pair" are interchangeable. Lossy pairs can

Iw analogousldy classified as B-lossy pairs, LB-lossy pair,,, and LL-lossy pairs.

Ihet wnmbr of lo.vpairs jin an ESC network is a function of N. Figure 6.2

shows an ESC' network for N 8 with a faulty L),x and indicates by broken

lines, all netwolrk components that can form a lossy pair with the faulty box.

1To (leternmie the numbers of the types of lossy pairs, consider the

st i fci'ne n d 'r for a fault pair to be a lossN pair, or lossy. Let the two

faulust. be 'in stagefs i and J, I < i~j !K n, and assumne without loss of generality

that~~~ j n.I (i nd(,b 1 -..bjb01  are fault labels such thatML

bi~~~U*-b- and aI..al,= iI... h),te the faultlae,

denote a lossy pair since there will exist source/destination pairs with no fault-

free (,ontnecttig path (sve Corollary 4.1).

%N ua 'idfer the nundoilr (f stage i faults %%hiich formi a lossy' pair with a

EI',en ltage I fault. (w 1,; cas i hen I=j Thle constrints for lo)ss of fauilt-

fre- in tver a nc Ia o capaLi lit v are then a, .. a, + ja: br I... b,+ 1h, and
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I nir~ ~ I ( Itwt" rk v it h N7S. agil en faulty box (indicated by the
k~ II lin). and all naetwork componentS in stages 2 and 1 with
%8hich It can torn) a loss pair (Indicated by the broken lines).
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Al l":i Ii, b. l Ontly if the fault lahels ark, complemientary III hit

pfushI PK 0 an] Iii~ roah I n allI ot he r bi 1t posit I onsI, is s iIch aIi faul It pai r ( I) IossN

fin'-. ti Is A :1(4I ON bI( 1,) Tin one link in stage 1, 1 < I K-- n, that (an

f''ni': L I I <oir N~IIth ,mt1her given stage I fault. For i n, ther, is one link

11:0, t f -rm1 a 1sVpair with another stacge ii linik. Ths lis there are

N -11ir.i :I % li en Otage- i. 1I < ii, becausev an v g v en b~ox InI

ag a T - I Ithr(I I El I ca-n forw at Iossy pair %%jth one other of die N/ 2 b)o xes in

I ts st nL- I. Alhi.then are N I B-lossv pairs in stage i. 1 < I < n, for this rase

ficeeah if t h- N links in a stagre can formn a iossy pair with one box in the

sa-me >,t azv. F'imll liv. lre are N/2 LL-lossy pairs in stage I (including I = D

leu ause( an' givfni link can firmi a lossy pair with one other of the N links in

the .arlwstg

A seco,(nd -asc is when i / j. and without loss of generality it is assumed

that I > jThe C(Iwistraints for lossy pairs are a,1 i..a,a 1 bn...b+ 1bi and

a, .ai, i 1 b(. In other wordls, bit positions, i- I through J are -

ii n C' int rald nil r iw n ee iit nmat ch. These i-j unconist rained bit posit ions allow

2' --(,i ( oi M-os ar %t w given box in stage 1,

< 1 1i, 11: 11 [1 I. InI >tage- i. I < I <ii, can alsi) form at Blossy pair 'Aithi

2: ag ji V The faritor oIf two accounts for the two stage j links which

"Ian f t pu . air '% i I a ,age I box) for e-verv stage jbox that can form a

louI%, pa.i"r %N!"1 that staffe IbIox. There are 2' stage j boxes that can form

P1H -1-~ Npair, xN itl an i cNeni sta(,e i link, I < I < n. The minus one in the

[I fit ' li~t ,II iit fawt I h:0t there are, liqulf it-, rariN stacg" j box es which can)

a-l ;-I. jn vith 11- -t 1i link :i'- cani f,,ir a lo'sN~ [ air with the stage

1,11\i I- 111,1 NI;h thatI 11nk 1 1t- iI \ hs tXIiO L1iiWjateCd sta'ge I WIJKsj

I nrahv. 2 taw, j link, can f rum l1,lli%~ pairs %%ith an% given stage I link.,
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I < < n. due to the I-j u nconstrained bit positions.

Sin('c f ='2 w% s as,,unid, there is only one fault pair in the network. Let

Ih( nunminer 4 it ems of a typ), T bhe rjIT). For [R[lossy pairs

TI(EIMt-lossy pairs + o0. N) : (n-1) + V V 2 ' J-- (6.3)
4 i:2 =I]

Th(. firI term on the right-hand side of this equation is the number of BI3-iossv

pairs in which both faults are in the same stage i. i < I < n. Each term

resulting from the double summation is the number of fl,-loss),y pairs for a

iv(n ian(] j. I ,j All possible pairs of i and j value.s, given the assurnptiOn

i j < I < n. are included. 'Ihis equation simplifies to

)/lll-hsv ~airs ,, + ,0 o. N) [2N2- 3Nn N

For l*tgl,,Y pairs

V'
iil.! l,, p):ir> " :, + .,, -0, N) NIT- I) + V 2 J IN 4 (6.4)

,OIL-

j1

2 - 2' 2! N

i , rt- i .,, 1I ri t-halld .l ,i(' f l lpati'n I .Ithe num ber ('f l .-hs- .

i:i h ,th folw t. II Iill 'ams- stagf for thp n-I stages in the lS(

,,. ', hi, l It!" '. " :1111 0 "I~c '.1! :!,v sum i at ,,n terin denote-s thk-

I, :r. ... t+ ,+ . .t, , iik th;o- r, th,, .+;i, ll- .,a [.)ir that 9W .:

I.l ":;, ,,+ ['L 'l~K .... lirvIl uI nt, all remanlo .g

11. i -l . l, uni, r of tI,-

- l.
I

r . I r t I



11 los'v pairs, N itlh a faulty stage i link. Lquatv ii 6 .~1 can be simplified,

1) ~i~, + b 0O, N) -2\" 2 2Nn2N

TIhe- n!itwBr f I .lo~' pairs,

ii(LI.-Iossy pair<,' 1),N4):-- 4 V 2JN.(,5

The( fi r t tero revr's-n ts t elossy pairs (if this tyvpe NiOh both faults in the

samle stkac. (I t, < I < n). Eac h term of the double sumnmat ion

aden' ~oe the ii ii m r I Ibsvpairs for a giv en I anl " i /jThe ex pre-si()n

?1(1'I. - l ss v pa:i rs~ l) + b0 -O, N ) 2\ 2  - 2 N

\t tlliv' p 'it The rtii ml r of 131- lossy pairs, I 11-loss y pairs. and L.I.- hs%

pairs., ill n 't MNIvovingF ally Stage n or 0 box, Iq known Let ni represe,(nt

j ~ ~ ~ ! hI 0- flr ini'n-sin The Statement of the f I lg 'nirna.

M fctiil! -o fI t l

I P~< r N l~ ~tllt lir f~~) M111fmilt pairs! o. N)

I['2N2 - .3Nn NJ
4~ Iq
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2. lP(loss n, N. 1.11-fault pair (f =2)) t~~3os ar ,N
Ir( LB-fault pairs a N

2N-2 -).Nn - 2N

(Nn)(N(n-1)/2) W

:1IUI~ oN, LI --fault pair (r-7,)_ 1 (Llsvar . LL
vl(LL1-fault pairsj a, N

-)" 3\n 2 2N
2

Nil

Fr, i IL wrril'er ofb'f:,,ji patr , f %tv) [Aho faIi o xe mi tie or 0) is

I o12 I the wiiriir of ",t siet two boxes-- from the N~n -1 )/2 not

m.'- it 1r U l.('iitiori b) 31 gIte nunmber of BR-lossy pairs %16t0

1", 0 lii' iid-ir J IlB-faukt pairs not containing a stagre n or 0 fault

Nt j7,'l - . here are Nil links, any one of uhich can be chosen

I .:v II I lit 4' al I I; ". I 2 o es 1;qtatn I(i 4 -11% t- tne

rvi~~ In~~r. i -[* [ I [inalkI 1..-fault pairs numberNi

All I 1 1, 1 (,i i,;i w ai 4 a r]



I' V t) \ VV-faultpair) ~ n-)~2

0 1 - 2. lb- rau i[t p air) 
N n-

., 2. 1 ,--fault pair) I

* I r h I, * rh'' Ow above equations enunwrate the ways a given

f r t" r * . 411 -;tI,-fol the constraint 1, -t h -0 , divided by the

(:tt ur -or .|B-fau]t pairs onl, the 'aulty box is

r, tj 1),i b, 4 1,0 0.

I, I hi , ti, II -,t to, o V , o t:ti an e\ prev:silOr for

1. - - 'K P~ l N.2) cau be ''

,. " X b - 1b,- 0, les. fault pair t.pel N 21

hill.

tWE-*tt

,O



12--3Nn-N (n-1)/2)
_ 4 ~ N~nI)/2* P(B3F IF) +

N(n-I)/2 Nn+f/

2 N--2Nn - 2N N ii 1 1 2/2 P(I3FI F) *P(LF IF)+
(Nn)(N(n-1)/2) N(n 41/

2N 2 - 3N --2.N
2 112(lF I F)

N n

Proof: Each of the th ree summation terms can be written

IP( ')SS t). + b- 0, fault pair type, N, 2)

±~b + 11 0 fault pair type, N, 2) *P(fault pair typel N, 2) .Lemma 6.1

gives the first factor of this expression and Lemma 6.2 the second, The third

I "rri can he rinput ed using the relal iorsh ip

P1\ kox fwnltsI N, 2) [2]. I Wlt v) * 1)" x('i k')

'~ x 2 f(r BBI-faut pair,, x i for I.1Nuh-pairs, and x 0 for LL1-fault
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6.3.3 Solution for Two Faults

Theorem (; 1, ( 'rolkiry 6.1 T'heorem 6.2. 1 rid Theworem 6.3 gi Ve

e\ prv>- i ns f )r a) h bte I erms of P( lossl N, 2). with ptararnt ers N, P(BF1 F)

aind P(11- V)

Jhcrrm 6. (.], en twr) ftults in an ES( network

P(Joss~ N. 2)n-2N + IN-Bn-2) 1*P2 I 7) +
4~ 1)2 -- 1(n 4- 1)

f\Tn2 - Nn)

fIN - .3n-I .1~ 2 1F

~2 P2l FJF

Proof. 'Hie resulIt t(dkI-w-s direct ly from the substitutijon into Equation 6.1 of

termns dferive(d fr'rn 6,'h Lrn 1 6.2, 6.3, -nd ('orollarN 6. 1. given f 2.

The ,-'ficionit, (r thle epiat e1(n for 1)(1os-sl N, 2) in 'I'lie~qrem 6.4 have been

%frfied 1tv d rf i nr i f i os , pairs for N .1 .16, 32. andt;1. See

Appof'Hi .\ Af(r Ht ,milicr pro'Trar used.

6.4 Conclusions O

'l'ii>''1~ r bL,'11(1'- the iiiuiltiple.-failt tlef~rnce ('f the PSC.

II'' in I :m:n th, prula.ilit1'1 Ii4 . (4fal-fe

irit'rtnnttiri -:ial' ;%i1- n twit faults, box mid/(-r link, in the netwnr.

d
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4 These results Aill lie pursued further in the next chapter where they, will : 1

inotivate a m1)(tificaii I )o the fi, 'S( t(,i ,nhance its fault tolerance. .

*O
.. t

"0.
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CHAPTER 7

PROPERTIES OF AN ENHANCED EXTRA STAGE CUBE

INTERCONNECTION NETWORK

7.1 Introduction

The fault mnodel of the E"SC' presupposes that the input, demultiplexers and

output multilexers are fault-free. This is necessary in the ESC topology so

hat devices usingt t he rwt "or K w fll actually have access to the network, In this

chapter a way to( rerw we t Iiat c'onst raint, is given.

N fuirt hr ad" ant age of A tudvi ng the multiple-fault tolerance of the ES(',

as was dor-e in the previous chapter, is that it may shed light on ways to

improve the abiility of the IK(to retaining fault-free interconnection capability

in the fare of iult iple faults. The analysi, iF carried forward to show that

inpuit and u t put A:1qe 1 i, Ps are a significant s 'u rce of all lossy pairs. A

me1(tllnd of allev[it Inig thes (efVo t is, g'en: it cart Imtprove mult 1ple- fault tolerance

of the l,(significanit l

7.2 Eliminating Hardcore

4 'The hard-(ire of a fault-tolerant system is components which are assumed

to hr fwt~t- free I nr tho Ii IS(th hardcore isthe input lenilult iplexers and

''lPput 11uh lfe\ 'r, and I) heir entie nsto) the devices using the, network. If

ari\ t he>v fat111 then1 the dvice attarhed to the network at that port no

longe~tr hUL :lto. ' t he ritu(rk in(l caniit coymminicate with (I.e.. cannot
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se nd n agsto or cannot receiVe r~a~gsfrm) any other device.

If (i(5 attacheol 1( the* E~SC vah- halI two in1put/output ports then ESC

I n plt lernilt ij'lexer anid output inilitiplex &rs %wOuI(I be uinecessary. e

wipi 4 (.atclic I("' re%'UId i en n'(41111ec1" to) a tacye ii bo(X Inp~ut. the

(it her (Iircetly to the c(rresp;Hiing 1 tg nil'uipoxr SiNAiarl, One d. VICe

Inpuit ,oild mect directlN to a >lIage 0 l.. otput, the (other uo the,

3Ppr(ipriatc Aat~gef 0 dlenultiphxer. lw ioiad. artape '4f thi>, ftppri :i iF that a 1

single failure will iot d&:ny a de%-](.( aceo"- toI the ioetA-orI Figure 7.1 shnw

mn l_-( net v. rk confi gu red Ii th~is mni n oer

7.3. Individual Box Enabling/Disabling

'l'lierno h I e nuwerates all l~s ~~ giv'en thtoat tages ni and~ 0 are each

l.~j.o ll ti Iheir eitret if requiredi. IThose ox pm., that include a stage i

4,r 0 k(\ f:mIt canl be( ,-parar.cod for (; mparision ' itto Ii P,, that &, not (Thlle

t m f flo'1roriz 6 1 are w,: boilk rtJic.i ,( Lo A to (larif% t hi: m-paration.)

1',)r IM ; pair> Oie ratio o)f pair- l !0 mimilud a statgo ii arid/or 0 fault to)

2

I. 1 4 0 be. n.hdi t ,r0

I i - LI 4. O wir 11an ')f Ilt ii. fii i A. :t It, 0i , (I wa l

I i. '7 o f III' f t o I' r j \ t 1 'I' F 1 "o 11 ri' f4 I, I ( I t I
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MA TL-- I 1.'

r- T I -( h t~k. r o'rt, irfd v'Ith ',A, inptil and tw'- (mul~t ports~ per

mId (h Df-U l iri.ii h1'a--x cur y.~l (c) and

j: I ih; ,4 :ij ~ ili~ul I~wk r-j , f % c . (e an

dl- hj,,j jtpil 1 \, r- 0



I j Jjj~j of I i -iar. n~~i r 0 hox faidi t, twlcse not,-

(r 0 h-\ f.11li ;i~ TII g ' llp j:1:- g.

N ~ il bI --. Pebi.s rcent

-- I~rri' Itir raTIw

I- k 10( 2St1Z4C0 80.0

i~t;3.( 0075 0

It~ 9 . 74.4

:2 ~ ~ t W )' 5

C; tt 3 37 771

2-0 7 4 80.6

12 X2 H8.1

I - .. 7

ik .



shows that % ithI stage bvpasvsin g the mhajority o f IMlos pairs contain stage n

()r 0 bf,\ faults. Further.

Ij4Nn -2N

N -. -IN -6n - 2

So, as n-t%%(A- 'izv rw nw,-r and more IMl-hossy pairs include a stage In or 0

11111 2Nn 0
N,- .4N-4n-4 4

The dat a present''l in 'Table 7.1 should not be too surprising. Clearly, the

* ma'jo1rit% (of RIV. an'iI. 1It--hSSN pairs contain st age fl or 0 box faults. Bypassing

all o)f stage ni or 0 givntl a single fault Is overly aggressive, especially as; it

go aran toe any riy sl-e(qii(rt faulIt will coniplete a lossy pair. Bypassing only

faultv loxf- P in stagre 11 '1nd 0 can Implrove ESC rfultilple-fault tolerance.

Thore are several waYs to support box bN passing. One method is to

include add ress de& ,ding 1b gie with each box disabling circuit. A system

con t rol wnitl vkt)u i uoe nn a ddress bus to commind the mult iplexers and . -

(lenlult 11p1ex\ er, (1 t l f:nl'd ),ox to the (isable state(. This scheme requires N/2

SWull dfecwln ircuit :url awl a n I bit bus for both stage n and 0.

*0(The is to iiata confrl Ine for the b)Npas.s circuitry with each 1box,

irit 'ad f4 i'nc 1-.r sitng''. no nex" logic vircuitry in 0we EKSC 1; required for this

met hod Tho re- a rl It) ways, th ese lines oan be used. In one, the lines are

4 ~connetod t ' a >' Ntenmot o unit, and It activates the appropriate line. This

fW( 1 1,n Ilk"!. t 1'1 4r Infr airgo netwo(rks An alternative is to link

-a' i Liip. I' :' a ~ 0". 1,-\' it fmtiir )IV hen a st ape it o)r 0 1b )x fault

ri a - ii f-tii I 10-1 1, p>t-AI, ;k -~t co)ntrol unit to) all device;s

us Ingj the. Irt %rk 1)- 1, i'r, 'Jnil fr deterininrg the co(rrect state for
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1i(x es uind er thu Ir contIr(ol. If t he not~r k Is used In a unid irect iontal mode,

each device is respons ili,. for bot4h a si ag, i and 0 k x.

Opei rat on a! protol 1(0 %it i box bypa~ n sas f iows. The fault-tree

iiwikcmnhgiiration Is the sam -s ,, ;1 stagt b passing Given f faults,

I < f, if bi f then all stage n Iwx-,::ire bvypasse0 and all stage 0 boxes are

(e113hbod: if ho -: f theni all sOag. 0 ir b v 1re byass, -d and all stage III box es are

Ifia neither of t he precedling coitilit io ns nIzt thenii every faulty stage D

art,]0 ,lo, laissfed, mid h rt nimmtrg 'stat~l r an0 boxcesr eald

N( 't I th11at 14 'X fail It n, r) Ain st ages ii i r 0 and Ilinlk faults may' be overcome d ue

I'the 1%%jith fr'ir e th irct tI ai, let-Aination available by enlabling all

1,1 ' f 'I, - -t it AII 0, ;L, a- ' n l UI .> g vpa -

'I'le(I S( uising klxx pain:c ai pwss (en eralized Cubew performable

je~iui~t iIn H at iii-t iV, v s~s l', prx idod fault-frec

111 l17l'113 ctlli i-ap llihi% i: rf tlui, 1, Ju-t L, %hti usmgi stage Lypa.ssinlg To

3''i~i(iIi,( t ape I.N 1 -In luit d mxitt; la'X bypassing, and the

-i--oe i>j '%A-i-ii %kiik i, ,p- r~l th stage kypassing

r i:i. f' I -'1. .. r if Ii net or

f 11 I I! r f. :j, p. t I I , d I eri n if the) (

fIr It f- L2l di I I- Owz(~< s

r 'I I- I I, I' Ii :I"1 1 Ilf ' ' A 11 I i#i 04' IS
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connlcted is lypascd then the device uses tags fornwd as if stage n were

bypassed, i.e., the fault location is a stage n box.

7.4 Reliability or the Enhanced Extra Stage Cube Network

The value of 1 (II N, 2) can now be (valuated directly in terms of fault

3N 2

pairs. P,,m rn viin g the rv-t rltior t on ly stages n-- I through I adds - - 2N
2

new 13-lossy pairs to the total given by Equation 6.3, 2N2-2N new L, F-lossv

pairs beyondi those counted in Equation 6.4, and no new [L-lossv pairs. The

new l-lossv pairs include N(2n+L-2)/2 involving a stage n box fault, and

N(2r'-2)/2 itnvOiNvin a staze 0 b(x fault and no stage n box fault. The new

I. yI-losv pairs inelude N('2n  -2)/2 involving a stage ii box fault, and an equal

n1I)Ier %it h a stage 0 box fault. The method used to count the additional

lossy p:irs is analogous to thv methodology used in ('hapter 6.

Theoretn 7. 1 (;ien two faults in an ESC network using box bypassing

Fl~' N 2j F .1\-- 611- i1 J )
-, .1 F )

\(n 4 1j- -  2(11 + * 1

Nn -nl 12 F) 1(LF F) 4-

- N11) (~F

1,...1.

ia



I ?ubf \\ it I-, 1, ' pF:t-in

~ \ ~~ - ~ j~'."~\_j r t v ~N ,~ v
I, N,( f)ault pair tNp N) .1

r]ra l pairtyp

h'aw p~ ~ ai rs ar, 11, 1- defined f ,r all stages of the net w )rk. Adding thle

ii(t%%I reuhm lwiig v% pairs 1 th ;.swe numirierated in their respect ive euations

iLlilatwri, 3, 6 1, aiitd 6.5). and ki-:r~g the rvsulnug vahies in vepiation[s

ana~gi~ v h, >e( 4r l~ina 6.1. i, iioiud11(ing all ni k'tgis i'l>tho

4 th aI,.eStrn1i1ationr.

'laiLI 7 2 give,- the ,;tI I 1  robahljtY o)f i. tss (J fault -free

m~t fr(-)ITltlct i[ (apa111 I",g> W'V pa-'S Ing to using 1)(x bNyjL,,sing, for

Pl' - aid lT~VKV ar. o VIj' alI' 7.2 sh'~that fl)r N\:-- 1024 anD

F-C( ii'tNvork %'it kc, 2 t x :)3g~ time lv likely to losie fault-free

ri ~ ~ ~ ~ .: r~l 1>,.. ~t 1. it [r than ?D PN 1C with stageAW

ir !r t I -i I C1;ir :: i. i 02 u )f C 1~, : it n 4' u.$Al

1I 1i~ t ;.lra, HI 11. it~ a. ' ih L ~paus, ingts depend> on the

I~ HI I -. I I I I ')n A' I' !!") pt it) I. 2 10 P

90
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]'.ab, 7 2 P?at1( (f pr(,bability (f loss of fault-free interconnection capability
unsig stage bypassing versus box bypassing, for PB- and LB-lossy

jair types The probability of loss of fault-free interconnection
ciability due to LL-lossy pairs does not depend on bypassing
met h d.

IB-lossy pair ratio L3-losy pair ratio

N stage bypassing to stage bypassing to
box bypassing box bypassing

_ 0.765 2.50

1.00 2.36

16 1.22 331

32 1.45 3.72

61 1-.68 4,15

_12 1.91 4.60

.-26 2.15 5.06

r-'12 2.39 5.54

L1921 2.63 602
2 ()1 2.88 6.51

1006; 3.13 7.00-
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rl (K~li friii Th,-reml -1). andi P I N -102 1. 2)7 0 260A using box W.,

i : .I~I 'c ' 114 1111- xii t,.1 V \ 'Ifo r ( 3 5. Tv, sp-c ial casews are

1' :uld 1,01,1 11 I.1 1 -I P( 1A V 1 0, t h en t he(re

:-m ,inir~v f! w f:hrr i: pavsiuc, pojr \~r V. iIl cahlk all st ago

it l 0 Lxin tii"xr f a fault -r faults. Ir P(BI-j! V) ,rdnk 1I1-fault

rl Ar, I'<lli.' Mid Ile finK (hun~ii :)f Fable 7.2 shON , the f:aL(tor hy %Oilch

1'l 1 N. 2 x\mtld d i r ,<L,(

Ii''.Oh -n f Ih(e cjuart)" uf'uI P(LOS(,5- N. 2) Nit h k-~jwa have

tn rill l lit -nera't ()[ for N 4.8. It' 32. and 61. 'evc Appenix B3

c(V f! In r jr , IT r 'I i fit dn1w lines in 1ijg urt 7.2 show,

N 2 ' n)u f..,i 1 < S and a raw:,Ie if I'(B IF

it.- t.tht Ih,- l:a'-,'Iwd fr1 I t hl U F) 0 z1ieut xIth the solid

7. C onf-t-lsions

I,: lit~rKA . I r-it sags ;i. aag(- n or 01

6

Ii

.,tihi

1 .. : . ~. I xm - 1; xmujtl2

1, ! ktt 1, t 'r if u - 1M it h ,1 f~~j;
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P; BF - 0 7 5 ~i BF)1 0

d,, .,

S31 " =0 7,
-1 ['II Y =0 A

• ---- P.i- [... F' F 1 .005 P IBF F) I00

I -I - "2~ I'; - L a funetion of netw,,rk .ize f )r .arious v'ahips of

!' l~ [F. S,, Imes are for stag, bypassing, dahed lines are for
', ,, t, ,inz The solid lines in Figure 7 2 show P(Io,,; N ,2)

rFr I " \K , 1 S ld2 and a range of i( 11141- vaill. .
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I are equally likely. T'he fact that large networks gain more than smaller ones

underscores the value of this xnndificatjou for use in large-scale parallel

processing systems: larger networks are more l-eyto experience a fault at any,

given tiTIe(.
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CHAPTER 8

ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE SWITCHING ELEMENTS

8.1 Introduction

Aflor b)asic capability has been established, a next step) in the engineering

of a new intercounect ion netwvork is a consideration of its implementation. The

advent of Ve(rv Large Scale lntergration (VLS-'I) technology motivates the use of

comlplex billding l)cks in constructing a system, especially when the number

of distinct parts can be ke~pt small. In recognition of the growing applicability

and capability of VLSI tech-nology, many papers have included discussions on

uisinig switching elements larger than 2 x 2 interchange boxes for implementing

mult ista ,e cube-type networks 1.,dS84b, CIAM82, CiS8i, CiS9O, iuMI8l, Law75,

MAt-S81. 1'tI.Iea77. TPK1'-1O. SmigIj. The ESC was defined in terms of

int ~rcbatgri h(\c y pass cir~iit ry, and the connections, between them, thus,

the L>Q an he (ns;t ructed fr', ' ust a few different parts. Interchange box

circuit rv rfqirefiwnts do not tax the current state of the VLSI art (pinout

r~qu Irom enf ir a~r, he4 Iat fur re challenging).

Akn 'interchange box is, a 2-inputC,/2-output crossbar switch. .A more general

4 form (J interchange box is an a-input/a-output (a x a) crossbar. A network

1 r'ltedto the, P>( can be constructed from a x a switching elements,

ai 2' f ) 1 23, 1, iin g cube in t crcon nect ions be enst ages. Tbis

hq t 4r cx a ttiiws t b r4e iat i' merits of '2 x 2 andl . x 4 crossbar swit c1in g

* 4.lrnint or nodes, wkithI regard to performiance. A 4 x4 crossbar nlode is a
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logical successor to the interchange box, yet, it is not so complex as to preclude

imiplemtent at]ion ()n a single \1TSl chip INMAS81i.

Tbhu-, t hi, ch apt er 1(1(1resses oni high 1ev el issue confronting a net work

d,Itvr choice o)f swil ching eleiiwnt, archit eurtostisfy a performance goal.

Other design goals such as cost, p~ower consumption, testability, and reliability

are akom aspects of 1an:, developmienit project andI will inandate switching

e'lemient st ruct ure. Oilher high le~e ci L.ites such as choice of integrated circuit

tch n' it g and paagt constraints NJ.! infl uence the choice of st ructutre.

These issues would be 'Iecidr'd in co njunction with or subsequent to the

d invet igatven carried (,w here. 1$evo;d Ahese high level issues are low level

is.-iies !such as dcts~ils (I circuit dcirji, cir-uit lavo ut, and (lesigri of test

>eU n es ( 'iin u rrent aM ,ubcuntatvt f uch area-, as desig-n

%irificatlinn and ,HsitnLotIon are also 'cs. r to bring a concept into physical

realization

P 'ILN ]~ing :I t \ic % ()f ex : ~t In g lit oratutre on a x a, a > 2, switchi'

'iinsf, r u in iiullti~tagi' vuht- typt ne(tworks, the switching elemjent, model

lie dr 1'iii1w ail i h'r, i, fgi% cu With this lbakKground the

I f I I x I w<t; _i'. i:j -~~~,Iuri nl-ic( crisTJrtct('d

fr-! ni iterih:tue-. iN:~ m-wehiod -f E'srJ(iglSC net~orks

fr ni these s% Itch inig -in ct ud thfir tiffects on netwv~ork performan(-e is
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8.2 Previous Work

flt iwrs !mx i-( r il 11Iplerent at 'on o f rmultitage culie-tvpe netwok

HI uh'~t itwe (' fk r Init~ rhI al I)[- l~ox s (2 x 2 sm It hes). I n [1)va77, P'ease notes

h-o tlwr iv foNd:lcxl*~ibilitN when making linplent ation decisions

nrii t h, mifir,-t hijrlar-v n-ciibe fet wo-rk. InI f1.,N%751, Lawrie mentions

I r I (1(51 n q )I ws for the Omega net work. Th esef networks are

topiol gic a livq -ipmadeiit to thle Generalized Cube Si8]as mentioned in

(hp r3, 3eti 2. O ne possibility is to substitute 4 x 4 omega, networks

fr a ir -iip () f-uar 2 x2 ex changeI-broad-ast. units, The functionality of an

I f17 Iec Io, i'rk loit frim 0iit h-4 elements woulId be Identical to one constructed

fr, aT 2 2 cisenl t \ ii r possibility mentioned is to construct the 4 x 4

vxxwn, %It i r vla and bro~ad-asting c apabilities. In this case, the resulting

ac xIr s i' re ' eru thiian the bas-ic ometga net work coast ructed from 2 x 2

'In po~iln (It f u~irtg crossbars of size a x a, where a =2, 4, or 8 to,

ipl' neart diqdtC0 rl(led, (r de'li . net works is discussed by ' atcl in 1!lIatl11

Ibiec~ Ii 1 1r i 2 ia!lu:i t uins. I'al conmcludes t hat crossbars of si z x arr

pre i t pra, t f:d :it Ie present I ime, howeve (r,.1 x .1 crossb~ars are

* u as)Wid "P fa'iI A pe-rfI r aan ce analysis is prese nted for delta networks

- j 1l 2 xs 2 c !(-5, tar c;' Inert The probabid:/y of ace-eplance is Ow heUk ehiis

th-0i at pr- .'s~.* r'(ltsti~ f' r connect ion throuigh the ret work will ie granted

* Pia vtd/th t d(Iiiln e a,, thot e pect ed a uiter ()r requtis, accepted per evt w irk

di - I F r h il I vI i -I )cep nc tif a eus and t he 'x\ II telI banx 'idt

2" '27' + a1: 11'%%x irk . sortie meam rcquf-t generation r:ioe. I-

fl*I t.' th, ii le re-i re, extended t( a" x a'o' deltat netwo(rks,
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Thle performance or bu ffered delta net works lin a packet switched

enironmn't is considered by Ima-s and( Jumnp in [DiJ8II. The omega network, a

mem Ih Iber of ht I lfIass 4 deIt a netwAork- Is isn alIv zed in t ermns of th1roughput and

tiurn-ar' ~u nd -t mb. Throughput is de-fined as the av erage flu ruler of packets

dlelivered fin unit time for a particular netAwork and environnment. Turn-

around- tine is the average time Interval bet ween the timie a packet is placed in

a buffer at a network input and the timef at N hich It is placed in a buffer at a

network outp{ut. The analysis and ,:rnulat ions show that inI terms of

hroughput, bitffered delta net works compare favorably '% ith unbuffered

v rnosl~ar retw (rks inI a packet swIl rhed environnment. The st udy is. however,

carried (Ut ,)Illv for delta networks uisinig 2 x 2 cro sst.ar switching elemients. A-s

wki Ow h special ca-se of dilga et~oksdelta iieti orks using .1 x 4 crossbar

s I it C httki' elerneuu1tS Will [,e nIore ijoWe'7(kt h AI tthose with 2 x 2 eliements.

I iininU ira :fit(d Seira h ave invvest ifga ted the probablty of accept ance, gi en

:( U :IsV TI :1, r n ';scontl I~chernw of a (la-ss of cube-tv iw ne-tA( Irksusnciut

'.4' lfllv U i>:XIY Agaiun, arceptITce Is de1-fined as th~e imimnediate granting of a

p -.. r rc'uet e'r s1 c4YiTPteli(,II !r, ii~h Offe nctwotk. The as(npt~sused

'' r., g iifrai- rmird ni~ ! 1,ipn1 rd ;t rcepl(- S unliforinly

rlt~~t'i Unn:1!! t1e1), Ior i,im!lles or the systemn: rcqlilests ar-, granted

r ro,-cted inI ne-ligilde tin m, aiid (silN ''lIf( request nay be generated by a

IIWII' ()f inii bem -~iix cceptance Is

4 WI: 'I P (f Mil fI \ ro ' el.0i mc 1Lch find",

f 1,-:u i 1t '\ -rs rc- '('1 cm l (!,~ l -, 71

It -tru t r ~ f.1 ( ill'k tr 0"1 rt aMid h 1'I ar )Jf



liirf i~iir 1ii',in ai '.paw -tiuw, ine:visuro obtained frurn a ryiodill

iii- ri -'v 1~ -bit I, >1I -Tlil.11 "i wn a rea: requ iremen ts an d nritAork

t'lw (l t i'k ri v f- und I1 liave siMillar perfurinance

I, :t-l~i iik 1110''d fr quan I ifviln~ ro~tiurk perfornianre given

8 Switching Element Model

I h" Ler:'- I ('ik ule eralion rWIolel assume(1 for the analysis in this

7 K /n-i f 1-1aw75, Sil ~1 b andf rarket-itwitched message

I * [hal i . a packot consisting of a routing tag and a numnb(r

il~ti it, ii!, itad:i I ,- frOmI stage to st ac:e, releasing lines and switching

p mlK.I' a~e u~agthemn. Th'le size oif each input queu in

1,~ii~ tij 1e an Integral muiltiple of the packet size. Thus,

p :i v I i I rf -t lti cd to any part i.i lar rui uber of words. P~ack et

I I II ~'P 1 .~ (rks onst rrct ed fromin IIIerch ange boxes hias bee n

-il1 ~ 1>-OYPacetswitcliiiig 1r SW\-barvani networks

* 1Kv iii-1:t1 r Itil~s i l h 1wirf~irrmnt (If 4 x 41 crossba.,rs

W~il ri b:2e oes inct, 3 Sinfde iiiterciatige box is

I- Fw r -k nT iral'l' 1, a 4 x 4 cros sbar (I ev- it calnl nivandle two

*~~~ ~~ i ti' 'f f ffnr ivb 4 x .4 cris bhar I-. '-Irnpared to a -1-iniput /1-

~ 1j i 7 liage xe~. liii co~fl~iratoli ill ;!l

I 'T ~ !I)Itil Ow :r'iih liljili. Itu r? ' I iSsl ii

~fl 7,7 ~ I.2 I ii6 i1 11 . t!he Aii~il (A (,ircrali d 00iti
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Level 1, U~pper Level 2, Upper
0 0000 00 0

INTERCHANGE INTERCHANGE

N UiN T

U P
T Level 1, Lower Level 2, LowerU

INTERCHANGE INTERCHANGE 1
3 11 BOX 1I BOX 3

I- igurt S I N ix .' cinry,,i, tcthing element, or ziode.
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iw ) it c ln I ruI onI frni I-, perlIN cotnicted (t(, 1.4 ,Iwcified later) 4 x 4

',r),it neI-; i', i(Ilntiral to one conrw- rite'l fr' iii lintvrchange boxes

l\:I~tIt.'tin f tii I x I '-r( tb:r nfub- m I ir' i 2at\UA that its external

rl r 'i n- :(re Ii Ir~ I ' a '1 f. the ( I- I I 4 rno - Ti "1 it Canl be

r -Yttlfr a cI m 'opoi ,te n 1 1 iirl -k 2( 1) depirts th e

-r %i-h Pt~--~ai minpt and an 'tilpit hecnceforth. t'(01h

cro(-har ari i 'stii-ti- :irv .a>simed t- 1- 1 .- 1, mdnl"s otherwise stated.

Th., pert rrr~rr. 01 ,r-,a -l and the- c'rtPOSite node will be

nipa 1-,!) .1 )'"-a: mr i Pa lex el On the local leve), blocking .vithin

a n-i- \21mii011t il- p~'l al 1ix ci. the pf~rrnutiMg ability of two networks

w(nl rirrted frim Ohw rert % itchincy nones is -cinpared. Intuitively, one G

lkd N (- vt- t i t I )wi T( t-har m (I (es w( mIll I)( superior w it h respe ct to

11 c-kig anrid that net xrks ront rict ed fri di t hei cou~ild perforM ml(re,

1wrnu:01,n,~ ln!'-ed Oil- V, tho casv. '1he purpotse tf this section is to

qiijfntif.y thf'- difleron, -i in 1 'edirf4rance. In the n a ksis fo'r both the crossbar

nTii l 1 hr1' (ii T1; sit i nude of the timne requiiredi fir nni-sages t,) jtass throughi

iii n 1''~P.- fii ~ i autnpt ionis are rnAe

I li tia! a (I s a e e ptN .

2~~m 1w- ~r'I fr(, 0 to 4 messages at thet ininits (f a node at any ow.'

3i 11'1( mf-i'- ag ha>, i in one (lestinat ion (I.(- no broadcasting)

dh-l.-j ;- nIl vif 4 fur each rtrie saIs aunifo rmly disi ribute-d

AA 'mrge rquir- the -Airi- fint to jel through eithier a1 2 x 2 or -1 x 4I

. 0
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croshar. Hence, the minimum time to traverse a 4 x 4 crossbar node is

half that of the 4 x 4 composite node. V

The thir'i assumnption is made to simplify the analysis. The fourth

a,,srnPti)fl is equivalenit to asserting that m-ssage destinations (network

outputs) are a uniformnly distributed random variable. This is because if each

fl11)de output is seleted Awitb equal probability then there is an equal probability

of rte'whing any1% giu'n network output. The last assumption is based on the

circult charac~teristics of the two node designs discussed in fIcN182J Based on

lcel (As oic it iS re;Lsonable to as;sume that the nodes would operate at similar

'tel Is. lluvever, if there is a speed difference, the performance analysis of the

followAIng' sections, would remain valid after the application of the appropriate

l~tigfactor to the results. The last assumption simplifies the analysis.

8.4 4 X 4 Crossbar Node Perrormance Analysis

'he t imle required for a single message to pass through a crossbar is

rtcrrr' to :i. :i tir t'r .0 et b e the maximum number of messages destined VL 4

fr th (i ,hr l'Votput. Then t is the time, in units of tirne steps,

rqtiwd f ,i ll r#sa isto transit the node, since the t contending, or

coi~utn~TUP.-av'-I 11is't exit the node sequentially and no other output node

ha-s a gr,,it#r nuirnl'r of miessages to pass. Let mn represent the number of

imessages presevnt at the inputs of a node. The probability that the timne for all

rls: f" It fr:tli't a1 nl, is T given that there are hi messages, is denoted

'ii i- \1I T t #,x pwct . d t ranis It t Ime given N1 mnessages, is denot d

I~ttfie
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If a single message Is present at the inputs of a crossbar node it will pas-

througa (transit) in one time step. Thu,;,

Pvtt I m I.
U

I *,r in - Irinsit tinies of one or two) are possible. A transit time of two

occurs only if the two niessages contend for a given node output. There are

four ways this can occur- one for each node output Since message destinations

are independent there are 4 m distinct choices of destinations. Thus, a transit

time o)f one occurs for all 4m choice., except the four with contention, -A

PO( -- iI , in - ) 116-41. "3
42 4

a n (I

t'(t =2j r~~2 = i .' -~ I-,

I O i l' - i 2 ) 2 1in, 2

42

":1 4 1

rre 2 +x n i rl~i~\I~I

I r , ,">. I <-, < K 2,0 ,'1. V. ; 4 i .i Iw l.ati -- for the

ti t,,, Ig.- . Wh n ther i, ,r ,N (r. uli-,,age per UtpuIt, there are

r-

I..e

. . . ' .. £. .
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4 3 2 ' = 4 possible chices. Hence,

l(t 1 r an 3) - _ 3
43 8

If +, . , tt ut ha, two mess'ges, then there are (3}.1**3 36 choices. The

far:tr 3ii) i, the number of message pairs which can be assigned to any of the

foI , outputs. Recall that '. The remaining message can go tob (a-b)!b! i;

any % 4 the three unused outpu ts. Thus,

36 _

lI t =- 3) 3 6 -
4 16

Thi-rt, are f wir wax s ibr,.e messages can contend for one output, requiring three

o, Klts for all to transit the node. Hence,

a~ 111=3 ) ±' I
3 16

3 91
\' l(titrv3) - + I

16 16

as reluired.

*A

''1

i"



lor n I K <4. t he-r are .1! ways the messages can have dist inct

F iotpu.I s. So,

Thetre aire two( " avs t 2 can occur with tin 1. One is when only one output

li:L, t " u iii., ages. Thiere are [.t1**2 wavs this can occur. Anot her way Is

fr OAI v( ut plts to hla~e two mie-ssages each There are j j ways to realize

his. tV reva, i rg is a., foflows. The first factor is the iiutiier of mecssage

pairs rh;mr (-al I)( formjed lvN taking two messages fromr four. lurthermore, it IS

:ih' t he nmber of rrissagie pairs that can he formed by wmg all four

III'a,.) (n ) img ()fie pilr urrtlicill' irt-ates, a1 seCond,' flit s(ofld

fi(I r i t he n i i dlr if 'wavs I( j ch( )e I y list rIllt I'utpih fr t 11 mie-,sage

p: Irs 'Il uns,

2i i:.1.I 1-3.2 + 2llAL-

%kAN l l II ir 11-ice .

Il - ft, f 1ral T , c, C1J-il ltp It.Th l
wi
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4

3t -45 ---- 9 + -- + -
'=2 64 16 61

:I-,, required. If I (ni i) 1i, unifo rm over I < I< 4, then

I 6.4

Ihe l lii - \B is most applicable to tle operation of switching

elTeIit :III \ll1I) sstent. This is because the numbler of messages present

'k I I I N (Zx II I IT It If 11 i1 1hi gf Pelmentl Inputs and message destinations were

f-th ts n<i 1f rmi ii. andl In the case of destination addresses, unfiformly

lTlt) s ion "as made about the distribution of arriving

it I s~ ~ gIII[, Ie# a~u lollrs form a Plausible Model for MIMID computations,

iii ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 c.ih1 r ~' ~ eiaract erized by comnmu nicat ion that is, tylicallNv

\~k - .,ru 1ir''l anid lf %.;iBlde intensity.

4 I element in an SIN-D environnt will more

sl'h, wriwi, lln a ii n4 nct ions amiong the devices using the network.

mT,-H,1-r iwr rl)ar il l tie T ircunsteInceS (i.e., nm 4 and each message

: B 'afy in ir thiwork output). Thie crossbar node is capable If

,ti ~tru,.! In t i ns m fae fou Items disthout confliot. NVrii1g

rv\ *;.:1 :Tll' W1TiVns fr plach essie moe iiork tIly may requir,

i)[,, ,,ri ,,fI Vw .. VI 1 eIle t I fn al SS I D e witchi l izleri t. ih- iI,,

t 1 ,1 'r , t " l Ii I'i,,Iti , il lll troS die (ld lav L, a result of c n flict t-
• t " ' . ' f
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of interest. If node output select ion is random with uniform distribution, then

for the crossbar node

I'(d(elay i~ (n conflict I i4) 1 4! 0k0
4 4

Thus, 90O.6 percent of the time when four messages try to pass through a

crossb~ar node simultaneously there will be conflict, assuming random node

output selection with uniform distribution. However, the permutations used

frequently in apriua LT)clltIn [Len78j and the topology of tbe

chosen Interconnect ion network may result in node output needs that are far

from unifornilv distributed for any given node. Thus, P'(delay ) avo

1w us ful for miduerst an ding netw~ork leeas opposed to switching element

lcel bhavior.

8.5 4 X 4 Composite Node Performance Anralysis

The analysis of the( comp~osit e node presented in this section is much less

st raiglitforwaird thani that of tli he(ro.' Qar node. ])(-spite the fact that

is imitastr,- here'ii t('rivS of tIil to--~ ncniawmn, the

;'1i; analxir. Iln1w(da- ~ ze anaksis of the wavs in

which '- 'nIfl jt call occur ini t he oodue. Tlw completeness and accuracy, of the

analysi>' is mon r( apparent withI t his approach. Performance values can th-en

A',1 ! : 11d 101h w'1I1 C,IZUk f 4 t)!f aris:(tii of Ilic cO"!1II)site nud(e with

h ' r t wia li
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8.5.1 Problem Overview and Notation

Table 8.1 lists all w-ays conflict can occur in thw composite node. For each

way the pr'rf 'rinance, analysis cases are given. The table includes new

termjintol(,g 0int is usedl in the composite node analysis. A delay occurs when -.

a inessageari, at, or requests arriN .il at, an interchange box input which

already has one or mre rnessa Ps awaiting passage through the box. The new

message must wait in turn for passage and is therefore delayed. A Subsequent

delay is ;implY a delay that occurs after an earlier delay or earlier conflict.

Figure 83ash an examnple oif a subsequent delay due, in this instance, to

ain earlier cotifl~ct_ In (1) miessages A and 1B are shown in conflict. To resolve

the conflict, A is arb~itrarily selected, so (2) shows B3 ready to transit the box

one imie ste-p latf-r The transit time for B is two time steps because of thle

dea bseqiu ent to the initial conflict.

A subsqequent ronjliet is analogous to a subsequent delay. Figure 8.3(b)

-hows a subsequent conflict. Initially, messages A and C conflict and message

P rqiir'sc usef the samne box inp~ut as A. The conflict is resolved by

qrhitrarildy ~n A, and (2) shows B and C at the box inputs after one time

step. Because B1 happens to need the same box output as C (and A), 13 and C

* corifict. This conflict is subsequent to that of A and C.

An arbitration delay Is a delay that occurs as a consequence only of the

wav a conflict InD an interchange box is arbitrated. Arbitrating, or resolving a

4 (onflict mean111 selecting one Of the eonflicting messages to pass first. The other

miess ofl Mia ad. thus, mnay cause a delay for a third message. Changing the

chojer fo)r resolving the coiuflict would eliminate that delay'. Figure 8.3(c)

.shows ain arbit rationi de-lay . In (1I) miessagfes A and C conflict, and 13 requires

use of tl(, samev box input as A. After one timne step and the selection of C to

'.7
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Fak .i. I A complete listing of thle ways conflict can occur in the 4 x4
comnposit e node as a function of m, the number of messages
initially at the inputs of the node. The associated p~robability term
I,, given after each table entry corresponding to a case of the
performance analysis.

1. tt-I (no conflict possible); P(t =2 I M-1 )414

I. =2

A. No con flict in level 1

1. No conflict, in level 2; 1'(t::2 I m=2)

2. Conflict lin level 2; P(t -3 1m =)

B. C'onflict in levkel I (cannot also have conflict in level 2); P(t=3 m=2)

Ill r-3

A. No conflict in level I

i. No conflict in level '2; 1P t -2 m=3)

2. C onflict in level 2; 1)(t=~3, case 2in =3)

B.('onrfii(-t in l~e

INo conflict in level 2. P( t 3, cas e I m mz3)

2. C onflict In level 2

a. Orie enu)flict only, (t -3. cxsf 3 ra -3)

1, ( )lit, (olifi et and an a rit rat ion d''lay. P~t -- m=3)

)I;(. n"1fliit and a n qiwqlnt conflict; l1 (t -. 4 m= 3)
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Table 8.1. continued.

IV. r -,u',i'

A. No conflict in level I

1. No conflict in lvel 2; P(t=21 m=4)

2. Conflict in level 2; P(t=3, case I i m=l)

B. Conflict in level 1

1. No conflict in level 2

a. No conflict in level 2 given three messages enter level 2
initially; P(t=3, case 21 m=4)

b. No conflict in level 2 given two messages enter level 2 initially;
IP(t =3, case 41 m=4) and P(t=3, case 51 m=4)

2. Conflict in level 2 given three messages enter level 2 initially

a. One conflict only; P(t -3, case 3 m =4)
t). One conflict and an arbitration delay: P(t=-t, case I I m=4)

c. One conflict and a subsequent conflict; P(t=4, case 1 I m=4)

3. Conflict in level 2 given two messages enter level 2 initially

a. No conflict for first two messages entering level 2, but conflict
for the second two messages; P(t=4, case 31 m=4)

), Conflict for the first two messages entering level 2 only;
l(t -4, e ve 2 1 m=4)

c. Conflict for the first two messages entering level 2, and a
subsequent conflict; P(t=4, case 41 m=4)

d. Conflict for the first two messages entering level 2. a
subsequent conflict, and an arbitration delay; P(t=5 I m=4)

e. Conflict for the first two messages entering level 2, a

ubsfquont conflict, and another subsequent conflict;

4m 4

i'(t - ',{ ,: ,0

~. L ~ . .
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IN e l IIct IthIe IIf eSs ago are as depIcetevd In11 (2. Message 11 must wait

ono in' re t ime st ep f )r A to clear the box before it can pass, even if 13 needs a

(Iiff-crt~nt 1heX cflit1 .t tlhi A, as, shown in (3). Note that if AX were chosen to

r.oe the inlit!"l conliffct, B and1( C wAOIud not subsequently conflict in this

cx:ul ie Timus regrirdle,, of the box out put need of B, iisdelayed as a

cI uequnceof the r, soluit ion or thel con flict bet ween A and C. Note that an

arb~it rat ion delay' is a special type of subsequent delay. A conflict is never the

result only of qrbitration because the two messages involved in a conflict must

nieed the saime lntIerchange, box out PUt

10% ex anipie follow to illust rate how the entries of Table 8.1 are

dlt ,rnhi eel. Fi-'rt, consider the sit uat ion depicted by Figure 8.4, which

,ierrespe ridk te, tide enrtry IV.11.2.1. Figure 8.4(a) show-, the initial message

p t illd Iw helvxel I Ie eXCon nect ions chosen to satisfy the conditions of

hi, ie1 en? rv. Ihf, upper box of level I has a conflict. This meets the first

Ii (, l en 11 jt ill lex ci 1) of IV1. .Next, Figure 8.4(b) shows the

jell Atui J- le e Inh, nod,,e and uipdat ed box connection requests after the

fir I T11110 ' Ifp A 'w:L- chosen arbit rarity in thle first time stepj to

r i, 0 if, in li te upper level I box. At this point a conflict exists

te x~e\:iil( C onl 1.%(-i 2, satiSf%'ing hie second condition of W\.B.2.1b. Thle

e I r ciTIrequi- es sinn for mess age 1) is arbitrarNy it is not affected by the

ied ii i~ .v ~ iV 1 2.1) c,-as' If during the second time step) t he

inrl-O"s 01''le prIl,, then the resulting me(,sage Configuration is a., in

I pri rlI II a p *ltii n su-f that it mxill he delaycl by A.

tie e~t ,l~I1 e l\I',2A2. 1 iTrire 8(? hw till, inucsice

:i!( r t rl ti!iec' 'I p ll l nn .I CS cleair O~il v 1 ,.!, Ow th ne t tilMe

. .4
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(a) A (b) A
BB

C

(C) BA (d)B

Figure . Message movement in a composite node for Table 8.1 entry
IV.B.2.b. Messages are indicated by the letters A, B, C, and D.
(a) Initial message position. A and B conflict in level 1.
(b) Position after one time step. A and C conflict in level 2.

P Position after two time step;. 1 experiences arbitration
delav. (d) Position after three time steps.

' 0<r
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As inother examle, Figure 8.5 illustrates entry IN'.13.2.c of Table 8.1.

Thie initial situnat ion was arbitrarily chosen to be identical to that in

Vi wure S 1) W ~it hout I )ss (of generality, A N~ arbitrarily selected to resolve

he '.'if ict (n lcvel 1, x" in the previous example. If message A is selected to

resl kv thle first conflict in level 2. shown iM Figure 8.5(b), the result is as in

Figure 8.5(c). The conditions of RX... do not affect 1). The second conflict

in level 2. which dlistinguishes IV.13.2.c from [V.13.2.b, is shown in Figure 8.5(c).

Figure 8.5(d) shows the result if c is selected to transit the box first.

If a single iiessage is present at the inputs of the composite node it will

t ransit in two timv stelos 1'ho time is two because there are two levels. Thus,

I'(t :721 M I) = 1.

Thirefore,

E(tI in1 2

''Te follow)Ning fads and notation are established for convenience in the

analy11sis for in 2, 3, and 4. T[here are ways two messages can be arranged

at the inptt of a .1 x .1 '%%Ilchung (leme-nt , and tw'o of these involve having two

tesagsat Ohw Input s of a lev-el I box for thle composite switch. Thus,

IP(a level I box has 2 message(sl m=2) - 2 -_ I

It P, clear that

P(a level I box has 2 xnessagesj 111-3) 1
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(a) A (b)A

CD

B., (d)

Figure > .5 Message movement in a comIpositc, node for Table 8.1 entry
INV.2.c. Messages are indicated by the letters A, B, C, and D.
(a) Initial message position. A and B conflict in level 1.
(b) Position after one time step. A and C conflict in level 2.
(c) Position after two time steps. B and C subsequently conflict
in level 2. (d) Position after three time steps.
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1'(a level I box has 2 messagesi m=4) 1

1iecauqe two of four possible interchange box connections which may be needed

by the messages involve conflict, and since destinations are random and

uiniformily distributed,

l)(conflict in an interchange box) P'(no conflict in an Interchange box)

2

The following notation is used in the ensuing equations, where i = 1 or 2:

1. 1)(i1-) P(no conflict in level i upper boxl 2 messages at 0 inputs)

2

2. P(1i,) 1"(no conflict in level i lower box 12 messages at 0 inputs)

3. 1P(iX) - where X IT or L; and

4. 1'(i) 1)(no conflict in level il m=4) P(iU) 1 P(iL) I
4

8.5.2 Passing Two Messages

For m =2, transit times of two or three are possible. A time of two occurs

only if tlwre is no~ conflict. This corresponds to entry II.A. of Table 8.1.

1Tire are three ('wL~vs to consider. First, If no box receives two messages
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simultaneously then conflict is impossible, so -WW

P(t=2, case 1I m=2) P(no box in any level receives 2 messages[ m=2)

P(no I-vel 1 box has 2 messages I m=2)

P(no level 2 box has 2 messages i m=2,

no level 1 box has 2 messages)

1 12 3

Note that

P(no level 2 box has 2 messagesi m2, no level 1 box has 2 messages) = 2

because there are four ways two non-distinct messages can arrive at the inputs

of level 2 boxes, and only two of the ways involve two messages at the inputs

of a level 2 box. (See Figure 8.1 for aid in visualizing this.) Next, allow a level

I box to receive two messages which do not conflict. There can be no conflict

in le- h, 2 in this case since no level 2 box will have two messages. So,

i -:2, cAse 2! r i=2) m'(a level I box has 2 messages but no conflict i m=2)

P(a level 1 box has 2 messages i m=2) * P(IX)

S-- -3 2 6 .
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r- Finally, let a level 2 box receive two non-conflicting messages. Then,

P(t=2, case 31 in=2) P(a level 2 box has 2 messages but no conflict in =2)

P(no level I box has 2 messages m =2) * P(2X) *

}'(a level 2 box has 2 messagesi m=2,

no level 2 box has 2 messages) m

f 3 2 2 6

d Note that

P(a level 2 box has 2 messages I m=2, no level I box has 2 messages) =

1 - P(io level 2 box has 2 messages i m=2, no level I box has 2 messages)

1

With ni 2 it is impossible to have both a level I and level 2 box receive two

rnessage, ,,,n1iltaneous!y. Thus, these three cases cover all possible ways to

have no mnflict with m -2. Summing the probabilities of the cases yields the

desired result. Thus,

m 2) = I +)1± + I - 2
3 6 6 3

A transit time of three (entries I1.A.2 and 11.13 of Table 8.1) occurs if there

is conflic-t. it \ h in 2 'onflict can occur in either level I or level 2, but ri d

Ilt

I,

"- - .. .. ..... ----' -': .-' -' -. - -, - -" ... .. --- ... t -- -" .. ... . . ... ..." t .. , . , . , " ... _ " i -
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both. So,

P(t=31 ni =2) I"(contlictj m=2)

- IP(conflict in level I! m=2) + P(conflict in level 21 m=2) VC

- [1-I(1X)j'P(a level 1 box has 2 messagesi m=2) + [1-P(2X)]*

I-(a level 2 box has 2 messages i m=2, no conflict in level 1)

2 3 2 3 3+

The r,-f(re,

31
E(t, rn -2) 1- ' i * P(t i[ m ---2) - -

i=2

and

2 1_,P(t i i ra = 2 ) = - + -= ,

i 2 3 3

a.s required,

8.5.3 Passing Three Messages

1,,r rn = 3, transit tires ranging from two to four are possible. Clearly, to

achir, a I I nle of tw o n o conflict may occur (Table 8.1 entry M.A. 1). So,

f,'( t 21 m =3) l'(no conflict m=3)

I(IX) * |(a level I box ha.s 2 messages] m=3) * P(2X) *

1(,i lv,l 2 b,,x has 2 mnessagesj mz3, no conflict in level I)
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1 1 1
r. " ~~- _I--tI, = -I i

2 2 4

Note that

P(a level 2 box has 2 messages i m=3, no conflict in level I) = 1

because three messages must arrive simultaneously at level 2, given m = 3 and

no conflict occurred in level 1.

A time of three can occur in three ways for m =3. Assume first that

conflict occurs only in level I (Table 8.1 entry m.B.l). Because first two

messages reach level 2 simultaneously and then a single message,

P(t=3, case I m=3) = P(conflict in level 1 onlylI m=3)

= P(conflict in level I m =3) *

P(no conflict in level 21 m=3,conflict in level 1)

1 3 3
2 4 8

The term P(no conflict in level 21 m=3, conflict in level 1) in the above

equation must be used instead of P(no conflict in level 21 m=3) because the

level I outputs used by two messages arriving at level 2 have an effect on the

probability of conflict in level 2. For example, if the two messages come from

the same level I box (implies no conflict in level 1) then conflict in level 2 is

impossible since the messages must use different level 2 boxes. For this case of

the analysis conflict occurs in level 1, so the two messages first arriving in level

2 must come from distinct level I boxes. The probability these messages do

conflict is

J
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P(tbey arrive at the same level 2 box) *P(,2X)= *~--2 2 4

So,

P(no conflict in level 21 m=3, level 1 conflict) =I - - -

4 4-

For conflict in level 2 only (Table 8.1 entry Ill.A.2),

P(t=3, case 21 m=3) =P(no conflict in level I~ m=3)

P(conflict in level 21 M=3)

d~ 22 4

Finally, a time of three occurs if there is a single conflict in level 1 and a single

c, nflict in level 2 without any arbitration delay or subsequent conflicts

jI able S.1I entry lf.13.2.a).. Thus,

P(t=z3, case 3i m=3) =P(conflict in level 11 m=3)*

P(confiict in level 21 m=3, conflict in level 1) IT

P(2X)
2

2 1 412 2 32

3 he first two factors of this equation represent the probability of having both a

level I and a conflict in level 2 with m = 3. The -factor is the probability
2

that the conflict in level 2 is resolved without resulting arbitration delay. The

IP(2X) factor is the probability the last two messages to exit the node do not .
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conflict in level 2. Combining the above yields

= _ + +...
P(t=3m3) = P(t=3, case iI m=3) ; +

i=j 8 4 32 8 %

A time of four occurs when there is conflict at both levels with an

arbitration delay or subsequent conflict (Table 8.1 entries HI.B.2.b and

Ill.B.2.c). Thus,

P(t=41 m=3) = P(conflict in levels I and 21 m--.3)

= P(conflict in level 1 m =3) •

P(conflict in level 21 m=3, conflict in level 1) *

+~ ± * (2X)J

21 4 12 2' 2 3

Note that P(conflict in level 21 m=3, conflict in level 1)='
3

S1- P(no conflict in level 21 m=3, conflict in level 1) 1 appears in
4

the equation for P(t=3, case Ii m=3).

In conclusion,

jP(t=ir=-3) - + - - -

i=2 4 8

*-•-

N,
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and

4 27
E(tI m=3) = i* P(t=i m=3) 2 -.

32

8.5.4 Passing Four Messages

Now consider the probabilities of different times to pass four messages

through the composite node. Only two time steps are needed when there is no

conflict (Table 8.1 entry IV.A.1). So,

P(t=21 m=4) = P(IU)*P(IL)*P(2U)*P(2L) = 16 ".-

There are five cases to consider for a time of three. First assume no

conflicts occur in level I (Table 8.1 entry IV.A.2). Then one or two conflicts

must occur in level 2. Thus,

P(t=3, case 11 m=4) = P()*(l-P(2)) -
16

Next, assume exactly one level I interchange box has a conflict and there

is no sub;'quent conflict in level 2 (Table 8.1 entry IV.B.I.a). Hence,

V(t ---3, case 21 m=4) = [(I-P(IU))*P(iL) + P(iU)*(1-P(IL))*P(2X) = 14

In the above expression, P(2X) is used because one of the level 2 boxes must

process three messages (one arriving later) while the other processes just one.

The former must be conflict free, and the latter has no constraint.

Next, consider conflict at both levels (Table 8.1 entry IV.B.2.a). Assume

tw four messages are A, B, C, and D, and there is one conflict in level I for

,.xample, between A and B, so all but message B go to level 2 after one time

,top Also assume there is one conflict in level 2, between A and C (or D).

0o
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First, depending upon which message, A or C, is chosen by the arbitration

logic, B may find it must wait for A even if its output request differs from that

of A, or for C if B and C do request the same output. Second, if A is chosen

to transit level 2 before C, and B and C request different output lines, then B

will not be delayed at level 2. The former situation requires four time steps,

and the latter (Table 8.1 entry IV.B.2.a) requires three. Figure 8.6 illustrates

one instance of the latter situation. The probability of the latter is

P(t=3, case 31 m=4) = [(1-P(IU)) * P(IL) + P(IU) *(-P(IL))] *a

I
(I-P(2X))* I *P(2X)

2

II

16

The first factor is the probability that exactly one level I box has a conflict.

The next factor is the probability that the first message from the level I box

which had a conflict, call this message M, also has a conflict in level 2. The 1
2

is the probability that M will be chosen to transit level 2 first. The last factor

is the probability that the two delayed messages (B and C in the example) do

not conflict.

Now assume conflict in both level 1 boxes and that both level 2 boxes

receive messages (this happens half the time there are two conflicts in level 1).

Some of the instances of Table 8.1 entry IV.13.1.h fit this assumption. There is

no possibility of conflict in level 2 boxes, so

IP(t=3, case 41 in=4) 2 *(1_- '(l')}* -1 - P- L))

4q
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A) A7 (b)A

C

figure 8.6 Message movement in a composite node corresponding to one
element in the set of message flow patterns covered by P(t=3,
case 3 j m=4). (a) Initial message position. A and B conflict in
level 1. (b) Position after one time step. A and C conflict in

4 level 2. (C) Position after two time steps. No remaining conflicts.

o.
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I -- Finally, assume conflict in both level 1 boxes but only one level 2 box

receives messages and there is no conflict for either message pair that transits

that box. This describes the rest of the instances of Table 8.1 entry IV.B.I.b.

Then

P(t=3, case 51 m=4) = -!*(I-P(IU)*(I-P(IL))*P(2X)*P(2X) = - -
2 32W

The probability that all messages transit the composite node in three time

steps is

S

P(t=31 m=4) V P(t=3, case il m=4)
i= I

S3 ++ 1 _ 21
16 4 16 8 32 32

For a time of four, there are four cases. One involves the situation of the

third case for a time of three. There are two ways to obtain a time of four in

that situation: (1) message B enters a non-empty queue in level 2 (Table 8.1

entry IV.B.2.b (see Figure 8.4)) and (2) B enters an empty queue but conflicts

with the remaining message (C or D) (Table 8.1 entry IV.B.2.c (see

Figure 8.5)). Thus,

P(t-4, ease Ij m=4) -(l -P(11))*P(IL) + P(IU)*(I-P(IL))] ,

1411
[I *(1I- 11(2X)) + !*( I- P(2X))*( I- P(2X)Nj
2 2

3
16 a

The first factor is the probability of conflict in exactly one level I box. The

first term of the second factor is the probability B enters a non-empty queue.
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This term has two factors: (I-P(2X)) is the probability of the conflict in level

2 necessary to force a message to remain at the input of the level 2 box B will

use until B arrives, and - is the probability that the message is at the level 2
2

box input B will use. The second term of the second factor is the probability

that B enters an empty level 2 box input but conflicts with the other message

at that box. Again, (I-P(2X)) is the probability of the first conflict in level 2.

T -e - is the probability B arrives at the empty level 2 box input. The second
2

(I - P(2X)) is the probability B conflicts with the remaining message (C or D).

Now assume conflict in both level I boxes and that only one level 2 box

receives messages (this happens half the time there are two conflicts in level 1).

There are then three ways (cases 2, 3, and 4) a time of four can occur. In case

2. the first two messages reaching the box in level 2 conflict, but there are no

subsequent conflicts (Table 8.1 entry IV.B.3.b), so

case 21 n=4) =L *(I-P(IU))*(I-P(IL))*(I-P(2X")*P(2X) = -

2 32

I ~~
'Ill'" factor is the probability that only one level 2 box receives messages

gi,'n ,here are -onflicts in both level I boxes, denoted by the factors

H -(ItU)) and (I -P(1l4). The probability that the first two messages to

reach level 2 conflict, but there are no subsequent conflicts, is

(I - P(2X))*P(2X).

In case 3, the first pair of inssages arriving at level 2 do not conflict, but IM

the sfecond pair do (Table 8.1 entry IV 133 a), yielding

l'(t=4, case 3 n- -:) = ,-l'( )),(lI,)),1'(2x),(l-P(2X)}
2 32

This equation is derived in a similar way to that for P(t=4, case 21 m=4).

.0
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Figure 8.7 is provided as an aid to understanding the message movement

corresponding to case 4. In this case, the first pair of messages arriving at level

2, A and C, conflict. A, for example, transits and C remains while B and D

arrive on distinct inputs. D is behind C in the queue. Assume there is a

second conflict between B and C. Depending upon which (B or C) is chosen by

the priority logic (either is equally likely), either (1) B and D are at the front of

the queues or (2) C and D are in the same queue. To obtain a time of four, B

and D must be at the front of the queues and not conflict (Table 8.1 entry

IV.B.3.c), otherwise a time of five results. Hence,

P(t=4, case 41 m=4) = _ , (I -P(IU)) * (I -P(IL)) (I -P(2X)) *
2

(-P(2X)) P(2X)
2

I
128 l

The first four factors of the equation appear for the same reason as the first

four factors in the expression for P(t=4, case 21 m=4). The fifth factor,

(I-P(2X)), is the probability that B and C conflict as assumed. The 2 is the

2

probability that C is chosen to resolve the conflict so that B and D are ready to

transit level 2 on the next time step. They will do so if they do not conflict.

This has a probability of P(2X), the last factor. The probability of a time of

four is

.......- .....................-.. -...... ..... .
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(a.) A (b) A n

B 

B

C

(c) B (d) B

Figure 8.7 Message movement in a composite node corresponding to one
element in the set of message flow patterns covered by P(t=4,
case 4 1 m=4). (a) Initial message position. (b) Position after
one time step. (c) Position after two time steps. (d) Position
after three time steps.

. .
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4
P(t=41 m=4) = P(t=4, case ij m=4)

_3 + I + I + 1 _33

16 32 32 128 128

Finally, there is only one way a time of five can occur and that begins

with the situation of case four above, where a time of four or five can occur.

When B and D are at the front of the queues and conflict, or C and D are in

the same queue (Table 8.1 entries IV.B.3.d and 1V.B.3.e), t = 5. So,

P(t=51 m=4) = -(1-P(IU))*(I-P(IL))*(I-P(2X))*
2

(I-P(2X)}*, ,(I-P(2X)) + (I-P(2XI),*!A7"
2 2J

3
128

The first four factors of this equation appear for the same reason as the first

four factors in the expressions for P(t=4, case 21 m=4) and

P(t=4, case 41 m=4). The last factor consists of two terms. The first is the

probability B and C conflict and C was chosen to resolve the conflict, setting

the stage for B and D to use a level 2 box simultaneously and conflict. The

second term is the probability B and C conflict, but C was not chosen, forcing

D to follow C through the same level 2 box input.

Therefore, .

5 31E(t m4) _-.i ..(tZ. _ 4) 3
128

WI-.. i=2
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and

V IP(tzi m +21 + L3 + 33
-2 16 32 128 128

i=2

8.5.5 Permutation Delay Probability

As in Section 8.4, the preceding analysis is most applicable to MIMD

environments. An analysis for the composite node in SIMI mode, analogous to

that given for the crossbar node, can be performed. The composite node can

perform 24 = 16 permutations. Thus,

P(delayI m=4) = 1 - P(no conflicti m = 4) = 1-- = 0.g38.44 .

Thus, 03.8 percent of the time four messages try to pass through a composite

node simultaneously there will be conflict, assuming random node output

selection with uniform distribution. Again, P(delayl m = 4) is likely to be of

limited use for understanding network level, as opposed to switching element

level, behavior.

8.6.6 Summary

The results of the analysis for the two nodes are summarized in Table 8.2.

An obvious difference between the two implementations is that twice as much

time is required to transit the composite node as the crossbar node when there

is no contention. A more subtle difference in their blocking can be observed by

comparing the incremental difference in expected delay that each exhibits as m

is varied. This is the discrete derivative of delay and gives an indication of the

degree of conflict as a function of m. 9M."

• " ... : ,: :, _ =. .. : C . -., _ .. ..: . •.. . . .. . . r . .- . - _£ -. -0 :
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Table 8.2 Summary of transit time performance and incremental delay
characteristics for the crossbar and composite nodes.

Crossbar Composite

Number of .

Expected Incremental Expected Incremental

Transit Difference Transit Difference

Messages (m) Time Time

E(t Im) E(t Im)

l 1 - 2

2 1.25 0.25 2.33 0.33

3 1.69 0.44 2.84 0.51

4 2.13 0.44 3.24 0.36

Total Difference - 1.13 - . I

. .
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In the crossbar node the incremental difference in delay is a nondecreasing

sequence with increasing m. For the composite node there is a noticeable

-hump." Increasing m from two to three produces a greater increase in E(tJ m)

than an increase from three to four. This can be explained in the following

way. When m = 2 there is a two-thirds probability that the two messages enter

different level I interchange boxes, since there are =6 ways two messages

' W occupy the four level I inputs and four of these ways do not involve two

messages at a single level I box. This reduces the chance for conflict in level 1

in the composite node. However, when m =3 one level 1 box must have two

messages to process, increasing the chance for conflict in the node significantly.

A smaller increase occurs for m 4, because it is then possible for two conflicts

to occur in the same level.

Node level behavior can provide insight into overall network behavior. In

a mnultistage cube-type network, the average delay should increase more rapidly

as a message loading threshold is reached and then taper off as full loading is

rearhed. On the other hand, a complete crossbar network of the same size

hould exhibit a nondecreasing sequence of incremental increases in delay.

Fhc..~ ~predicti )ns should of course be verified by simulation.

t inaltv, it can be observed that Le total increase in delay is more for the

c, mposite node. This differen,e is due to the fact that the composite node is a

!lw.cking nttwork, while the crossbar is not. The composite node introduces

c(,nflit above and beyond that due to coincident message destinations.

0n

O
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8.6 Network Implementation and Perrormane ).n

An ESC network can be constructed from 4 x 4 switching nodes using the

following method. Needed are (n - l)/2 stages of N/4 4 x 4 switching nodes

each, for n odd. The input and output stages must be implemented with

interchange boxes as usual. In the ESC topology, at stage i, 0 < i < n, the two V-t"

inputs to an interchange box have addresses that differ only in the ith bit

position. Let n be odd (a way of using 4 x 4 switching nodes with n even will

be described later). Either append 0 to the right of the least significant bit of JU .

the binary representation of all labels, or append 1. This allows the

appropriate bits of the binary representation to be paired during conversion to

base four notation. Convert all link labels to base four representation. For

purposes of the construction method description, let the (n- 1)/2 stages of N/4

4 x 4 switches be numbered -- 11, 0 (from input to output). At

stage i, 0 <i< (n-l)/2, the four inputs to a 4 x 4 switching node must have

labels that differ only in the ith position of their base four representation. The

link with a 0 in the ith position of its address connects to the top input of the

4 x 4 node, 2 to the next input., 1 to the next, input, and finally 3 to t bottom

input [Smi81]. The outputs of the 4 x 4 switching nodes have the same labels

as the input lines, but in increasing order, i.e., the top output label has a 0 in

the ith position, next 1, next 2, and the bottom 3. Figure 8.8 shows a

composite node labeled as described. The bits of the corresponding binary

labeling for the constituent boxes are shown internal to the node. When

composite nodes are used, making connections in the above manner creates an

ESC network, When crossbars node- are used, a network is created whose

capabilities are a superset of those of the ESC network. Figure 8.9 shows how - -

MA
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0 00- 00 00 0

2 10 01 01 1

Fgrure 8.8 A composite node labeled for use in construction of in ESC
network.

49MM
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4 x 4 switches can be used in the construction of an ESC, or ESC-Iike, (if

crossbar switches are used) network with N =8.

The ESC network provides for individual box control. Because there are

N(n + 1)/2 interchange boxes in an N-input network, but stage n is normally

bypassed, there are 2 Nn/2 distinct network settings. Each of these settings

corresponds to a unique permutation of network inputs to outputs. Since an

ESC network built from composite nodes results in a network identical to one

built from interchange boxes, the number of permutations performable using Vi

either implementation is the same.

If crossbar nodes are used, the number of performable permutations is

d greater than with the composite nodes. This is because each crossbar node has

4! = 24 settings which are permutations. As with the interchange box

implementation, the network performs a permutation of inputs to outputs if

and only if each crossbar node is set to a one-to-one connection of inputs to

outputs. A network with N such that n is odd can be constructed from 4 x 4

crossbar nodes, except for the input and output stages. Thus,

4 x 4 crossbar nodes are used. Such a network, with stage n bypassed, can

perform 2N/2( 4 !)N(n-1)/s permutations. These permutations are unique since

there is only one path from a given input to a given output. If one switching ,

node setting is changed, there is no other switching node whose setting can be

changed to yield the original permutation. Table 8.3 compares the number of

permutations performable with composite and crossbar nodes.

When N is such that n is even, then one way the network can be

implemented is to use 4 x 4 crossbar or composite nodes for all but three stages.

Any one stage i in the original ESC network, where i is odd, can be Iv

4.
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Table 8.3 Comparison of permuting capabilities of ESC networks
implemented with the maximum number of composite and
crossbar nodes (stage n bypassed) for various values of N.

Number of Permutations

N

Composite Crossbar

4 16 16

8 4096 9216

16 4.29x10" 2.17x10' 0

32 1.21x10 24  7.94x1026

64 6.28x 105 7  2.71 x 106

128 7.2 7 x 10131 5.84 x 10'5'

256 1.go×10,0 1.16x10 34

512 3.74 x ]0013 .39 xiO7S"

1.880 1045 41  3.90x 101721

Lt4

W;
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constructed with interchange boxes or with 4 x 4 crossbar nodes which are

limited to performing only a single cube function. The link labels should be

converted to base four to specify the 4 x 4 node connections after a 0 (or 1) has

been inserted immediately to the right of bit position i in the binary

representation of the link labels. This allows the appropriate bits to be paired

during conversion to base four notation. Again for construction purposes, the

taeof 4 x 4 switches can this time be numbered f~1 ,... 1 1, 0. Stage i-
~T geso 2J 2

in this new numbering scheme is the stage implemented with interchange boxes

or limited 4 x 4 crossbar nodes. For n even and with stage n bypassed, the

network can perform 2N(4!)N(n- 2)/8 unique permutations if crossbar nodes are

used, and 2N n/2 with composite nodes, as before.

8.7 Conclusions

The crossbar node is always faster at passing messages than the composite

ri-n !f th- connection requests do not conflict in the composite node, the

r s.car is trove as fast. When the connection requests of the messages at a

grjelt -witching ,lement form a permutation that a composite node cannot pass

wuthiut conflict, but that a crossbar can, it takes three times longer for all

YIes,,ag(,s to exit the composite node. Finally, as the number of messages

:icrcases the degree of conflict in the composite node rises more rapidly than in

the ,-r-,.sbar nod(.

The performance of basic building blocks for cube-type multistage

iiterrc(,nnectton networks has, been examined. The 4-input/4-output crossbar

, ,Ih lL, been compared to a *-input/4-output composite node constructed

fri, '-input/2 ,utput interchange boxes Capabilities of these two switching

0
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41

element design approaches were quantified. Implementation of an ESC, or

ESC-like, network using 4-input/4-output switches was discussed. The results

presented give designers of parallel computer systems systems additional

information to apply to interconnection network design.

,.
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CHAPTER 9

STUDY OF IMAGE CONTOUR EXTRACTION

WITH NETWORK AND SYSTEM IMPLICATIONS

9.1 Introduction

Digital image processing has long been recognized as well-suited for

parallel processing. Many individual image processing algorithms and their

formulations as parallel algorithms have been studied, including, for example,

image coding [MDS82], correlation [Ack77, SSF82], histogramming [SSK81],

line segment generation [Sta741, resampling (WaS82], segmentation [Dou82],

and two-dimensional FFT iMSS80b]. Each part of this body of work

illuminates some aspect of image processing with a parallel processing system.

The whole can sometimes be greater than the sum of its parts. Similarly,

study of an image processing scenario, a task consisting of multiple, basic

image processing algorithms such as those above, can yield insight not

forthcoming from consideration of the elements individually. A succession of

processing steps is more characteristic of actual machine use than the load

associated with any single algorithm. The interaction between image

processing steps may well influence the scenario-level proc(sing method of

choice.

Portions of this chapter were developed with David I, Tuomenoksa. James T Kuehn.
0. Robert Mitchell, and Kirk A. Duriketherger

S

. . " . . - O
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As stated in Chapter 2, Section 2.2, PASM is intended to be suited for

several applications, including image processing, and will be designed to meet

that goal. The work in this chapter contributes to that effort. The nature of

the anticipated task load is a significant consideration in the selection of an

interconnection network for a parallel processor as well. The capabilities of the

ESC and its place among other fault-tolerant multistage interconnection

networks have been established. The next logical step in a study of the ESC is

to ascertain its utility for performing the communication role in a

multiprocessor computer system, in particular, PASM.

Contour extraction is the focus of this chapter; it was selected for two

reasons. First, contour extraction is a key image processing step in

applications ranging from computer-assisted cartography to industrial

ins- ection [(ChH82, Jar80]. Digital image processing will continue to increase in

importance for these applications. Second, contour extraction presents a

multifaceted challenge to a parallel computer; hence, it illuminates a number of

issues in parallel processor design [TAS83].

9.2 Contour Extraction

Contour extraction consists of two operations: segmentation and contour

Iraicing. Segmentation divides an image into various regions; the goal is for

thpse regions to correspond closely with the depicted background and with

,tjets of interest. Contour tracing identifies the boundaries of regions.

)bIect boundaries are the items interest.

There are many ways to accomplish segmentation [RiA771. One uses

flir,.sholding, a technique by which an image is mapped onto two brightness, or

gray ieve ls. Typically, all portions of an image at or below a brightness

i.0
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threshold, or level, are set to black, and all above are set to white.

Determining a single threshold that yields a useful segmentation for a given

image can be difficult; this is particularly true when the average brightness

level varies significantly among various areas in the image. It may be that no

satisfactory single threshold exists for a given image. Thresholding can be

generalized to using any well defined image feature, and not just pixel gray

levels.

If an image is divided into sufficiently small subimages, the lighting level

will be approximately uniform within a given subimage despite significant

image-wide variation. Thresholding independently within each subimage can

succeed in capturing objects of interest throughout the image when a single,

global threshold will fail.

Contour tracing algorithms depend upon the topological properties of

adjacency and connectedness for contours. Let (x,y) be the coordinates of a

pixel. The four horizontal and vertical neighbors of (x,y), namely pixels at

(x-l.v), (x,y-l), (x,,+1), and (x +Iy) are the 4-neighbors of (x,y) and are 4-

adjacent to (x,y) [RoK82]. Similarly, including the diagonally adjacent

neighbor pixels at (x-l,y+), (x +l,y-l), and (x+l,y+) with the

4-neighbors of (x,y) yields the 8-neighbors of (x,y), which are 8-adjacent to

(xy). The pixels of objects of interest are assumed to be 8-adjacent; this is

consistent with intuition about the connectedness of objects. Hence, contour

pixels, being the border pixels of an object, are -adjacent. Consequently, the

background is 4-adjacent. Consider the pattern of pixels in Figure 9.1. If the MW

pixels labelOd with Is repr(sent ob))hj ,t pix els and lhos,, with Os represent

background pix els, then th, two ,l)jet Iix(4s are ,)nn ,ct ed and the two

background pixels are not.

4
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1 0
0 1

Figure g.1 Two 8-adjacent Is and two non-4-adjacent Os.
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Contour extraction can be preceded by processing such as radiometric

correction and rectification. Subsequent processing, once contours have been

extracted, may range from simple contour highlighting to shape analysis and

classification involving significant additional computation. The specific context

of the contour extraction scenario would depend on the application. Processing

of an image subsequent to contour extraction is beyond the scope of this . -

chapter.

9.3 Overlapped Subimage Method

A set of serial algorithms that produces interpretation results from

digitized imagery using the methods outlined in the preceding section has been

implemented at Purdue University on a VAN-11/780 computer. This method

analyzes an image in square subina-es that are processed independently and

sequentially. Objects must be completely contained within some subimage if

they are to be found. To facilitate this, subimages are overlapped 50 percent

horizontally and vertically. The approach is referred to as, the overlapped

subimage method for this rea.on. The overlap guarantees that objects

restricted to a maximum dimension of (r/2)- I pixels (picture elements), for a

subimage size of r x r, will be contained in their entirety in some subimage. A

typical value for r is 256: a typical value for image size is 5120 x 5120.

Edge information has been used to guide threshold selection to achieve

segmentation that more accurately separates objects of interest from other

parts of an image 1Mi179. Nel'82]. The first step of the overlapped subimage WV
ernthod is t(, ho,,, thrvehld, ising edgr-gquidcd thresholding (F(;7') SuITZ82]

to sevgnwlt 11hf 111:106, It Mse"l't thresIPHl 1)eel.. 1Din an dge-ma1tChig

criterion istvad of the classical teci0 1 ie i;ng lb-al miimm valuies in the
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image gray level histogram [PrM66]. Initially, an edge image is generated using -..
the Sobel edge operator [DuH73]. A figure of merit, indicating how well a given

thresholded version of the input image matches edges in the edge image, is then

computed. Thresholds with high figures of merit are selected for requantizing

the input image prior to contour tracing. A median filter [GaW81] can be

applied immediately after thresholding to remove isolated noise artifacts.

Frequently, EGT gives better results than the histogram method because it is

able to detect small objects not discernible from the histogram [SuR82. The

EGT algorithm will be detailed in the next section.

Because objects are contained within some subimage (by definition) when

using the overlapped approach, a simple procedure suffices for tracing the

contours generated by segmentation. First, only complete, or closed contours

need be traced. Second, if a subimage is scanned left to right and from top to

hottom then objects will be first encountered at the leftmost pixel of their

uppermost row of pixels. Thus, the contour tracing algorithm can be

formulated to take advantage of the fact that the location of the region

r-t ,()uded by the contour to be traced is known: namely, all region pixels are

either to the right, below, or both right and below the first found pixel.

('ontours are stored as a sequence of x-y coordinates.

The overlapped subimage approach to contour extraction was described in

an image shape analysis method [MRF8I] directed toward classifying small

well-defined objects such as buildings and airplanes. In [MRF81 extracted

oontours are used for object classification by comparing the contours with

pr1Ototypic object models using either Fourier descriptors [WaW80] or standard

moments [11u02, TeaO]. The overlapped subimage method yields good results

for this application, despite large brightness variations across an image, but is
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computationally intensive. Execution time can be significantly reduced by

exploiting the parallelism inherent in contour extraction. .r

,.4 Non-Overlapped Subimage Method

The overlapped subimage method as it stands is not particularly well

suited for parallel processing. If each overlapped subimage is assigned to a

processor then either much image data must be passed between processors or

what amounts to four copies of the image must be stored. This is because the ,1§

overlapping causes any one pixel (except for a few near the corners of the

image) to appear in four subimages. For parallel processing a non-overlapped

approach will be used. With this approach each PE will be assigned one ;"f- 1

subimage, and subimages will not overlap. Note that assigning more than one

subimage to a PE using the non-overlapped method is logically equivalent to

assigning only one subimage, but with a larger size.

An R x R pixel image is represented by an array of R2 pixels, where the

value of each pixel is assumed to be an unsigned integer representing one of the

possible gray levels. To implement contour extraction on an SIMD/MIMfD

machine of N PEs, assume that the PEs are logically configured as a VN x vN

grid, on which the R x R image is superimposed, i.e., each processor has an

6 (R/vN) x(R/v/N) subimage (see Figure 9.2(a)). For example, if R=5120,

each PE stores a 160 x 160 subimage. Each pixel is uniquely addressed by its

i-x-y coordinates, where x and y are the x-y coordinates of the pixel in the

subimage contained in PE i. This data allocation minimizes the perimeter of a

subimage: the value of this is discussed in the next sectin

- - -. -.
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R PIXELS

PE 0 PEI PE VI-i
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(a) (b)

Figure 9 2 (a) Dat~a allocation for a R x R image using N PEs.
(b) Data transfers needed for Sobel edge op-rator.
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9.4.1 EGT Algorithm

The parallel EGT algorithm operates on each subimage independently and

is performed by all PEs simultaneously. It consists of three major conceptual

steps. First, an edge image is generated, then a figure of merit is computed for

every possible threshold, and finally, threshold levels are selected corresponding n4

to local maxima in the figure of merit.

Let the image I be R x R and I(x,y) be a pixel, where 0 < x,y < R -1.

Let the subimage assigned to a processor be r x r, where r = R/v'%. In the first

step, the Sobel operator is performed by each PE for its subimage, generating

the edge image. Data from adjacent subimages is acquired via the

interconnection network, all subimages receiving pixels simultaneously. The

number of parallel transfers needed for an R x R image is 4 * (R/vN + 1), as

shown in Figure 9.2(b). The Sobel operator (ignoring image border pixels for

clarity) is given in Figure 9.3. The value gfx,y) represents the gradient at

pixel (x,y); these values form the edge image. High edge-image pixel values

indicate the presence of an edge. The pixels immediately adjacent to the edges

of a subimage are needed in the Sobel calculation for those pixels at the edges

of a subimage. Thus, minimizing the perimeter of a subimage also minimizes

the number of pixels that must either be acquired from the adjacent subimages

or initially loaded into the memory of more that one PE. For this re&,on

square subimages are preferable to rectangular ones. Typically, the Sobel value

for pixels at the edge of an image are either not calculated or are calculated

assuming that pixel locations falling outside the image correspond to

back ground pix els. In this work pix\el 1 )catlonfs (01t si I t he imiag-, are assumewd -

to have the value wf hackgrournd pixewl.

.1
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for x 0 to r-I do begin

for y =0 to r-1 do begin 4

sx~~y = ~-(I(x-l,v-I) + 2*1(x-l,y) + I(x-l,y+1))

-(I(x + 1,y-1) + 2*I(x + I,y) + I(x + I-,y + 1))]

sy(x ,.N) -( I(x-1.y-1) + 2*I(x,y-l) + I(x + 1,y-1))

(I(x-l,y +1) + 2*I(x,y +1) + I(x +l,y+l1))]

g(x,y) =V's-X(xy) + sy(xy)

end

end

Figure 9.3 Sobel operator algorithm defined for a subimage.
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The next conceptual step of the EGT algorithm is to determine the best

threshold values for each subimage. The figure of merit, M(T), is a measure of

how well the edges generated by a given threshold, T, match the detected

edges. It is computed by each PE for its subimage as follows.

1. For each input-image pixel the local maximum and minimum pixel

values in a 3 x 3 window centered on the pixel are determined.

2. For each possible threshold value (i.e., all gray levels) each input-image

pixel is tested to see if it is an edge point. It is an edge point for those

threshold levels greater than or equal to the local minimum and less

than the local maximum.

3. The figure of merit for a threshold is the mean of the edge-image pixels

corresponding to the input-image pixels found to be edge points for that

threshold.

The greater the mean of the edge points in Step 3, the better the match

between thresh ld-generated contours and the edges detected by the Sobel

operator. To avoid assigning a high figure of merit to a small number of noise

pixels, a small constant c can be added to the denominator when calculating

the mean, i.e.,

_g(x,y)

M ( T ) ( _ -T ) -
c+ 1

e(T)

where (T) is the set of edge-image pixels corresponding to edge points for

threshold T This has the effect of decreasing M(T) if only a small number of

pixels ire above the threshold Threshold levels are selected corresponding to

local maxima in the figure of merit. The number of threshold levels selected

-'-. .:: :.2 -- _ .. . -. .. . ' .
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depends on the image; three to six thresholds are not uncommon.

The preceding conceptual steps are embodied in the EGT algorithm shown

in Figure 9.4. Let the subimage SI be r x r and SI(i,x,y) be a subimage pixel,

where 0 < x,y < r, 0 < i < N. The algorithm is executed on all subimages

(all i) simultaneously and combines the calculations involved in the three

conceptual steps where possible to reduce total computation.

Referring to Figure 9.4. the first for statement clears the 8umedge and

nedge counters. The next pair of nested for statements calculates quantities

associated with each pixel in the subimage. The first three statements compute

the Sobel operator, g(i,x,y). Next, the local maximum and minimum pixel

values over a 3 x 3 window arc determined for each pixel. Note that the same

pixels necessary for the calculation of the gradient can be re-used in the local

rn.ximum and minimum computation. Running sums of the edge-image pixels

(gradient values) corresponding to edge points at each threshold (sumedge) and

a count of the number of edge pixels for each threshold (nedge) are updated in

th, innermost for loop The mean for each threshold (sumedge divided by

nt:,ge) is the figure of merit (merit) and is calculated in the final for statement

using the accumulated sums.

l-or any threshold-based segmentation scheme, regions may intersect if

mo-re than one threshold is chosen per subimage. Note that for any two such

regions, the pixels of one must be a subset of the other. For example, an

,Aject may be segmented from the background by several threshold levels but

with somewhat different perimeters in each case. The action to take when

regions intersect can be left to the discretion of the end user of the processed

images, it is highly application dependent. Knowledge that regions intersect

can be valuable to subsequent object classification algorithms: a set of nested

-o 4
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for thresh 0 to 255 do
sumedge(i,thresh) = nedge(i,thresh) =0

for x = 0 to r - I do begin
for v = 0 to r - 1 do begin

sxi,x,y) ± (SI(iX-1?Y-1) + 2*SI(i,x-1,v) + SI(i,x-I,v + I))

-(SI(i~x + l,y-l) + 2*SI~i,x + 1,y) + SI(i,x + 1,y + )

Sv(i,x,y) 4i- j(SI(ix-l~v-l) + 2*Slti,x,y-1) + SI(i,x + 1,y-l))

(SI(i,x-1,y + 1) + 2*SI(i,x,v + 1) + SI(i,x + 1,y + id))1

g(i,xy) ~'xixy2+s~~~)

Iocalrnax(i) max ISI(i~x ,- 1), SI(i,x s-I1), SI(i~x + I,Y- 1).

SI(i,x-1,v), SIti', y), SI(i,x + I ,y),

SI(i,x-1,y + 1), SI(i~x ,y + 1), SI(iX + Joy + 1))

localmin(i) =min (SI(ix-1,Y-1), SI(i,x,v-i), SI(i,x + l,Y-I),

SI( i,x -1 ,v). SI( i,x ,v). SI(i,x + I ,Y),

SI(i'X - Ly + 1), SI(i~x,v + 1), SI(],x + I,y + I))

for thresh I ocalmin(i) to localmax(i)- I do begin

surnedge(i.thresh) =sumnedge(i, thresh) + g(i,x,v)

nedge(i~thresh) 7-nedgel,tbresh) + I

* end
end

end

for thresh = 0 to 255 do
*merit(i~thresh) m: sume-dg((ithresh )/(c + nedge( i,tlre-sh))

ii ~urt ~) i arall(l algoritIin fo~r E( 1 al PF
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regions might be considered a single object, and a clear classification of any one

deemed the classification of all.

9.4.2 Contour Tracing Algorithm

Contour tracing with non-overlapped subimages is more difficult than for

the overlapped subimage scenario for two reasons. One arises out of the fact

that there can be no assurance that a given object will reside entirely within

some subimage. Coping with this fact does, however, allow objects of arbitrary

size to be accommodated with no additional effort. The second difficulty arises

out of the fact that contour tracing is to be done by multiple processors that

must coordinate their activity. Once a one pixel wide border of image data

around a given subimage is in place the EGT algorithm requires no further

inter-PE communication. Contour tracing can require access to the entire

contour by any PE; if that data is not to be duplicated on a truly massive

scale, PEs must communicate.

The algorithm is described in a top-down manner. Initial discussion is in

g(n .eral terms and presents the algorithm strategy. Further discussion evolves

to levels of greater detail.

The non-overlapped algorithm for contour tracing has two phases. In

t)ha-se I, the subimage is segmented within each PE and all local contours

11)th closed and partial) are traced and recorded. A partial contour is a

sction of a contour with ends at the border of the subimage in which it is

I,cated The partial contours traced during Phase I are connected across

suhimages to form closed contours in Phase I1. Initially, each PE contains the

list of thre.:hold values, T1, T2. ....T, selected for its subimage, where t is the

number of thresholds Also, each PE is assumed to have retained those pixels

61
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bordering its subimage that were required by the EGT algorithm. This will

allow all contours, closed and partial, within a subirnage to be detected, even

those that run along the edge of a subimage. A subimage and its border pixeLs

together form an augmented subimage.

During Phase I each PE constructs a contour table containing an entry for . -

every contour located in its subimage, whether partial or closed. Each entry

has the following fields:

(a) contour identification number,

(b) threshold value that generated the contour,

(c) flag indicating whether the contour is closed or partial,

(d) pointer to the pixel i-x-y coordinate sequence of the contour,

(el number of pixels in the contour,

(f) flag indicating whether the partial contour has been linked,

(g) address of the PE that linked the contour,

(h) t'E address and contour identification number denoting any partial

contour blocking extension of the partial contour described by this

table entry, and

(i) partial contour locked/unlocked semaphore.

Each PE also builds a partial contour 1ist. This list has an entry for each

partial contour containing the information necessary for connecting partial

contours in Phase I1 recorded under the corresponding contour identification

number as used in the contour table (i.e., a pointer to its contour table entry )

Phase I. In I'hae I each I'E prce'scs its aunwiiltd '11ouiliage fior eac1h

of its t hre,hd levels T,, I < i < t. 1Each thresholuh is pr ces(,,d

4:
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independently. With a given threshold selected, the augmented subimage is

segmented. All contours, both closed and partial, are traced and added to the

partial contour list and/or contour table, as appropriate. Phase I continues

until all thresholds have been used in turn.

Contour tracing for a particular threshold begins by searching for untraced

contours. This search is carried out by scanning rows of the segmented

augmented subimage in a pattern from left to right, beginning with the second

row (first row with subimage pixels) and continuing through the next to last

row (last row with subimage pixels). When the rows have been scanned, a final

scan is made vertically on the second column of the augmented subimage

(eftmost column with subimage pixels). Scanning is suspended whenever an

untraced contour is encountered, the new contour is traced, its pixels are

marked as traced, and then scanning is resumed in order to detect additional

contours,

The sequence of background pixels and unmarked object pixels

encountered by the scan indicates when an untraced contour has been found.

Pecause any contour pixel must have a neighboring background pixel (by

i,finitI:l of a contour), and background pixels are 4-adjacent, every pixel on a

,-,ntour has a 4-adjacent background pixel. Thus, whenever the scan

n,-,,unters an unmarked object pixel within the subimage that has either a

preceding or succeeding background pixel, a new contour has been found. The

c(,ntour pixel at which scanning is suspended is the start point of that contour.

A conmtur is assigned an identification number (contour table field (a)) and the

thresh,,d in use is recorded (field (b)) when a start point is found. The row

.,an. %Ill (.(t,,ct all contours having at least one pixel with a horizontal 4-

nlighbtr background pixel, even if that background pixel is part of the
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augmented subimage but not the subimage. The row scans will miss those

contours having only vertical 4-neighbor background pixels, i.e., contours that -

are horizontal lines extending entirely across the augmented subimage. The

column scan will detect these remaining contours, if there are any. In this way,

the augmented subimage scanning procedure will detect all contours, closed

and partial, within a subimnage.

Once the start point for a new contour has been found, that contour is

traced. The direction in which a contour is traced has either a clockwise or

counterclockwise sense with respect to the object. If a contour is closed within

a subimage it can be completely traced by finding successive contour pixels,

proceeding in only one of the two directions, and stopping when the trace

returns to the start point. For a contour contained only partially within the

subirnage, tracing in one direction (e.g., counterclockwise) will proceed until the

subimage boundary is reached. An end point is a location on a contour at INK.
which the next object pixel along the contour in the direction of tracing is

outside the subimage (i.e.. within the one pixel border). In order to complete

the trace of the contour within the subimage, it is necessary to return to the

start point and trace in the opposite direction. The order in which the

directions are taken is immaterial: all contour pixels can be found either way.

For this algorithm an arbitrary choice is made to trace counterclockwise first.

In order to define the conventions for tracing, consider the start point to

be the center of the 3 x 3 window shown schematically in Figure 9.5. During a

row scan, a preceding background pixel would be at position 4 (see Figure 9.5),

and a succeeding background pixel would be at position 0. For the column

scan the positions are 2 and 6, respectively. VieW the cont,'ur pixel and its 4-

adjacent backgroun 1 pixel as dofining a hand of a clock. If this hand is rotated

i
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rn30 20 1*

(a) 4. 0 *

6* 70

(b)

0 -C

C~-Start point

L- Associated background pixel
-- Next contour pixel found

Figure 9.5 (a) Naming convention for the neighbors of the center pixel in a
3 x 3 window. (b) Example showing start of tracing.
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in the aurrinented suhimage then the first object pixel it encounters is

guaranteed to be on the exterior (f the object (ile., 4-adjacent to the

background), an d, hence, a contour pix el. I f the hand is rotated

cou n terc loc kwise, the first object pixe (1 s also the flex t pixel in a

coijnterclockw,,ise trace of the contour.

The co-unt(-rcloc(kA Ise tracinig portion of Phase I of the tracing algorithm is

as foIlow~s. Let p be a position marker, and assign it the value of the position

number of the background pixel that is adjacent to the start point. U sing

nio0dulo 8 arithImet ic, increirient p? by I (accomplishing a COUn t erclock wise

inspect ion (of the 8S-adja('ent pix els) and check the corrc-,pond ing pixel until one

* of thle followking cond (it ions Is, Met: the start point is reached, an end point is

detected, an unmarked object pixel is found, a marked object pixel is found, or

he initial value o)r p is reached. (o)nditions are checked in the order listed.

Figure 9-7(b) shows an example in which the background pixel was preceding

and in position 4. The value of p is thus 4, and incrementing it using modulo 8

anit hnic to the %3hile T) sweep, an imaginary hand counterclockwise from the

9 o', ok p Awtiw . s~ wn In the ex ample, an ob1ject Pixel N ill be

encountered after increninting p) once more.

If the start pit is reac~hed1 the contour is closed and has been completely

* traced. the necessary information is stored in contour table fields (c), (d), and

(e) and scannriing is resumed. D~et ect ing an end point implies the contour is

partiral Note that an end( poinmt Is a julst prey ii sly t raced object con tour pix el.

.6The contouir idhat ifi-at 11: anrnIer and~ Iloatio (4 ieI (e111 poit are riecorded

I i ItI p r t ilI iv u r (tal f,1, r u , I i 1Iie IT~u-1. c, I ,u1r t fm.. 1d iSOet

'iine#rcli)ki ririg i turmminiat ard cl, k\ki-, tring IIf-un fruiii Ow

<tart p)Int If an uinarked ubhjert ;iJ el I,% f-und wI i-\N (K()rnmate is
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appended to the contour sequence, it is marked as traced using a bit map, a

ne. value of p is computed, and counterclockwise tracing continues from this

nw'% Iccation. The ne',. value of p is p + 5 m ,dulo 8 and is the location of the

background pixel adjacent the previous contour pixel. Such contours will

Indicate some, perhaps many, intersecting regions. Finding a marked object

I i\,-l implies there is no interior to the object bounded by the contour, at least

;n: the immediate area. Desirable action in this case may range from ignoring

-h . ,nturs to eliminating one pixel wide regions to treating such contours as

tll. ,her. the end user ill choose. If the initial value of p is reached, then all

,.,Lht nithfr pixels have been examined without finding one in any of the

cato.,g ,ries, so the object point is a single isolated point and will be

ign,,rd No entry is made in the contour table, the pixel is marked, and

'"1lig is resumed.

There are some special e'ases that can arise during the course of tracing. If

intersecting regions are of interest to the end application, the bit map can be

c: ,,erahlzed to (,n bit map per threshold level, which will make it easy to

H.',,t intersecting contours. If isolated points should not be ignored for a

;arti.iular applirat i., they can be recorded as contours before scanning is

r " i, ii i]d (

Th, procedure for cl)ckw'ise tracing is analogous to that for

Iii,, unrC1 cku ise tracing The clockwise trace is begun by returning to the

.1 :rt p 'tnt and rest ,rtng p ti its value when counterclockwise tracing began.

1),.,'rvt, nt p1 hy I using module 8 arithmetic and check the corresponding pixel

,lm H l an ,nd p(,int I , dltcted or ati object pixel is found If the second end

it - u ,.vrd. th, 'ra t ! tht ell d po)int is ro.erded in the partial

t mur }l,,. Icnkv, 'tracing is termiinaled, and scanning is resumed. If an
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object pixel is found its i-x-y coordinate is inserted at the front of the contour

pixel list, it is marked as traced, a new value of p is computed as

p - 5 modulo 8, and clockwise tracing continues from this new location. The

position p-5 modulo 8 is the location of the background pixel adjacent the

previous contour pixel for a clockwise trace. There are instances where all ---.-

pixels of a partial contour will be found during the counterclockwise trace; the

clockwise tracing algorithm will correctly confirm this fact if true.

Consider the following contour tracing example based on Figure 9.6. A

10 x 20 pixel image is divided into two 10 x 10 subimages: the subimages are

loaded into adjacent PEs; and the local threshold value T, is applied by each

PE. Dots in the figure indicate pixels above the threshold. The one-pixel-wide

border around each subimage is not shown.

Each PE i, 0 < i< 1, begins scanning its subimage at pixel (i,0,-A), the

leftmost pixel in row 0, the first row of the augmented subimage with subimage

pixels. PE0 locates a start point at pixel (0,3,3) and traces the contour

counterclockwise to an end point at pixel (0,7,9). Next, PE0 traces the contour

clockwise from pixel (0,3.3), reaching the other end point at pixel (0,3,9). After

the clockwise trace, the first pixel in the i-x-y coordinate sequence describing

the contour is (0,3,9). tE 0 resumes its scan pattern at pixel (0,3.4) and finds

no other contours in its subimage. Note that, for example, pixel (0,4.4) is not a

start point for a new contour at this threshold because it was marked during

the trace of the first contour. Meanwhile, PE I locates a partial contour with

(1,7.0) as the first pixel in its i-x-v sequence.

As a furlher ,xam ',. a 30 ), 20 image is divided into six 10 x 10

subimages: each subltini:ig, II,, 1 1,. Int, on, of six I' Es. In 'igures 9.7 and 9.8

the results of row scanning and the column scan are shown, respectively.

01
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PEO PEI

(0,3,3) (0,3,'D)

(0,4,4)0 ........

-0. 0. 0

(0,7,8) (1,7,0)

0~ Start point
-0 Counterclockwise trace mark
0- Clockwise trace mark
<~ End point (counterclockwise)
D> End point (clockwise)

Figure 9.6 Example of Phase I contour tracing for a 10 x20 image. The
triple (i,x,y) represents the i-x-y coordinates of a pixel.
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00-0- 1
0- 0-CC0C

. 0-0 0;
C> 0- -o -o
0.0- - &- -O CCC-0C0 - C &CC--0 -0-

0 O- -0 0 -0-0-0-0 0 -0-0- 0 I0. 0- -0 a • - 0 0- 0- 0-

--0.4 4 0 0

-0. -0 0--0 "0-a If-0C0 0 0 -
CC0-I

4 11. &C-0-&C,(--

Object pixel C& Clockwise trace mark

0 Start point 4 End point (counterclockwise)

-0 Counterclockwise I End point (clockwise)
trace mark

Figure 9.7 Contours found by Phase I row scans for a 30 x 20 sample image. .

IB
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.... ... 6. ..... ..

.099999999Y...........

*Object pixel 6 Clockwise trace mark

o Start point v End point (conterclockwise)
9 Counterclockwise A End point (clockwise)

trace muark

Figure 0.8 Contours found by the Phase I column scan for the image of
Figure 9.7.
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Phase II. In Phase 11, partial contours are connected to form closed

contours. Two possible conditions to determine when a PE may enter Phase 1R

are: (1) no PE starts Phase H1 processing until all have completed Phase I, ',nd

(2) each PE enters Phase I1 immediately after completing Phase I. For the

latter condition a PE must be restricted to attempt to extend partial contours -.
only into subimages of PEs which are also in Phase II. If all neighboring PEs

are still in Phase I, the PE must wait. The first alternative requires time equal

to the sum of the times for each phase when phases are carried out

sequentially. The second approach may be expected to reduce execution time,

because when phases are executed sequentially, the PI with the longest

Phase I time need not be the one with the longest Phase H time. However,

because the work a PE does is data dependent and can also depend on whether

all P'Es start Ihase II together or not, the second approach may increase

execution time in some cases. It is problematic as to which approach is

superior.

In Phase 11 each PE attempts to connect its partial contours to partial

contours located in neighboring subimages, extending each partial contour so as

to eventually form a closed contour. The goal is for all closed contours to be

formed, but only once. Exactly one PE' should hold the i-x-y sequence for each

contour at the end of Phase I. The question of where to look for extending

partial contours must be addressed.

If the end point of a given partial contour is not at a corner of its

subimage, then there are three pixels that possibly can extend it, located in the I

adjacent subimage. '[hat is. there are threv location, in t he adjacent subimage

that are 8-neighbors of the given end point. The I'T accesses the partial

contour list for the adjacent subimage and considers the possible extending B

.
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pixels one at a time in counterclockwise order to determine if any partial

contours in the adjacent subimage have the possible extending pixel as an end

point. Counterclockwise order is simply the convention chosen. If there is

more than one partial contour with the same end point that can extend the

given contour, the partial contour that was generated by a threshold value

closest to that for the given contour is selected.

To correctly link contours and prevent duplication of linking effort, partial

contours can be locked to provide for exclusive access. If an extending partial

contour exists, the PE checks the contour table entry pointed to by the partial

contour list. If the entry is unlocked and unlinked, the i-x-y sequence for the

partial contour is transferred and concatenated to the given partial contour,

forming the i-x-y sequence of the extended partial contour. The PE also sets

the flag indicating that the adjacent partial contour was linked and leaves its

address (contour table fields (f) and (g) of the remote PE). Contour table field

(f) notifies the PE containing that partial contour not to expend effort

extending that particular partial contour.

If the end point of a given partial contour is a corner point of its

tubibiage there are five pixels located in adjacent subimages that can possibly

extend the contour. Since these five pixels are located in three different

subimages, the PE attempting to extend the given partial contour must check

for continuation in each of the adjacent subimages in a counterclockwise order;

pixels within a subimage are checked in counterclockwise order.

Note that regardless of where end points lie, the search for pixels to

extend the partial contour can be widened to allow for segmentation-induced

contour discontinuities at subimage boundaries. Thresholds could be

interpolated across subimage boundaries to allow partial contours with non-

So
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adjacent end points to be joined. Assume that PE i has a partial contour to T
extend. If no suitable partial contour is found in the partial contour list of the ,{
adjacent subimage, PE i probes into the adjacent subimage to determine if an

extension of the partial contour can be generated by the threshold, T, used by

PE i to trace its partial contour. If so, PE i extends its partial contour by

accessing the data from the adjacent PE. Instead of creating an entire

segmented subimage for the threshold T, P'i dynamically thresholds pixels as

needed. This contour generation using T is done since it is possible that the

partial contour in the adjacent PE was not located in Phase I because different

threshold values were used.

A lone object pixel located adjacent to the border of a subimage will be

listed as a partial contour during Phase I. During Phase 11 such a pixel will

either be linked to a partial contour from an adjacent PE or identified as an

isolated point. Isolated points can be detected by their length as partial

contours and the lack of extending contours. Once detected they can be

treated as other isolated points.

Once PE i locates a partial contour in an adjacent subimage that continues

the given partial contour and has stored the concatenated contour, it repeats

the process, as necessary, by following the contour to the next PE until the

contour is closed or cannot be extended. A limit is placed on contour length to

guarantee algorithm termination in the event of a pathological image; contour

length can be determined from contour table field (c).

Because many processors are each w,,rking independent l), yet their actions

must be coordinat ed t0( reach the goal ,f extracting contoiurs, knowledge of

where partial cunlt<urs can be extended is insuffircient There must be a

protocol to guide the activity and necessary support mechanisms must be in

-i
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place. By way of illustration consider the example in Figure 9.9 where a

12 x 12 pixel image is divided between four PEs. After Phase 1, PE0 has found

partial contours A with end points (0,1,5) and (0,5,1) and B with end points

(0,4,5) and (0,5,3); PEI has found partial contour C with end points (1,4,0) and

(1,1,0); and PE2 has found partial contour D with end points (2,0,1) and (2,0,3).

.Assume PE0 attempts to extend A (A must not be marked as linked in

field (f)) from pixel (0,1,5). It may well be that A is the first entry in the

partial contour table of PEO, and pixel (0,1,5) is the first location in its i-x-y

sequence- partial contours may be considered for extension in any order and

extended from either end, however. If PE1 attempts to extend C at this time,

the danger that a given contour (ACBD in this instance) can be formed more

than once by multiple PEs is clear. Thus, a mechanism to prevent one PE

from using a contour table entry while another PE is in the process of using

that entry must be available.

A semaphore is a variable, the value of which indicates whether or not a

critical section can be entered [DiJ681 and can be used to enforce exclusive

access to data. There is a semaphore for each contour table entry, which can

take on a value of zero or one (field (i) in the contour table). Before a PE

enters a critical section for a given contour, it performs a P-operation [Dij68]

to determine if the semaphore for that contour is one, indicating it is unlocked.

If so, the processor sets the semaphore to zero, locking the contour table entry

so that no other processor can access it, and enters the critical section to link

the ne% partial contour. When the PE reaches the end of the critical section,

it performs a ,-operation [I)ij68], resetting the semaphore to one and

unlocking the contour table entry. If the P-operation had determined that the

0
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PEO A PE1
(0,1,5) (1,1,0)M

(0,4 5) (1,41,0)

(0, 5,1) q)(0,5,3)

(2,0,3)

(2, ,1

IPE 2  PE3 1

®Pixels traced in Phase I

Figure 9.9 Example to Illustrate Phase 11 act iitv, protocol, and
mechanisms. End point coordinates are given where (1,x,y)
represents the i-x-y coordinates of the pixel.
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semaphore was zero, the PE receives a message indicating that the partial

contour is locked.

Returning to the example of Figure 9.9, PEs now first lock a partial

contour they will try to extend. Thus, when PE0 attempts to extend A it will

receive a message that C is locked If PE0 waits for C to become available,

then eventually PE0, PE I , and perhaps PE 2, will all be waiting for access to

partial contours that another member of the group has locked.

The situation when each of two or more processes are halted while waiting

for the other(s) to continue is known as deadlock [Sto80]. In MIMD mode each

FE executes a distinct process, so if FEs wait on each other it is deadlock. If a

PE is blocked due to a locked partial contour then deadlock is prevented if (1)

no PE may wait for access to a locked contour table entry of another PE, and

(2) all PEs must unlock blocked partial contours. This deadlock avoidance

scheme is one aspect of the contour tracing protocol needed for Phase II.

When a PE successfully extends a partial contour it performs the

appropriate modification on the (f) and (g) fields of the contour table

containing the extending partial contour. Once again considering Figure 0.9,

assume PE I has formed CB and PE. has formed DA, both have modified

contour table entries as needed, and are ready to continue to extend their

partial contours C and D, respectively. If both try to extend simultaneously,

then both will abandon their partial contours, and the closed contour will not

be found. The remaining aspect of the contour tracing protocol for Phase II

addresses this problem.

To insure that the linking of a contour will not be abandoned by all PEs,

the following protocol is used. A total ordering is established on the PEs.

k0

Li
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Given a binary relation R on every' pair of elements a and b) in set s, if either

aRb or bRa then R totally orders the set S. For example, < totally orders the

set of all integers. One convenient total ordering Is thc < relation on PE

addresses; clearly, others are possible. Assume PE, is b~locked from extending a

partial contour X because PE, wih has higher priority (ice., I < jhas locked .

Y, the partial contour P'Ej needs. In that case, P1K1 unlocks X and sends a

message informing P~E, that PEj has abandoned its attempt to extend X. The

message sent from P~E. to PEj contains the identification numbers of X and Y

and the value i. After receiving the message, IFEj searches its contour table to

determine if it abandoned Y. To do this it uses field (h) of the contour table.

j If it had, it no%% begins extending Y by adding X from PE1 (unless X has been

locked in the interim by vet another PE tracing a portion of the contour

comprised in part by X and Y) and continues until It has closed the contour or

5 is blocked.

The deadlock a' oidancv and IT" priority protocols allow PEs to attempt to

extend t hvir partil contours III any ordier and from eit her end point with

Icorrect results assured. Thk, is advantige ous If a Vfng contour extending across

many s ubimages Is to be formned (diring Phase 11 from Its constit uent partial

contours . Mainy PE's can all A.ork slinult anet usly to extend prilcontours

along, this contour, eich dropping out to wo)rk on any other partial contours

that miigh t he in Its su him age a,, It Is Lb iked bY a higher priority PE. In

effect. contouinr tracing is pe-fr~ied using the dv ide-an d-ci qu er model at both

the Image 1(,%(el (~tl i~ per PF) 1 and the contouir level ( pos,, de simultaneous,

h~i I a'i:L I I h-V :I~ t h ni i V n u . I -N secltnc e ( or each

contouIr iti the imiage A III ho, to rd inI tlie memory for exactly one of the PIN
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that contained part of the contour originally. For the example of Figure g.9,

PE v. ill contain the i-x-y sequence for contour DABC in the event it and PEI

tried to simultaneously extend CB and DA, respectively, since it has higher

precedence under physical address ordering. Because each PE tries to connect

its contours independently, there is no simple rule to determine which PE will

finally close a given contour. Although this may be undesirable in some

instances, a side effect of the procedure is to tend to equalize the processing

load of the PEs and the number of closed contours found by each PE.

9.5 Example of Non-Overlapped Method Performance

The parallel algorithms described in the previous two sections have many

potential applications, one of which is the visLal inspection of thick film

products within an industrial environment. In such an environment scene

Illumination can be closely controlled, so subimage-based EGT may not be

needed for its adaptive capability, but its accuracy may be desirable. However,

using subimage-ba-sed EGT incurs no penalty. A functional simulation of the

algorithms of the previous sections has been coded and executed; the results are

presented in this section [MiD83J.

The section of a printed circuit board in Figure 9.10 is shown with a

16 x 16 pixel subimage grid, the subimage size used in the simulation. The

board was purposefully illuminated unevenly to illustrate the capability of

,ubimage-based EGT. When a single best global threshold is used for the

image, the result is the binary image shown in Figure 9.11. Clearly, a single

thre h,,Id lv .l will n(,: yield satijfact(,r% Sgment.,tion of the circuit wires and

s.1ulvral, "he IT(h T alg rithin A a.s ti,,d to determine a suitable threshold for

each suibinage. since ideally tiil image Aoild have pixels of only two values, a

I..
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Fi- 0 11I A hinary Image obtained by thresholding Figure P.10 with a
"IlcIf t1eh r'sh( Id of 15H3.

Lv
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single threshold in each subimage suffices. In addition to using an additive

constant to suppress noise when computing threshold figure of merit values, the

resulting merit value functions M(T) were smoothed over five points to yield

the desired single maximum. The resulting merit value graphs for a

representative group of the subimages are shown in Figure 9.12.

The EGT algorithm becomes more adaptive as the subimage size

decreases, but choosing too small a subimage can create problems. For

instance, there may no longer be an edge within a subimage, causing the

algorithm te select a threshold related to the noise or DC change within the

subimage. There are some subimages in the example image that do not

contain an edge. In these subimages small gray level variations cause the EGT

algorithm to detect false merit value peaks. It was necessary to apply a

threshold to the merit values themselves before an edge was considered

detected for a subimage.

The threshold used to insure that a chosen merit value peak actually

corresponds to a significant edge should be related to the distribution of the

Sobel values for the entire picture. In the ca-se of the thick film board, both

the Sobel-generated edge image and input image histograms should be bimodal,

but due to the poor lighting, the modes are smaller in magnitude and wider,

and may even be merged. A percentile of the Sobel values over the entire

image is a very robust merit value threshold. Empirically, the 50-th percentile

of the Sobel value histogram is an appropriate merit value threshold for this

example. Any value between the 30-th and 70-th percentile gives equivalent

results (see Figure 9.12).

Consider the problem of a ssigning gray levels to the degenerate subimages

that, do not have merit values above the merit threshold. Neighboring

,.
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Figure 9.12 The EGT merit value graphs for the 64 subimages in the upper
left corner of Figure 9.10. The horizontal axis for each graph is
gray value (0 to 255) and the vertical axis is the threshold merit
value (0 to 32).
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subimages at. increasing distance are searched for the nearest with a valid

threshold. Once found, this valid threshold is used to threshold the degenerate

subimage. Table 9.1 shows the figures of merit, correponding thresholds, and

the thresholding decision made for subimages in the upper left corner of the

image. The first number in each box is the maximum figure of merit value, the W

second is the corresponding gray level threshold value, and the third is an

asterisk if the corresponding gray value is a valid threshold, i.e., figure of merit

value above Sobel 50-th percentile. A "W" or "B" as the third entry indicates IV*

that a valid threshold was not found for that subimage, and the default value

was chosen as white or black, respectively. No completely black subimages

l were found in this portion of the image, thus there are no "B" entries in this A.7

table. The segmented image using the results of EGT is shown in Figure 9.13.

Compare this with the image segmented using the best single threshold shown

in Figure 9.11.

The actual partial contour tracing and linking is straightforward because

segmentation is binary in the example. The black wire traces are considered to

be 8-neighbor objects, and the white substrate a 4-neighbor background.

Contour tracing was as described in the previous section. Every partial

contour in the example was found to have an end point that was an 8-neighbor

to an end point of a partial contour in the adjoining subimage. The found km..

contours are shown in Figure 9.14. Except for inadequate resolution in the

input image near the left edge, all contours were correctly extracted.

..

.
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Table 9.1 Computed parameters for the figure of merit values shown in
Figure 9.12. W

11.51 14.86 12.93 13.47 14.02 19.23 2.23 1.83

94 102 107 104 117 133 183 187 -
* * * * * * W W

12.91 6.63 13.66 13.53 14.25 19.47 1.86 1.98
111 139 112 109 120 140 186 191

* W * * * * W W

13.65 6.39 14.05 14.64 14.81 20.16 19.79 19.43
119 145 117 116 123 141 140 149

* W * * * * * *

3.41 6.84 14.78 14.67 14.79 20.40 18.11 20.90
160 154 119 118 126 142 144 146
W W * * * * * *

3.13 6.58 16.27 14.44 14.76 20.00 21.01 1.26
165 160 114 118 128 147 142 201
W W * * * * * W

2.93 5.82 16.77 15.18 15.04 19.65 21.40 16.48
167 162 117 120 134 150 158 167
W W * * * * * *

9.91 5.76 16.94 14.91 14.62 19.86 21.46 15.18
149 165 113 123 149 155 144 156

* W * * * * * * .

23.70 21.28 16.92 15.57 14.67 17.99 21.34 23.47
111 112 120 131 136 153 151 160

* * * * * * * *

IO
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Figure 9.13 Binary image resulting from EGT-based segmentation or
Figure 9.10.
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figure 9.14 Contours extracted fromn Figure 9.10.
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0.0 Analysis of Non-Overlapped Method

Choice of Parallel Architecture. Details of the computation in each

PE for the EGT algorithm (Figure 9.4) are quite similar. This is particularly

true during the Sobel edge image generation and determining the local minima

and maxima. Thus, a single instruction stream will be relatively efficient.

SIMD mode operation facilitates the PE-to-PE communication necessary when

subimage border pixels within each PE must be processed. Transmission

delays incurred due to PE-to-PE data transfers can be overlapped with data

processing to reduce total execution time.

PE-to-PE communications in MIMID mode require explicit synchronization

between the two processors transferring data. Thus, SIMID mode transfers

should be used when possible for large transfers of data to efficiently provide

each PE with the one-pixel-wide border points of its augmented subimage.

However, once each PE has all of the data it needs to perform the EGT

algorithm, the calculations could proceed in MIlMD mode.

There are two aspects of the EGT algorithm less well matched to SIMD

parallelism. One is the square root calculation in the Sobel operator. Square

root is usually performed in software with an iterative, data-dependent

execution time algorithm. There will be lost processor time for synchronizing

after the operation. The other is the fact that each PE performs the innermost

for loop in Figure 9.4 using a different iocalmin and localmaz and, hence,

performs the statements in the loop (updates the sums) different numbers of

times. PEs are disabled when they finish their looping, since PEs must remain

synchronized in SIMI) mode. The total time to) perform the innermost for loop

i: the maximum lime taken by any IE.

,O~
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Although MIMD mode would make the execution of the innermost for

loop (Figure 9.4) more efficient (because no PEs would be disabled), this

advantage must be weighed against the extra time involved in switching from

SLMD to MJMD mode and requiring that each PE perform its own control flow

operations for the outer two for loops. Control flow operations include "W

initialization and incrementing of loop counters, evaluation of conditional

expressions, and branching. These operations are performed by a system

control unit in SIMD mode for the outer loops and can be overlapped with the

PE operations. Overall, SIMD mode execution seems more advantageous for

the EGT algorithm.

The number of PEs to use is an important consideration for the

implementation of contour extraction on a parallel computer. Consider first

using few PES. As the number of PEs (N) is decreased, subimage size increases

for a fixed-size total image size. For large subimages, the ratio of subimage

border pixels to total pixels is low. This increases processing efficiency because

inter-PE transfers of border pixel values take up only a small fraction of the

total time. The speedup factor is the ratio of execution time on a serial

computer of power equivalent to one PE to execution time with a parallel

computer of N PEs. It approaches N for arithmetic operations for large

subimages. A speedup factor of N is considered optimal because it indicates

that N PEs are accomplishing N times the work of a single PE in a given time.

However, if image average brightness is markedly uneven, subimage size cannot

be arbitrarily large without compromising segmentation accuracy. Also, very

large subimage siz,# may potentially degrade performance due to the finite size

J physical main mmory in any computer; for better performance, subimage

size should be restricted so as to avoid paging while processing a subimage.
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Consider now a large number of PEs applied to the contour extraction

problem. As N is increased, the subimage size decreases. In this case, the ratio

of border pixels to total subimage pixels is high and inter-PE transfers account

for a large percentage of total processing time. Total processing time is

minimized as N increases, however, the speedup factor decreases (much time is

spent on transfer operations between PEs, which are not needed for the serial

machine). Too large a value of N will result in too small a subimage size for

good accuracy in the EGT step. Very small subimages may contain no true

contours yet report false ones because of image noise. Also, use of a large

number of PEs may be inefficient for contour tracing if it reduces the number

of complete contours found in Phase I, requiring heavier use of inter-'E

communication to close contours in lha-e II Note, however, that if most

objects span many subimages few closed contours will be found in P'hase I,

regardless of subimage size (recall the circuit board example).

This conflicting demand on N clearly shows the value of considering the

algorithms comprising contour extractio)n as a whole, rather than as a sequence

of individual, independent algorithms. Performance measures that quantify

various demands ISSS821 can air! in determining the value of N to use. The

value of N should be chosen given knowledge of the specific performance

characteristics of a particular parallel processor implementation.

The activity during contour tracing is strongly dependent on the details of

the input image; each 1t has a set or contours and partial contours that is in

all likelihood unique. Phase I of contour tracing requires only locally available

data, and cx (.cuti,,n tine i (dta d& pendti Phas, I makes h 'av use of

non-local data and als(o has data-depenlet'n (e-'c(utioD tinw [lnking contours

is feasible only as an asynchronous task in %hich acth prcessor proceeds with

ik.

1
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regard to its circumstances. Both phases of contour tracing are suited to

MIMD mode. The fraction of the total execution time for contour extraction

spent on contour tracing is typically small.

Comparison to Overlapped Approach. The advantages of the

uerlapped approach presented in Section 9.3 versus the non-overlapped

apprkach are twofold One, partial contour extension is Dot necessary. This

grut-ttly simplifies the contour tracing process. Two, only sufficient primary

!.rii'ry t,, hld one subimage for processing is needed.

The di,,diantages of the overlapped approach are threefold. First, the

ni:, Xir Iiru size. of an object of interest must be known a priori so that

subirnage ize can be established. Subimage size is constrained by the fact that

I(;T performance tends to degrade with increasing subimage size relative to

inage size Thus, there will be a practical limit on the maximum object size.

Also, an object iay happen to be completely within more than one subimage.

ThIs- must be recogi'zed and handled appropriately. Second, thresholding

(including E(T) tends to perform less well when objects are small relative to

the image (in thiz- case, subirnage) size The overlapped method requires that

,i[.T.. over no wore than one fourth the area of a subimage. Thus, there is a

practical limit to the range of object sizes that will be handled well for a given

wage, objcts rinuch smaller than the largest objects are at a disadvantage.

Vinalk. each pixel is processed for contour extraction four times, once for each

(if the( four overlapping subimages to which it. belongs.

Th,, non-(,vrlapped scenario could be implemented on a serial computer

.. ,,t iA Ith virtual niviior% [l)eti7O. The disadvantage of this approach is

that w-nii .a cont)u r spans more than one subimage, linking partial contours

requ(iros that a repro.s,,ntati,,n of (he subimages with partial contours to be

0
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linked, as well as the associated contour table information, be accessible. This

may result in significant delay due to paging subimages into primary memory.

Paging overhead does not occur on a parallel system since the entire image is

stored in primary memory. Thus, it is the multiplicity of primary memories

(the large primary memory space) in a parallel system such as PASM that

makes the non-overlapping subimage approach practical.

The disadvantages of the non-overlapped method are that contour tracing

is more complex and sufficient memory to process an entire image is needed.

The advantages of the non-overlapped algorithms are fourfold. There is no

limit to maximum object size, each pixel is processed just once, threshold

choices may be made more precisely because subimages that are small relative

to the largest objects can be readily used, and they are well-suited for parallel

processing.

Ira

9.7 Implications for Network Design

When subimage border pixels are ne,,ded for the E(T algorithm, all PEs

simultaneously request the same border pixel relative to their subimages. For

example, when EGT begins (with the upper left corner subimage pixel) all PEs

will request (from the PE to their upper left) the pixel immediately above and

to the left of their upper left corner pixel. This data transfer can occur for all

PEs simultaneously. For contour tracing, the communication needed is

between 8-neighbors PES and arbitrary other,.. These communication links

must be established to support partial contour linking Hence, the

interconnecti.,n nok(, rk should 1W a lI,' t 1 i,,,rfrm Jru1 :W t io s ii'',] ing the

s-neighbors of a 11 a.- ell as an on'-l,,-i' ,,nrl , .
.I

!!t.
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Because both SIMD and MIMD modes of processing are involved in the

contour extraction task, the interconnection network should be able to function V

%&ell in both modes Networks that are controllpd by routing tags, or in some

,ther distributed manner, can more easily operate in MIMD mode than

cetril, controlled networks. This is particularly true when the patterns of

iw(r mrnecti)n change rapidlN, as is the case in Phase HI contour tracing.

The ['E-t,-l'E transfer of information must be efficient or the system will

I,. )we{d In it,; simplest form, this communication would be handled by the

lL s ,each PE Aould control the net,%ork and preform all the network protocol

3uppor1 The riuting tag control scheme for the ESC, for example, would be

.IS f,,r the PEs to implement

Each word transferred and each new network setting can require processor

r1-t ril'tions A more efficient method of PE-to-PE communication is by direct

menmry access (I)MA). DMA is a method for storing or retrieving data

with;,ut processor intervention. In its basic form, a PE would enter a DMA

hand!ing r(,utine upon request from another PE. This routine computes the

nieniryrv address range of the data satisfying the request (e.g., partial

e., ,lr i-\- 0~crdinates), sends this information to the special DMA

mrd;%ar, and sts the nct%,wrk as needed for the transfer. The DMA

!: rdv are tOrn A(uld autonomously retrieve the information from local memory

31rd prform the necessary network interfacing to send the data to the

r,,,ii eting FL I)MA hardware is often designed to operate on a cycle-stealing

1,':,i, s,) that 'E access to local inemorr is not scverely affected The PE is still

ri,,,nsitlh,. ho% ,ver, for chcking the incoming data (after transfer is

mjdI t(,) f,,r trans , issin errr) ani ., forth.
W.0
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A more advanced implementation (f I).AL capability is the use of an

intelligent network interface unit (NIU). Requests for data from remote PEs

would be made to the local NIU, which would interpret and sati-fy the request

by coordination with a remote NIL. The NIl) would combine DMA capability

with network protocol support. NISI technology may allow ready fabrication

of sophisticated Nil's.

Consider the transfer of subirnage boundary points, and for the sake of

example, let R =4096, N =1024., and 1/v. =128. Rather than involve the

source and destination PtEs of vach trander in that transaction for each pixel,

one of the DMA modes just described would be of great use. If pixels were

stored in PEs by row% (rows numbered 0 to 1271, and transfer from PE. to

PE +,. ~was selected, the I)MA hardt are of P'E would be instructed to

transfer 128 pixeIs starting at the addres of row 127 of the subimage. The

DMA' hardware associated vwith %I'K, ,)uld be set to read 128 pixels from

the network and store them beginning at an address representing row -1,
relative the the suibimage of 1 -~ \When data is transferred from PE to

PE + I, the situat ion is more (,>mr1Th,',., in that plixels to be transferred are

not stored contiguouslv in the riin(or% ., iT, ni,, nti,,a] DMA hardware

only supports physi'.i blo'k tranf,.r- ,f data lbr, a trong case for an

intelligent Nit' can be mad, an Ni' c'(,ti ac,',Tt more conplicated

instructions such as "transfer 12 t pix,.I, staring at aXr X, taking every

128th pixel.-

The Interconnect i ,n netw',rk ani any I)N ,r Nit" h 'r,tI arr ,,u Id be

heavily s(ed in lPtia. , i %%rIwn'il whe I'I ,. in lr,c i t I -n I ,r ,, (

remote PE !ll'nlriev, that mnay ,Iita li wn the w \lt*'ii i-. of ie owttul'

As in the FGT algorithm, the Nil' would he of great use because it could

*0
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process queries about possible extensions to partial contour without

interrupting the remote PE. There would be a combination of short and long

nwssages between PEs during this phasLe. A short message would occur when a

'E extending a partial contour requests information about possible extending

partial contours from a remote PE. If a connecting partial contour is found, a

!,,ig ness :lie consisting of th, i-x-y sequence of the partial contour would be

"ent Thus, the interconnection network should support a variety of message

-* ,e s,, that the efficiency of sending either type of message is high. 4

9.8 Implications for System Design

The EGT and contour tracing algorithms were found to be clearly suited

ftr SIMI) nrd MIMI) mode processing, respectively. Probably the most basic

requirement for the operating system and the system hardware is to allow a

sml, jb to switch dynamically between SIMD and MIMD) modes of operation.

\\ ith only SIMI) capability, vast inefficiency would occur in later stages of the

scenario Having only MIMI) mode is a less serious handicap, but will lengthen

*e..,t in time for the Sobel operator and determining local maxima and

minn . ,lue to the need for explicit synchronism and data sharing, and the

In iAIlitv to perform loop control in a central control unit while PE

,riif,itinn occurs Thus, the capability to switch dynamically between SBM

',d .MINI) modes is important so that each subsequent portion of the scenario

.. An e executed in the most appropriate operational mode.

THe PFi's of an MIMI) parallel computer must be able to operate

ii,,[jiridnt I (,n their own data and inst ruction streams, and so are commonly

h ,, ,hot ,Lfs Coip ht, Cimput er svt emsr in their own right with input/output

cir'uitrY befitting a working environment in which each PE Is closely coupled

*o
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to others. The appropriate nature of the processor in an SIMD system PE is a

more open question. At one extreme, a PE could consist of only an

arithmetic/logic unit (ALU), a microcode-level interface to the system control

tinit, basic input/output circuitry, and an interface for processor status

iuformation. At the other, the SIAM PE would have the functionality of the

MILMD PE, but would lack instruction fetch capability and would receive

machine language commands from its control unit rather than from its local

memory. Of course, a PE can combine all the capability of a pure NffMD PE

with the ability to disable the program counter and accept external machine

language instruction streams. Such a PE design would be suitable for

SIMD/MIMD systems, including PASM. It might be thought that frequent

operation of such a PE in SIMID mode might underutilize its capabilities.

Study of the EGT algorithm shows that this is not necessarily true, i.e.,

executing EGT in SIMID mode enhances overall performance.

Considering the EGT algorithm, there are two steps with data-dependent

times: computing a square root for the Sobel algorithm and the innermost for

loop (see Figure 9.4). Removing the variability and/or shortening the

execution time of these steps would improve the SIMD execution of the

algorithm. In the case of the square root operation, a fixed time solution either

in the form of a new, data-independent algorithm or special PE hardware

support is one answer. The algorithm could be executed by having a ,;ystem

control unit issue the instructions, or the algorithm could be embedded in PE

microcode, giving each PE a "square root" instruction. Another answer would

be to use a modified Sobel operator formulated without the square root

operation: accuracy considerations might rule out this option.

*1
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r The innermost for loop can probably benefit most from reducing, rather

than fixing, execution time. If each PE could maintain its own loop counters

instead of relying on a control unit, execution time could likely be reduced.

Incorporating local index registers in each PE would support this. Because PEs

will execute this loop different numbers of times, as well as for different ranges

of loop index values, there must be a mechanism to disable PEs that finish the

loop before others. One method to do this uses processor address masks

[Sie77a].

Two alternatives were presented for determining when a PE can enter

Phase IH. With the first, PEs are allowed to start Phase II processing after all

have completed Phase I. Hence, the operating system and hardware

communication paths must allow for synchronization of the PEs within an

MIMD job.

Since semaphores play a large part in ensuring correct linking of partial

contours in Phase II, processors should be able to perform a "test-and-set*

operation to facilitate correct semaphore implementation. Test-and-set is an

uninterruptible, or atomic, action in which the value of a data item in memory

is read, compared, and, upon meeting the test of the comparison, a new value

is stored in place of the original data item value. While methods to implement

such a facility are known for sequential processors, the parallel processing

environment, in which the item to be tested may be remote to the PE, presents

a greater challenge. An intelligent NiU at the destination PE could perform an

atomic "test-and-set" instruction for a requesting PE.

Once all PEs have completed Phase H of the contour tracing algorithm,

the jot) is done. In order for the PASM System Control Unit to know that the

job has been completed, each PE must be able to signal its Micro Controller

*0
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when it has finished, and MCs must be able to signal the SCU.

g.9 Conclusions

A number of observations were made and conclusions drawn from the

contour extraction scenario. In particular, non-overlapped formulation of the

algorithms for parallel processing was shown to lead to several advantages

including speedup, elimination of object size constraints, and potential for

improved accuracy. Necessary protocol and mechanisms to support their

correct execution were detailed. Overall, the parallel algorithms presented are

strong contenders to replace previous methods in some applications.

One such application is quality control inspection of printed circuit boards.

Large object handling capability is needed for following long circuit traces, and

sufficient speedup is necessary for timely response. Other applications include

those involving military environments in which real-time processing capability

is crucial.

Considering an entire scenario in the light of parallelism is a useful

approach for matching image processing tasks and parallel architectures.

Operating system features found to be important and/or useful include support

for

1. dynamic SIMI)/MIMD mode switching,

2. synchronization within MIDfl) processes,

3. semaphores, and

4. access to the local memories of one PE by another PEW

Necessary and/or desirable hardware features include

0
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1 1. an interconnection network that supports permutation connections

between 8-neighbor PEs and direct connection between non-8-neighbor

PEs,

2. an interconnection network equally effective in S[MD and MIMD ...

environments (implies decentralized network control) and with widely

varying message lengths,

3. an intelligent network interface unit,

4. a test-and-set instruction,

5. PE designed for constant-time instructions and fast loop index

manipulation,

6. provision for PEs to signal job completion to a system controller, and

7. provision for selective PE enabling/disabling.

The stated operating system and hardware features are consistent with the

capabilities and design of both the ESC network and PASM.

4 mc:
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CHAPTER I0

CONCLUSIONS . - -"

This research has addressed three main topics in the area of

parallel/distributed processing computer systems. Specifically, a fault-tolerant

multistage interconnection network was introduced, the performance of

alternative switching element designs suited for VLSI implementation was

analyzed, and a parallel scenario for digital image contour extraction was

studied. These three topics are unified by their joint contribution to the

engineering knowledge necessary for parallel/distributed computer system

design.

The demand for very high-speed computing motivates this entire area of

research. There are many disciplines with important problems that can neither - "

be feasibly solved given the performance level of available computers, nor be

solved without computers.

A sample of parallel processing computer research projects was presented

in Chapter 2. The PASM multimicroprocessor system was among those

described. Unique features of PASM include bing (1) dynamically

reconfigurable, (2) able to operate in either SIMI) or MIMD mode of

parallelism, and (3) able to be partitioned into machines of different sizes, each

of which can operate in SINIl) or MI 1) m(e. Lach of the s. stems surveyed

uses, or is designed to use, a multistage interconnection network. Together

they illustrate a range of architectural ideas and a range of intended
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application domains. Thus, this material provides a context in which to view

the interconnection network and image processing studies of this research.

The Extra Stage Cube is a new fault-tolerant multistage interconnection

network intended for use in large-scale SIMD, MSIMD, MIMD, and

partitionable SIMD/MIIMD computer systems, and is the network to be used in

the PASM prototype under construction at Purdue University. Chapter 3

defines the Generalized Cube network as shows how the ESC is derived from it.

The Generalized Cube was noted to be representative of a class of cube-type

networks, including the STARAN flip, the omega, the indirect binary n-cube,

and the SW-banyan (S=F=2, L=n) networks.

A formal development of the properties of the ESC was set forth in

Chapter 4. The basic concepts of network fault model and fault-tolerance

criterion were defined, and their meaning for the ESC chosen to reflect the

anticipated operating environment of an interconnection network, rather than

for ease of analysis. The ESC was proved to be single-fault tolerant with

respect to its fault model and fault-tolerance criterion. A simple method was

given for finding a fault-free path through a faulted network. The ESC was

shown to tolerate some instances of multiple faults. Routing tags were

developed that allow full access to the fault-tolerance capabilities of the ESC.

Its partitioning and permuting were capabilities were described.

Because the field of fault-tolerant multistage interconnection networks for

parallel/distributed computers is a new one, and because the ESC was

described in the early literature, the survey of such networks was presented in

Chapter 5, following the chapter describing the ESC. The challenging design

goals chosen for and met by the ESC result in its retaining its merit as new

networks have been proposed. The ESC was compared with the surveyed

4
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fault-tolerant networks. The ESC is either less physically complex and equally

fault-tolerant or more fault-tolerant than other fault-tolerant multistage

interconnection networks that have been reported in the literature.

Chapter 6 presented a study of the terminal-pair reliability of the ESC.

Reliability was measured as the probability that there exists at least one path --
.-

between any, network input and output. This extended the analytical work of

Chapter 4 establishing single-fault tolerance. A exact solution for the case of

two faults is developed based on the ESC fault model stated in Chapter 4

From the reliability study of the ESC, opportunities for improved fault-

tolerance at minimal additional hardware or operational protocol overhead cost

were recognized. An Enhanced ESC was described and its capabilities studied

in Chapter 7. Large networks were found to benefit more than small ones

from this modification.

Alternative structures to traditional interchange boxes, motivated by V1SI

considerations, were presented in Chapter 8. The performance of a 4 x 4

k.,ossbar node and a composite node formed from four 2 x 2 crossbar elements

was studied. Implementation of an ESC, or ESC-like, network using 4x4

switches was discussed.

Chapter 9 considered digital image contour extraction, an image

processing task within the application domain for PASM and with wide-spread

use. The value of the scenario approach was that it provided insight not

available from an individual consideration of the algorithms comprising the

contour extraction task. Numerous system design guidelines were uncovered

for the operating systerm, processing element le,'Ign. and n',,rc,,nnleti,,n

network requirements. In addition, the parallel f(,rmulation of the t.,,k

3
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provided the opportunity for faster processing speeds, elimination of object size

constraints, and improved accuracy.

In summary, the contributions of this work are threefold. The first is the

development and study of the Extra Stage Cube fault-tolerant, multistage

interconnection network. The second is the analysis of the performance of

alternative switching element structures for interconnection networks. The

third is the examination in detail of an image processing scenario for PASM

and the ESC network.

..*0
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Appendix A

Program to Count Lossy Pairs
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so Program to directly enuerate fault pairs and loony pairs for the EC
so with STAGE bylpassl i .

•Used to conflirm the equations for countinug thoe objects.

•,Rua giving the value of a asJ the argumntn. .

*o WARNING )> For a = 6 run time is 128.0 CPU NOUNU (

so For a = 5 run time is slightly over 4.8 hours

,, For a = 4 run time Is slightly over 11 inates

so For a = 3 run time is 18 seconds

o0 For a = 2 ruan time is lose than I second

c Options: -Y verbose list@ information 0m each fault pair (disabled);

cc aeed for debu lgi

cc

00 Variables: a umber of network stages

(not counting stra stage)

,oI umber of network inputs

cc bbflault number of 1U1-fault pairs

cc bblosey number of M-losey pairs

cc lbfgult number of LS-fault pairs

cc lblosy number of 1.-losay pairs

c l lfault number of L±-fault pairs

c, 1110l8 number of LL-lossy pairs

cc mask coustat arTay Zoatuining bit aus tooed to

c , compuote the stage outputs of the primary sad

c , secondary paths given the s/d pair ad stage

#inelude (stdio.b>

tt bade, loss. verbose;

typedef unsignod long uint;

unt 0, N;

*truct. (

lint stagL

nint link;
) bad[4] ;

main(argc, alpri)

ajt argc;

char car )l;,

register uint ab;
register int i.j;

int bblosoy. Iblossy. iMlossy. bbfaUlt, lbfault, l fault; - -

jL

+ + + - + , + - + + - - - -- + " + - "+ + " " -' -" . . . I' " ' ' + : ' -" " ++ -+ " '
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lot oldlose;

,erbose = 0;

if ( arg=3 ) (

if (strcsp(argv[l .- v@)=:O)

verbose I;

else (

fprintf(stderr.'us&5@: Is I-v] a\n'.%rg[[O])"

exit(l);
)

Lrgc--;

)

If argcl--J ) {

fpriatf(stdorr. 'uage: s n'n'argv[(O);

exit Cl);

)

a atoi(arg'v[1);

I "<n;

bblossy blossy = llloey bbfault lbfault :lfault 0;

/o ED-fault pair section 0/

loss 0;

for ( irn ; i)=O ; i-- ) (

/0 for all stages 0/

for(&=O ; a<1/2 ; a* ) {

/0 for the 'upper" output of each box in stage i o/

for ( J:i ; J)-O ; J--) (

/0 for all stages loss than or equal to I */

for ( bO ; b<1/2; b-- ) (

/0 for the .upper' outputs of each box in stage j 0/
if ( i:J U b=a )-

continue;

/0 unless ij. then for the Oupper' output of each stage J box with 0/

/0 outputs greater that a 0/

bbfault = bbfault * 1;

If ( i=:j U (i==n I 1=0) )

continue;

/0 with both faults confined to stage a or stage 0 the 
ESC continues to 0/

/0 function; there is no need to test such fault pairs for loss of FFIC 
e/

if ( (i==n " j:=) I (i14 U J=:0)) (

bblossy.;

continue;
)- i

-4 /0 a stage a or stage 0 box fault combined with a box fault outside 
of that e/

/e stage is lowly; count It as such and go on to the nsxt fault pair 0/

oldloss = loss;

bad[O].stage 1;

bad[0].l1nk seroius(i.an);

UL
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bsAtl].stag =I

b@A[21.link toroias(J.b.z);
badSIl.stap e

bod[a)Ilink =loierQj.seroia.C.b.z) a);. *-

bad@e 4;

It (verbose)

priatt(61N (324.524) S (12d.32)\n

a 3124.12d) a (12d.2DOWn. I. bad101. link.i, bad(1). liak. J. bad[121.-link,j bad(3J.lUk):

tostO;

If (loss'-oldlose)
bblosy-;

printf ('lumber 8-lose pairs = SdWn. hblossy):

priatf ('Number *O-f uit pairs =dSAO. hbfault):

/0 LB-fault pair section q/

loss 0;

for C~ ;a 13,0 1-)(IS

-/* for all stages greater than 0 (there are no LO-fault pairs with a/

/0 the 'uppermost fault' in stage 0) 0/

for(&=0 ; *U/2 ;a--)

I. &aume the box fault is in stage i; for the 'upperg output of each boxn e/

for C j=i ; j)0O ;J--){

/9 for all stages loe than or equal to I and e/

/0 greater that 0 (there are no stage 0 links) 0/

for Cz ;0 b(N; b--)

/0 for all outputs In stage j(which must contain the link fault) 0/

lbtault**;

if C 1-n)
ibiossy.';

continue;

/0 an LB-fault pair containing a stage a boxn fault Is a loeep pair a/
n0 o need to test q/

oldloss = lose; ,~

bad(Olistage 1;i

bsd[0].link =waroim(.a.a);

bedAlistage =i;

badil] link -lwriar~elan.)

bad[2] stage J
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bad[2].ink b

4 bads = ;
It (verbose)

printf(6S6 (%2d.%2d) A (%2d.%2d)\a

A (%2d.I2d)\n'.b@a4O1.stags.b@EdO1.link.badC1].stags.bad(l).link.be4[2].etge.bad2.lik);

test);

if (loss)oldloss)

/* &ameus now that the link fault is in stags I; for each stage I output 0/

for ( J=1-1 ;J):zO ;J--)(

/s for all stages loe thas 1 0/

for Cb=O b<1/2; b--)

/0 for the @uppers outputs of each bos in stage j */

lault =lbfault 1 ;

4 if C J-O ) (
lblossy*.;
continue;

/* an LB-fault pair containing A stage 0 box fault if a IOSaY pair 0/
/e so noed to test e

oldioss Closs; .
Ma10Ilsiage x 1;
b@A[01lliak a&;

bad[1] stags J

badil] link = eroins(j.b.n);

ba4E2.otage J
bs4[23.link =lowsr(J~zeroIus(J~b.a),u);

bae =53

If (verbose)
priatf(OSSO (124312d) A (12d.12d)\n

*(%2d.$2d)\n$,bad(0) -stage. bad(01. link, bad 111. stage.aW 0). lik, bad121 -stage. bad 121.1W);
test()-

re if (lose)oldloss)

* pristf(Ilumber LO-lossy Pairs 2IWO., Mbossy);

prlntf(Olabsr LB-fault pairs =dWO. lbfault);

/LL-fault pair section 0/
love 0;

oL0
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/9 for all stages wili 1ke (i.e.. eZcluU13g star 0) 0/

for(a20 : a&41 .)

/0 for all outputs of stage I 5

for ( jxi ;J)O ;J--)(

I. for all stages less than or equal to I that have links 0/
for ( b=O ;b<1 ; b-

/9 for ell outputs of stae 3 0/
if Cb'-a a i=-uj)

continue;

/* unless i-j. then for all stage j outputs greater that a 0/

lifault 2 liault 1 ;

/* coust number of 1±-faulty pairs 0/49
ohilo.. loss;
bad[OI stage z 1;

bNAd[O.link 6

badt1J stage J ;
bad~lJ-link b;

beds z 2;

/5 If (verbose)
printf(oo" GUAM124 A C2d.ftdA\&

testO;
If (loss oldioss)

- /* count number of LL-lossy pairs 0/

pristfWluber LL-lossr pairs z 3dan. Mlosey);

pristf(Ilumbor 1±-fault pairs x ld\n*. 1lfault);

ciat maskH =] O.Oxl .Ox3.0x7.Oif.Oxlf.OzSf.Oz7f.Oiff.Ozlff.Oz~ff.OZ~ff.Ozfff.
Olfff .Ox~fff ,Ox7ftff.Offff.Olffff.Ozhffff.Oz~ffff.Otfffff.

Oxlfftff.Ox3fffff .Oz7fiftf.Ozffifff.Oxtiffffff.Ozlfffffft.O~tffff.

Ozfffffff.Ozlfffffff.Oilfffffff.0z7fffftff);

sTest path@ through the setwork until a source/destination pair t"at

scano: comanicate Is found, or all pairs have been tested.

5Assame that the bad links have already been listed In Tbad(s).

ccVariables: s source

d destination

:c tage the n"uber of the stage to be used in computing stage
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em outputs for the @/d pair being teated

me link output of stage meta e takes by a path of the s/d pair

mm being tested
me faultl flag indicating the s/4 pair has a faulty primary path

mm fault2 flag indicating the @/4 pair has a faulty secondary path

0e Affects global variable lose.

( ,.

register met etage, faultl. fault2;

register sint a. d. link;

for ( e0 ; s ; @-- ) (

for ( duO ; d<l ; d.. ) (

faulti fault2 : 0;

for ( stage=n ; stage)-O stage-- ) (
link = (skaek[ta&go]) I (d*(-uak(stagel));

/o compute stage output of primary path 0/

if ( faulty(stage.link) ) (

faultl-.;

break;

)

for ( etage=n ; etageO ; stage-- ) (
link = ((.&aak[tage)i(d(-nak[stagel))) - I;

/m compute stage output of secondary path 9/

if (faulty(stage.link) l2(

fault2..;

break;

if v ,erbose ) (

printf('12d to 124 ". a. d);

printf(O primary: 0);

if(faultl)O) printf('faulty at stage Sd.'.etag);

else priatf(Ookay. );

printf(' secondary: 0);

if(fault2*O) printf('eanlty at stag* Sd.w.staWe);

else printf (Ookay.');

printf(' Se\u
o
. (faulttlO U fault2)O)?*l SM:E1OLOS=); O,

if faultltO U fault2'0 )

losgo-;

)

faulty(.timec, link)

. . .- .:_:.-+ ,, ,, -.. . . .... - .- . .. j .. . .. . .
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0e Check a stage output against the list of fault labels.

0e If there is a match. returs, a 1; elso return 0.

aist staeg.lisk;

for 1= IZ 0248bas 1-*

Ift stage-bad CiI stag. A liskrzbad!1i link)

return 1;
return 0;

lower (stag.link.a)

/a
00 Generate the corresponding Olower' box output label

so given the stage number. label of the suppers output.
o ad the number of stages

nist stage. link. a;

If (stage ==a)

retura~link ' );
else

return(link ^ (0 " stage);

seroins (stage. link. a)

'Generate the suppers box output label given the number of the
*stage containing the box, the enumbere of the box within that
estage (counting from wereo with the suppers box in the stag.).

0and the mumber of stages

ciat stage, link, a;

m int upper, lower;

If (stage ==a)

stage a 0;
upper =(link A (-0 '4 stage)) '1;

lover =link A -(-0 "4 stage);

retarn( upper I lower )
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Appen dix B

Program to Count Lossy Pairs

with Box Bypassing
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t'egras t~o directly enuserste fault pairs and lousy pairs for the ESC

-,cL box bypssing.

tn confirm the equations for counting these object.

giving the value of a as the argument.

-4VG> For a w S run time is.6.8 CPU DAYS"4
For a z run tie Is roughly 6 hours
For a =4 run time Is slightly under 19 minutes

For a = run time Is 20 seconds
For a =2 run time io less than I second

~ -v verbose lists information on each fault pair (disabled);

used for debugging

'~r~bls: a number of network stages

(not counting extra stage)
U nuber of network inputs

bbf cult number of U-fault pairs

bblossy number of 33lousy pairs

lbf cult number of LI-fault pairs

M bossy number of LBlossy pairs

* lf cult number of LL-fault pairs

llloesy number of LL-lossy pairs

sank constant array containing bit snasks used to ~b
compute the stage outputs of the primary amd

secondary paths gives the aid pair and stag

:1-de (stdio.h>

loss. verbose;

r tiignd long uiat;

tant $tags;

uiat link;

rgc. r )

register uiat & b;

register int i.J;

tat bblossy. iblay. Mlossy. bbfsult. lault. llfault;
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int oldloss;

verbose = 0;

it ( argc=3 ) -
if (strcwp(.rgvr(1]-v)==O)

verbose = 1;
els ( . .

fpriutf(stdorr.'6eage: Is C-v] \n'.6.rgv(O]);

argc--;

)

if ( Lrgcl=2 )

fprintf(stdorr.usage: is n\n'...rgvCO]); A

ezit (1) ;

)

a atoi(rgv(1]);
0 1<4n;

bblosey = blosey = ossy bbfault lbfault lfault 0;

/0 OB-fault pair section 0/

los 0:;

for ( -- ; i) 0 ; 1-- ) (

/0 for all stages 0/

for(&=O ; &<9/2 a- - (
/o for the *upper* output of each box in Ostage i 0/

for ( J:i ; J-O ; J--) f

/0 for all stages les than or equal to 1 0/

for ( b=O ; b(U/2; b** ) {

/o for the Supperl outputs of each box in stage j e/

if ( i==j U b<=& )

continue;

/9 unless i=j. then for the 'upper' output of each Stage j box with 0/

/0 outputs greater that a 0/
bbfault..;

if ( i==J L (i==n I i=O) )

continue;

/o with both faults confined to stage a or stage 0 the ESC continues to 0/

/0 function; there is no need to test such fault pairs for loss of rFIC '/

oldlons = loss;
if ( if=j U 1:=n) (

/0 if there is one stage a fault then handle s a special case 0/

bad(O],etae = J;

badCOLli=k sreroia(JAba);

badil].stage = J;

badil].link looer(J.zeroins(jb.n).n);

/0 bad[OJ and bad(1J hold the fault label# for the nom-stage n boz. which /

/0 must be chacked to see if they block any @/d path; fault labels for the 0/

C.
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/* stage a box are omitted In this case 0/

bad[2].llak z erois~a);
badtal liak z lower U. seroiams~~a.)

/0 bad [2] link ad bad CS] link are wsed here to hold the addresses of 0/

/0 the two sources that must have only their primary paths chocked 0/
bade a 2;

/0 there ar* only two fault label# dealing with other thm a stage a box fault o/

test(4).

else4
/e cume of so box faults in stage a 0

bad(Ol.stage x
badE01.liak r zeroins(I.a.m);

badtl]stage 1 ;
b..dtl].lisk aoe~~eoamiaa.)

bsad[2.stage2
badC]1.liak z zeroizm(j.b.a);
badi~listage J;

d bad[31.liak a lowerQj.veroIam(J.b.&),a);
bade = 4;

If (verbose)
priatf (eggs C%2d.%2d) a MW2.92d)

A (2.12d) a (32d.2d)\n'.i.b@A(O].link.i.bs~d[1)IWnkJ.badC2].liak.j.bad[a].lnk);

test(2);

if (lossooldloss)
bblosmy..:

print (luabei U-lossy pairs = d\n*. bblosay);
print? (Oluaber U-fault pairs = Sd\a*. bbfaelt);

/0 LA-fault pair section 6/
loss 0;

for (I=& ; 130 ;I--)
/0 for all stages greater than 0 (there are no LB-fault pairs with 5

/* the 'uppermost faults is stage 0) 0/

4for(&=0 ; &4/2 ;a-- ) (
/0 assume the box fault is in stags 1; for the supper$ output of each box e/

for ( )=I ;' j ;J--)
/e for all stages loe than or equal to I ad 0/

r /0 Creator than 0 (there are so stage 0 links) 0/
for (b0 ; bdl; bo*)

00d
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/0 For all outputs In stage (which suet contain the link fault) 0/

lault..;

if ( i== * UJ==n U b1=xsgroino(i,az) UAb~oe~~som~~~)n

continue;

I. An LB-fault pair containing a stage n box fault and a stags n link fault. qI

/o where the link fault is not In one of the two links attached to the 5

/o faulty box, is not a~n LB-loss7 pair. and need not be tested Q/

oldioss =loss;

If ( i==n ) (
/0 If there 18 stage n box fault then handle as a special cas/

bad[0l stage =

bad[OI.link =b

bad[2].link = iroins(i.a.n);

badISI-link =loverfi~weroines..0;

/bad(21.link and bad[S) link are ueed hoe to hold the addresses of 4/

Ithe two sources that Dust have only their primary paths checked e/

badse 1;

/there is only one fault label dealing sith other than a stags a box fault e/

test(3);

else j

/0 Case Of no Stage n box fault 0/

bad(Olestage = I

bad(O].link = sroins~ian)0;

bad~l] stage I

badfli-link =lower(i.seroinafti.an),n);

badC2] stage .2;
badf21.liznk =b;

binds 3;

if (verbose)

printf (*#63 (%2d.%2d) A (32d.32d)

A (%2d.12d)\nO.bad(O].stage.bad[OI link.badtl].stage.hadtl].link.badt2L.stagebad!2).liak);

test (2);

if (lossOldloss)

lblossy-..

for(&=0 &0a ; a--3
/e Assume now that the link fault is in stage 1; for each stage I output 0/

/0 There can be no stage n box fault requiring special case treatment iDn9

* /0 this Instance e

for ( Jrl-I ; ;- -)0
/0 For all Stag*s less than I S/

for Cb=O ' b(1/2, b--

/0 For the *upper$ outputs of each box in stage*5
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oldios 2 loss;

ba4t0].stage S1;

badIO).liak *a:

bad~ll stage 2;

b..d111lJlsk z seroisQ.b.a);

badE2].Btage j

beAd2J link slowerQj.soroias(J.b.%).%);

bade z 3;
If (verbose)

pristf (609 (32d.22) A (324.124)
a (%2d.32d)\u.bad[0 .utag..bad[0] .link.bndilI .etapgeAd~i).link.bad[2] .stug.badI2) .link);

toot(2);
It Cloue3-oldloss)

lblossy..;

prlntf (lumber LB-losy pairs = Maln. Mbosey);

priattf(luabor LB-fault pairs = Ud\ag. ibtault);

i. aL-fault pair suction 0/

loss 0;

for Ic1a ; 1>0 : I-)
/oI for all stage@ with links (i.e.. excluding stage 0) 0/

tor(&=201 ;' a-')(
/0 for all output$ of stae 1 0/

for ( J~i ; 30' ;J--)(
/0 for all stages loe than or equal to I that have links 0/

f or ( b=0 b(U b*.)

Ifor all output@ of stage j 0/

If Cb-a Ui i-j)

continue;

/0 unless i~j. then, for all stage j outpots greater that a 0/
lifUlt.';

/e count number of aL-faulty pairs 0/
oldloss a loss;
bad(0] stage c 2

badla].1ink z a;

bad~ll.stage x2J
bad[lV link = b

bads =2.

I. If (verbose)
print(601 (224.924) 8

test (2);

If (lose > oldloss) >
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/0 count number of LL-lossy Pair@ 0/

printf (gNumber a1-lousy pairs = d\n'. lMossy);

prinif ('lumber a-fault pairs =dMug. lIfLult);

%int mask[) = (O.Oxl .0x3.0x7.Oxf.Oxilf.Ox~f.Ox7f.Oztf,Oxlff.Ox~ff.Ox7tf.~Offt.

Oxlfff.Ox3fff.Ox~fff.Oxtfff.Oxlffff.Ox3ff.fOx7ffff,Oxffftf,

Olffffl.OzSffff .Ox7fffff .Oxff ftft .Oxifff fff.Ox~f ff fff .Oxlf fffff,
Ozfffffff ,Ozlfffffff ,Ox.fffffff.Ox7fffffff);

test(labolcode)

cTest Paths through the network until a eoluce/detimatioa pair that
go cannot communicate is found, or all pairs have been tested.

goc Assumes that the bad links have already been listed in bad(*.
go Affects global variable loss.

ccVariables: s source

ccI destination

Sestage the number of the stage to be used in computing stage
cc outputs for the s/d pair being tested

link Output Of Stage Ontagog taken by a path of the 9/d pair

cc being tested

ccfaulti flag indicating the o/d pair has a faulty primary path

cc tult2 flag Indicating the mid pair has a faulty secondary path
cclabelcode code used by eteste to properly handle the case

Of one stage n box fault. Specifically, the

~0 links from the faulty box must not be treated u

if they wer. faulty and the two sources using

the faulty box must hav. only their primary paths

checked for blockage, as they have no secondary
cc path available

*2 no special handling needed
cc 8 li-fault with b-ox fault in stage a
cc 4 r B-fault with one box fault in stage a

lot labolcodo;

register mnt stage. fault?. fault2;

register uint s, d, link;

for @= s0 9< ; a--)

far (d=O d'N d. )
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faulti fault2 0;

4 for ( stage~a ;stae-e0 ;stage-)(
link (s4ask(stnge]) I(d*(-nSuklstagel));

/* compete stage output of primary path 0/
if ( faulty(stnge.liak))(

taultl"';

break;

if ( labelcode==2 11 (labeleodel-2 1* simbad(21.link M* v1=1ad[3J link))(
/* Test secondary path aly whem appropriate. i.e.,* when the source is a/

/0 not connected to a faulty stage a box 0/
for (stagez stagO0 ; $tagp-)(

link =((shaak stag.1))I (dk('uak [@tap]))) 1;
/0 compute stag* output of secondary path 0/

If ( faulty (stage.link))(
fmlt2**'

break;

I ac

alse
faelt2..;

/0 if the secondary path should aot be tested. not fault2 as if the 0/
/o secondary were faulty so that it the primary Is found to be faulty. a/

/0 the isriable *loss* sill be incremented. correctly isdleatiag an a/

/s sid pair that cannot communicate 0/

if Cverbos

priatf(012d to 12d *. a. d):

printf(I primary: 1);

if(faultl1-0) priatt(flaulty at stage Ud.0.9tags);

I es priatf(Ookay.*);
printf(O secondary: 6);

if(faUlt2',3) priat('faulty at stage SE.O.stage);

else priatf ('okay.'):
priatf(' ISa', (faaltl)O U f&%lt23O)?LOSe:8eU.03);

Ift faultl3O A fault2)0 )
logo--;

faulty(otage.liak)

'0 Check a stage output against the list of fault laboe.

5It thero it a match, return a 1; else return 0.
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tint stage.link:
(

m~t i;

for ( ='O iltba,4s *
if ( eto.g--=badi]-stn. A link-bad([i.1 k ) .

return 1;

return 0;

lower (stage. link,n)

eso Generate the corresponding losers box output label

s* given the stage number, label of the supper* output, 16
ee and the number of stages
,/

uint stage. 'ink. a;
(

if (Stag* n)
returnClink ^ 1);

olse

return(lInk - ( It stage));

sroins (stags. link.n)

ee Generate the supper' box output label given 
the number of the

eS Stage containing the box, the enumbers of the box within that

Ce stage (counting from zero with the supper' box in the stage).

Lc and the number of stages

uint Stage, link. n;
{

uint upper, lower;

if (state == 0)

stage 0.

upper (link (-0 stage)) (' I;

lower = link A -(.0 44 stage);

return( upper 
I lower );

1)

.t

p.-. -o. 
.
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